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SECTIONi,O_

SUMMARY

This.report presents the results of an investigationconducted fr_n
F.ebruary1977 to February 1979 of.in-service JTgD engine-performance
deteriorationunder the NASA JT9D Jet.Engine DiagnosticsProgram..The
primary purpose.of this effort .was to generate new data .under known.
conditions,to permit a. more. accurate_ definition of JTgD engine
performancedeterior.ationtrends and levels,The in-servicefleet of 32
JTgD engines utilized in Pan American's fleet of 74"/.Special
Performance aircraft was selected for this purpose. The selection of.
this engine, fleet provided the_ opportunity of obtaining engine
performance data starting before the first, flight and. continuing
through initial service such that the trend and levels of engine.
deteriorationrelated to both short- and long-termdeter.iorationcould
be.more carefullydefined. The performancedata col.lectedand analyzed
includedflight, speCialground.testusing a Plug-lnConsole (PIC), and
test stand prerepair and postrepair performance calibrations, The
resultsof.the analysesof.thesedata wer_ used to:

o Refine preliminary models of performance deterioration,
establishedin an earlierstudy conducted,under the_NASA JT9D
Engine Diagnostics Program by filling in gaps and augmenting.
previouslyobtainedhistoriCaldata,

o Establ.ishan.understandingof the relationshipsbetween ground
and altitudeperformancedeterior_atLontrends,..

0 Refine preliminaryrecommendations.concer_ningmeans to reduce
and control.deterioration,and ....

o Identify areaS,where-additionaleffor.tis required to develop
an understandingof complexdeteriorationmechanisms.

The engine performancedeteriorationlevels and trends were primarily
determinedfrom two data sources. Short-termtrends were obtained from

the analyses of the Plug-ln ConsOle (PIC) test results which c_osely
monitored four engines from first flight to beyond_500 (cyCles),The
longer term deteriorationwas establishedfrom Sea level_facility tests.
of engines,with 700 to 2100 flight cycles before and after engine
repair (overhaul). TheSe.data _,howedthat the prerepair performance

" deterioration increased from.l.0percentloss in TSFC* at 50 flight

_mThroughout this report, performance-valuesin_Thrust SpecifiC Fuel
Consumption(TSFC) and Exhaust.Gas Temperature(EGT) are referenced
to sea level,static conditions..Engine-ConditionMonitoring (ECM)
data in Fuel .Flow (Wf).and EGT are referenced-to altitude..
condi_ions.



O,ycle.St:o3.0-percent at I000 cyt,les and .3._perceF_tat._000 cycl_,s,
The corre,_pon_:lingincre;_s_.- in- average EGT. was 5 to 33oc. The-
post,re.palr.pe!_iot_1_arico.._IE_t_r!o!"atiOilincreasedfr_-_11.2.2.percent al.I(!0!!.
cycles,to.2.8.percent at 2000 cyc_les.C.orrespondifigincreases in EGT
were ll_-to21oC.

Models of performancE_.-deteriorationwere derivedfor the fan low- al_dk ' "

, high-presSLireC_xl_presSor,.and,high- and.low-pressureturbine moduloS....T,hese models--Includeboth module efficiency_nd flow capacitychanges.

, The TSFC deteriorationat, 1500 flight Cycles as predicted from the
module deterioration models wer_e: fan, 0.2. percentL low-pressure-
Compressor, 0.6 percent; high-pressure aompressor, 0.6 percent;"
high.pressure turbine, 1.2 percent; and low-pressure turbine, 0.8
percent.,The Sun11_t_tionof 3.4 percent engine TSFC deterioration i.s
slightlybelow the averageJTgD,7A(SP)measureddeterioration......

The effect of,airpl.aneacceptancetesting on_early engine perfonu;_nce
deteriorationwas evaluated.from four Sets of data, each, of which..
compared airplane-delivered,engines (which were, flight tested) and

spare engines (which.were not f,light tested). No noticable,di.fference_s
in early revenueperfo_llanceor deteriorationtrends were observed.

1
1
I

I

c)
L_

41, ....... _.... a..w_,II
' i III



SECTION2,0

INTRODUCTION

The rapid rise in .tliecost of_oil si.ncethe OPEC_oil embargo in 1973_.
haS.resulted in a national effort to increase the availability of
domestic oil, develop alternate sources of energy, and develop near-•
and..long-term means to reduce fuel consumption•.To counteract the
adverse impact of the world.wide fuel crisis-on the aviation industry,.
NASA has initiated the Aircraft Energy_ Efficiency (ACEE) program.
Included in this program are major propulsion.projects'which are.
addressingboth near-termand long-termgoals.The long,term activities
are directed toward developing propulsion technology to reduce fuel
consumptionby at least 12 percent in the late 1980,s and an additional
15 percent,in the-early 1990's.the near-term activiti.esare a part of
the Engi.neComponent Improvement(ECI) ProjeCtwhichuis directedtoward

' improving the fuel consumption of selected current high bypass ratio.
•. turbofan engines and their derivativesby 5 percent over-the life of-

these engines. The ECI project is divided into two subprojects,(I)
Performance._Improvement and (2) Engine. DiagnOstics. Performance
Improvement.is directed at developingfuel saving component,technology
for existing engines and thei_ derivativesto be introducedduring the
1980 to 1982. time period. Engine Diagnostics is_ directed toward
identifyingand quantifyingengine performancelosses that occur-during
the engine's Service life and developingcriteria for minimizingthese
losses.

The.first phase of.-tlie_Engine Diagnostics project was the gathering,_ 1
documentation and anal#sis of historical._data. The resulting !informationwas used to establish performance.-deterioratiOntrends at
the over.all engine and module level, estabtish probable causes
contributi.ngto per.formancedeterioration,,and identify areas and/or

compon.ents_h.erecorrectiveaction.couldbe taken. Ii

That effort was completed in 1978, and the results.arereported in....
Reference I. The-eff.ortreported in this doc_nehtwas directed towar,d
expanding the understandingOf engi.nedeteriorationby acquiring new ]
in-service engine performance data from a-selected sample•,of.,JT9D
engines. This investigation was conducted during_tlle period fr.om
February 1977 to February 1979. The main source ofldata has been the i
Pan American.World•AirwaysJT9D-7A(SP)engines which are installed in i
their,i_leetof 747 SpecialPerf.ormanceJT9D-7A(SP)aircraft which,were i
introduced tn. service in March 1976. Data were. obtained •from ,
On-the-wing ground tests using expanded engine instrumentation, i
prerepair and pos..trepairtest stand, data, and. in=flight cockp.it__
morLitored data.



The data analyzed from these sources was then used to fill in and.
refine the analyticaldeteriorationmodels for the engine _andeD_gine
modulese_tablished from the.earl.iereffort.

These refinementsto the p_eliminarydeteri.orationmodels considered,
in particular, first, the results of the-analysis.effort of these
studies, andthen the-models developedduring the previous historical
studies. It also,considersthe resu.ltsoflthe short-termserviceengine
test, as reported in.Reference2, .

The following secti.onsofthis report describe.thedata collection and
analytical effort, the results of the analysis, deteriorationmodel
refinements,recommendations,and conclus.ions.Supporting.documentation.
is includedin AppendicesA throughF.



SECI_ION3.0

DATA COLLECTION_AND ANALYSIS METHODOLOCIIES

3.1 DATACOLLECTION_ __

The .objective of collecting per.formance and repair-type engine data was
to provide an insight, into tbe_.trends and. levels of performance
deter.ioratio11 with usage.

Engine performance data were collected on 32 Pan American JTgD-7A(SP)
ranging from zero to more than 2000. engine flight, cycles. These-
performance-data along w.itli the pertinent repair data were used to.
doc_nent tl_-perfo_ance, history of each engine. These data-covered
both_short-, and long-term deterioration.

The data gatllered incltlded the foll owing:

o Engine Condition Monitoring. (ECM) Data - These data consisted
of the basic-cruise fl.ight performance data recorded by the.
flight cr.ews for.. ever,,y fl ight._ ECMdata were gathered for the
full 32 eng!ne data base, starting from the-first revenue
fl ights..

o In, Flight Performance. Calibrations .- These calibrations were
additional, engine _ and aircraft flight d_ta, recorded _
periodically,, on.specific engines by the Pan American (PA)
Engineering Staff,.starting with the fir_ f.lights.

o Plug, ln Console (PIC) Testing - These tests were a series .of
controlled instal,ted-engine_ground tests conducted by Pratt & ._
Whitney Aircraft (P&WA) and Pan American personnel with
expanded i nstr _nent ati on. The PIC tests were conducted

. concurrently with the in-flight calibrations to achieve
ground/fl_i_gbt, perl_o_nance ca1_parisons.

o Prerepa.ir and-Postrepair Test Cel.l Testing - A series of
prerepair and postrepai_ tests with, expanded instrumentation
were. conducted by Pan American in conjunction witli repairs of
the sample engineS. Engine.tear.down and repair data were also .....................
collected for these engines.

3.1.1 Engine Condition Monitorin 9 Data

The Engine Condition Monitoring (ECM) data for 32- Pan American
JTgD-7A(_S_P)engines in 747SP-airplanes were collect6d i_rom the first

5 I



revenue flight (when it was first recorded) through the first engine
overhaul, or to December 15, 1978 when the data collection was
completed,

The ECM data included exhaust gas temperature (EGT), fuel flow (Wf),
engine pressure ratio (EPR), low-and high-pressurerotor speeds (NI
and N2), Mach number (Mn), air temperature, bleed valve position,
aircraft gross weight, and altitude, The data are recorded by the
flight,crewon every revenueflight at steady state_cruiseconditions.

The measured data were compared with a set- of engine base-line
performance data, and the changes .or deterioration in exhaust gas __
temperature,fuel flow, and high- and low-pressurerotor speeds at the
measured engine pressureratio were determined.These data_wereplotted
as.functionsof calendartime, and the trendswere used by Pan American•
to monitor any changes in engine performance.This collectionof_data.
provided_the data base for establishing 747SP fleet and individual
airplane in-flight performance deteriorationtrends..A sample of ECM
i_lJ.ghtdata relativeto the base,line perfo_ance is shown in Figure I.

3.1.2 In'FlightPerformanceCalibrations

In-flight engine perfomance data were obtained from a series of
in-fl.ightcalibrations performed by Pan American on selected 747SP
flights.These calibrations,which were conductedconcurrentlywith the
ground test _]ug-lnConsole program,established:engineinitial flight
performance, shor.t-and medium-te_m flight performance deterioration
trends, and. a_.relationship,between installed flight and ground
performance.

The performancecalibrationswere conductedon each ofthe four engines
in two of the Pan American 747SP airplanes starting with the first....
flight, the delivery flight, and subsequentrevenue flights spaced to
establish performancetr.ends.Calibrationswere made by Pan American_
Engineering personnel_ using normal flight deck instrumentation.

Calibration conditions,were standardi.zedto the extent possible by 1
conductingthem at steady state.cruiseconditionwith the fuel heating
and anti-icingsystemsshut off-.One or two calibrationswere made at
altitudes between 35,000 and 41,000 feet. The engine and airplane
parameters that were recorded at each .calibrationpoint are listed
below. I

PressureAltitude P amb 1
Inlet airtotal temperature Tt2

!

Inlet air statictemperature Ts2

i
!

t
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Mach number Mn

Low-pressurerotor speed N1
High,pressurerotor speed N2
High-pressureturbineexhaustgas temperature EGT
Fuel_flow Wf

Engine pressureratio EPR..
Numberofair-condition_ng packsiin use
Aircraftgross weight _ TOGW

A calibrationconsisted.ofat least four complete data.point sets where
EPR on each engine was varied between 1.2 and 1.5. This variation,
while holding total average thrust constant, was accomplished by
increasing EPR on the inboard engines and decreasing EPR on the
outboard engines; after dat_ were recorded at this condition, EPR was
again varied by decreasing EPR on the inboard engines and increasing.
EPR on the.outboardengines and repeatingthe calibration.Steady state
conditions were established by watching aircraft and engine
instrumentation until stabilization was achieved before._manually
recordingeach set of data points. In addition,a fuel sample was taken
at the eno ofthe flight to establishthe fuel heatingvalue. _

The recorded in-flightcalibrationdata and fuel sample were delivered
to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and were processed in the same manner as.
for the ECM data. Changes were noted for exhaust gas temperature.,fuel i
flow, and high-and low-pressurerotor-speeds versus engine pressure
ratio at standard, conditions with the air-condi.tioning.,bleed
requirement factored out. Table I presents a sample print-out.of the
correcteddata which were then used in the subsequentanalyses.

3.1.3 Plug-lnConsoleTestin_ ..

The Plug-ln Console (PIC) system was developed and operationally 1
checkedout by__Pratt& Whitney Aircraft as a quick and accurate system i!
for measuring on-wi_nginstalled engine performance.A series of PIC _
tests, conducted by Pratt &.Whitney Aircraft personnel,were performed _ _
on two engines_of two Pan American 747SP aircraf_t.The first P.IC tests
were conducted prior to the-first flight of each aircraft. The data !
from PIC tests combined with in-flightcalibrationtests were used to

establish the initial and oarly engine pe_rformancedeterioration. i

This PICsystem provided high quality data on 15 engine performance i
parameters.With the--exceptionof engine thrust,the PIC system records
all test data that were normallyobtained in an engine test stand..The _.
engine performanceparametersobtained are shown in Table If.

8
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TABLEI

SAMPLEPRINTOUTOF IN-FLIGHTCALIBRATIONCORRECTEDDATA

RECORDED
DATA CORRECTED -

CORRECTED TO STANDARD AIR_QNDITIQNING A PERFORMANCE
FLeOH1 EP_ CONDITIONS _ REFERIENCE ,CABIN BEED RELATIVE TO

CONDITIONS t _ PERFORMANCE CORRECTION REFERENCE _...--, ,L,,, y T '
It/C. A|R FLT ¢ONV'ERS|L'IN TO SEA LEVEl. |NSTALLEO C4tS GENERATOR (ShEEn COI_I;tECTI(1N [I§V|AT|L'?N

TST|-| 6/ T -19,0 3_9 0,8k? l,Tfl 17t26, 96,4-9_,3 |089, . tT434, 94,6 93,0 1097, -|3|* 0,0 0,4 -5, . -1,0 leT. 0,9 -3,
"2 1,379 1T01|, 9_,4 9_**2 ]0_ |TS_6, q4*B "93,8 l|O0, .-132, 0,0 0,4-'_* .--2*4 0,5 Oeb -It,
"3 1,366 17115, 96,0 93,8 Y.084, X7340, 94*4 93*0 I095, -|30, 0,0 0,4 -_, -0,4• |,6. 0,4 -be
"4' |,502 3.704.0, 96,0 93*S .1086, . 2?_64, 96,_i 92,9 2094* "PIZ9* 0,0 0,4 -S, "0,4. ];,7 0,_. -_,

TSTIJ-_ 64 ? --|9*0 3S4 O*Sbii 1*33S 17146* 9&,4 94*3 |0_* . _16, ¢)4*7 "3,_ .|OQ8* --131, O*O 0,4 --_* . --|,2 |*/_ n,8 -J,
"2 |*3Lqo 17059, 9fl*S 94,2 |084, 176|0, 94,9 93,2 1|00, --132, 0 *0 0,4 -_ * --_ ,Z 0 , _ _ , 6 - 1_ . L

-3 |,368 |7|31, 95,9 93*7 |OBS. |7_8_, 9S**3 .93,0 |09b, -|30, 0,0 0*4 -*_, -O,b t*4. 0*3 -S*
"_ _*J64 |7074,.96,0 93,3 ];01i6, |720?, 94,_, 93,0 ]LOqS* -|30* 0,0 0,4 "S, . -0,6 |,6 0,0 -_, .

TSTI['| 6Z.7 "_4,0 3ST 0,11_3 2,346 26366* 95*9 94,0 _017, Z696_. 93,8 9Z,6 !01)9, -]|27* 0,0 0,4 "_*. "2*6 1-6 .1.0 -7, ".i
-2 ][*347 _6;_4|, _,2 _4.0 1032, t6980..9_,8 q_*6-_0_0,- -227, 0,0 0*4 _3. ._3,6 0,3 0,9 "1_.
"3 Z,349 1166]L?, 93,3 93*8 ]_o'r?.. |70)8, 93,9 92,6 _09(1, -128, 0,0 0,4 -s, -],6 1,3 9,7 -_'%
•".4 . |.34.$ 10443, 95.| 9_.0 .|OT_. |6947. 93,8.9_,6 |OSq, -127. 0.0 0.6 -3. -2,;_ |.2 0,0. -?*

TSTE_]_ _ ? ._4,0 _ 0,3|3 |,3_7 ];641_, 93,3 q3,q 1077, 16994, q_*q 9_,6 .|090, "!27,_0,0-0,4 -3, "2*(_- |*& 0*8 -_*
•"4 |*_/*7 _6476, 9_,2 93,0 I078,_|699_...93,9 9Z,6 1090, .--|27, 0,0 0,4.-q, . -Z*2 |,3 0,0 -7
";_ |*_90 ]_6549, 9_*_ 93*9 |O?Z, 210_1. 9_*0 9Z,7 I091, -12_* 0,0 0.4 -3* --3*2 0,3 U*P. -1_..
"3 _. _.*_$1 _.6T09. _5,4 93*7 lOT?* 1T070, qA,O 92.7 2093*. -|28, O*O-O*4_*a_* .-1,?_._*/_.._),6 -.q.

TSTE-| 6/ _r -_q,o 3s7 0,818 !,346 |6378. 95,6 94,0 |o'r?, .. _6968, 93,8 92,6 |089,. -127, 0,0 o,4.-JJ, -z,6 1..._ 0.9 -7,
-z |,348 _.6884,.94.3 94,0 |071,. |7006, 93,9 92.6 _090, ,-|28, 0,0 0*4 -._S, --3,4-Q,4 0.9 *_-*.
-3 1,380 ];6674, 9_,4 93,? ];077. ];?044. 93*9 92*7 ];09|, --|28* 0,0 0*4 --5. --|,4 |*_ O*b _.
• 4 |**_44 ];6473.*-93*2 9_*0 107"/, |6929. 93*8 92*6 |089, *|27* O*O 0,4 *_, --|;*IS 1,3 0.0 -7,

J

TSTI['I 6/2 *_4,0 _SST 0,8_]; ];*_k8 ];6309, 99*3 94,1 107_. 16999. *93* ¢_ 92*6. 1090, -|;_?* 0,0 0.4 _r_, -?*_ 1.4 I_,0 -_.
-:_ ];*35 "_ |6339* .94,2 9_.0 !012, 1707S, 94,0 _ 9:_.T _09|, -];28,-0,(1 0*4_5,- -3,_ O*? O*q "1_. _.-
-3 1*_32 16670* 93.4 93,T 1077, 17075. 9_*0 92,T |09|, --128, 0.0 0,4 -.S, --];,6 ],3 0*3 -q*
• 4 ];,344 . 164b2_ 93.1 q:_.O _073, 16961, 9.3,8 9?*6 ];089* -];Z?* 0,0 004 .-S_ -Z*Z 2.? 0,0 -70 ,

7STE*I 6/-9- "10,0 4_0 --0,3_8 1.37_ _3222. 96,]; 9/*02 10_)* 137/_0, q_*7 93*1 1108, --133, 000 0,_ *_* --2*0- _,3 0.0 -_*
"*2 I,._TS ];6993, 93,3 9k,4 ?0_* • 17740. 94, T _ .2 ] _0_ . . -1 _ , 0.0 0 , _ ._ . 11_.3 , & L 0 . _ 0 . B *_ ,
-3 1,376 ITTS?, 96,]; o_.q _203, ILT?_8, 94,8 93,_ 1108. -|_3, 0,O 0,_ "*., 0,6 - 1,3 0.3 0,.
"4 1,37| 17184** 95.9 93,3 1100, 1766'_, 94*6 93*0 1107, -13Z* 0,0 0,3 -_, _l*/t- |*Z _)*(_. -1,

TST|'| O/ 9 -];6,0 4_0 0,8_,_ 2,306 13185, 9b.| 9&,2 |098. 17332. 94,_ 92,9 _|0_, -|33. 0,0 0,3 "_* -_*_) _*b O.T -|.
•"2 |*._7_ 16976* 9_*3 94.3 |09S* _ |770?, .94.7 _'3.1 !|07.. -_?_3, 0,¢) 0,_ -_, -3,2 O*.q 0,7 -?, ....
• 3 |*3?3 17633*96,0 9_.9 1._0;, ]7(_3, 9.,,6 98.! |107. -_33, 0,00*S -q, "-0*6 |.3 0,3 0,.
"* 10369._ 1T183*.9_*8.93,S 20W* 13608*.94*S.93,0 1106, -132* 0,0 0*3 "So .--1,6.._.,Z O*O "!*--

TSTE'I 6/ 9 "3Z*O- 430 0,85Z !*503 202g8*101*]; 9_,? 1163, _0_44.._807 _.,2 _.|_q. (_, n,_) 003 O* -2.;_ _,3 0*6 f..
"Z 1,203 _3702,-90,4 91*8 |00_. |L4_5_,..89,]; 90,8 10_4,- O* O. 0 0 * 8 0 * r _ "8 -- 2*_ 0 * Z "_ *
-3 l*_O] l_ll?, ql,5 92.2 102S, 14S17. 89,0 90,7 10_4, O, (1,0 0,8 O, -_,6 _.**, 0*6 -_*
"4 .... |,4118 ZO]_?*_O0*O 9*,*6 ];164, ---20|7_* qB*? -94,1 ||_3, O* 0,0 0,_ t O, .-_0,2 1,_ "_,3. |1,

_STS*_ 0_.9 -3Z*O _30 .0,831 |*;_;_| |4807* 9_)*? 93*2 |033* |41tqA. R9,7 9_,0 |060* O* 0,0 0.9 O* -3,8 2,&--0.3 -_.?*.
"_ 1,_1 _0061,100,0 e3,8-11_6, . 206_*,,.*_8,_ _,3 1161, O* (1,00*U O, .,3_.9 t*X 0,6- -_,
-3 |,518 20864,100,fl 9_*$ _|69, _ 2073_|. 9_,9 94.3 _.62, O, _1,r) 0,_ O. --0,_ |,R (1.2 _*..

|*_|8- 14363,. 9_38 191,_ * ]_33,..._._1_31_o 89,6 90*q 1059* O* 0,0 U*8 O* -3*& 1,8 _0.1 -_,



TABLEII

ENGINE PERFORMANCE?ARAMETERS-RECORDEDBY THE-PLUG-IN-CONSOLESYSTEM

Temperatures Pressures Other

T arab P arab NI....
Tt3 Ps3. N2
Tt4 _ Pt3 Fuel Flow..

Tt6 avg, Ps4 Vane Angle
Tt6 indiv, (6) Ps5
Tt7 avg,. Pt7 .
Tt7 indiv. (6)_. _

Total 5 6 4

15 Total Data Parameters

The PIC system is schematically shown in F_tgure2, The system
consistedof:

o an engine,interfaceharness.,includingelectrical cables and
tubing to the pressuretransducers; !

o_ a modified trim mast to guide cables and tubing through the
fan stream;

o. a temperature-controlledpressure.transducerbox;_

o a data recording...S_ystem(da/;alogger)_and

o a Hewlett P.ackard9825 minicomputerfor reducing the data to
engineering units, applying standard day._,corrections, and
calculating preliminarymodule performance,

The installationof the interface harness is shown on Figure 3. The
trim.mast, transducer box, and leads into the cabin,are shown on
Figure 4, The recordingsystem and,J_iJ_computeron board the aircraft
are shown on Figure.5,

During the PICtesti.ng, all corrected parameters were calculated by
the minicomputer and plotted,for-data validation and compared with
data from previous tests.,Figures 6 and .7 show a ty.pical_data p_int
and p_]_Qts_pr__9_pa)tedH,dqri._{)ga PlC test.

I
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/,-Data recorderandminicomputer

/._ locatedinaircraft.

Forward f I_/[_ % Modified_.TrlnLMast"
electronlc, //--'_-- "_e-/-_

J Jr''"',w'''-)

Transducer.box--_

Figure 2 Locationof MajorComponents ofthe, P]ug-lnConsole System -_
The instrumentationlines are.cOnnectedvia the modified trim
mast to the tranSducer box or:directly to aircraft to.the
_pecialdata recordingsystem loCated.insidethe aircraft.

F.Igure3 Installationof the-PIC Sy,stemInstrumentatio_Harness.- The.
instr_nentationharnesswas instal.ledprior to each test,

11
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Figure 4 PIC System.•Instrumentation - The transducer.,-boxand
instrumentation,leads into the cabin are_shown.....

.... y-

)

"I

I

I

Figure 5 PIC SyStem Data Acqui_.itionUni.t-The recor,ding equipment i
and the HP9825minicomputerare shown.

!
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r -............., *w

Flgur.e6..TypicalPIC Data System Print-Out - Tabular data in strip
chart form is output from the minicomputerfor plotting and
p,reliminar.yanalysis,
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Figure7 TypicalPlot of On-WingPICCalibrationof ,.TTgD-7(SP)Engine_,
P-695745- Plotsof the datawere made to permitcomparison
withpreviouscalibrationsandto checkon dataquallty.

(018859-8)

Ten sets ofPIC calibrationsweremade on the PositionI and 2 engines
on Pan American747SP airplaneN536PAstartingprlor to the first
flight.The dates,engineage, and test locationare listedon Table i

Ill.Note that engineP-695745was removed,repaired,and reinstalled.--
on a different-airplaneprior to the last_test. S_x sets of PIC
calibrationsweremade on the PositionI and2 engineson PanAmerican_
747SPairplane.N537PA.The dates,engineage,and locationsare listed
on TableIV.

14
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TABLE Ill

CHRONOLOGYOF ON-WINGP;ICTESTING
747SP AIRPLANE.N536PA;ENGINESP-695743AND P-695745

Date _ Hour___E _ Test Location

i 4-21-77 -743, -745 0 0 ..........Boeing- Seattle5-09-77 -743, -745 18 11 JFK - NY

5-16-77 -743,.-745 110 19 JFK- NY

5-19-77 -743, -745 155. 23. JFK - NY
! 6_-20-77" -743, -745 614 91 _- JFK - NY

7-18-77 -743, -745 1021 133 JF.K,-NY

11-02-7T -743 1081 141 SFO,
11-02-Z7 -745 2486 365 SF0

2-11-78 -743 2473 360 JFK . NY
2-11-89 -745 3878 584 JFK - NY

4.13-78 -743 3415 475. SFO
4-13-78 -745_ 4820 700. SFO .

12-04-78 -7.-43 6903 1078 ..................................LAX

TABLE.IV

CHRONOLOGYOF ON-WING.PIC TESTING
7_4.7SPAIRPLANE N537PA;ENGINESP-695760AND P-695763

Date -- Hour_ _ Test Location

5-04-78 0 0 TBC
6-07-78 52 15 TBC.
6-27-78. 297 54 SFO .

7-20-78 .............. 609 II0 LAX.
Ii-05-78. 2224 331 JFK --NY

1.04-7.9 3165__ 510 SF0

15



3.1,4. Test Stand Testing_.

Prerepair and postrepair testing with.expanded test,instrumentation
was conducted On JTgD-7A(SP) engines, from the Pan American 747SP.
fleet, as they came.into the ow_rhaul_shop for repair..These tests,.
for the .most part, were-conducted by Pan American at their J. F,
Kennedy maintenance center. However, for those engines which were
repaired by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,the tests were conducted at the
P&WA Middletowntest_faci]ity.

The-engines were.tested in a partial.Quick....Engine Change (QEC) ._
configuration with bellmouth-typeinlets, flight nacelles and nozzles.
Test data were.taken at stabilizedsteady state operatingconditions
at a minimum.off.ivepower settingsbetweentake-offpower and idle-._

The expanded,instrumentationinstalledfor these tests permitted the
recordingof the parameter data listed below at each engine operating.
condition:

Bellmouthinlet total pressure Pt2
Low-pressure.compressordischargetotal temperature Tt3
Low-preSsure.compressordischargestatic pressure Ps3c__
Low-pressurecompressordischargetotal pressure Pt3c
High-pressurecompressor__Z__ge total temperature Tt4 !
Burnerstatic pressure Ps4
High-pressure-turb._ineinlet statiC pressure Ps5 i
High-pressureturbineexhaust gas temperature,average Tt6
High-pressureturbineexhaustgas temperature_,.6 points Tt6 _
Low-.p_essureturbi.neexhaust g_astemperature,7 points Tt7

Low,pressureturbine__exhaustgas temperature,,average- Tt7 i
Low-preSsure_..turbineexhausttotal pressure - Pt7 .!
Net thrust ..... Fn
Euel flow Wf ---_
Low-preSsureroi_or,speed N1

High-preSsurerotor speed N2
Variable.stator_vane bell crank angle
Barometricpressure P-bar_
Dry bulb temperature T,db
Wet.bulb temperature- T wb '_

Test-stand_.pressuredepression,front P cdf ;
Test Stand pressure depression,,rear P.cdr

16
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Test data were recorded and.transmittedto Pratt & Whitney Aircraft .
for reduction and preliminaryanalysis.Adjustmentswere required to I!
correct the-test data from partial QEC engines in both Pan American
and P.ratt& Whitney Aircraft test stands to permit comparisonswith
test data from original production bare eng!nes in the P&WA test _
stands.Data processingflow is illustratedin Figure 8. __

L_" L Lj..{

I :i '_i I: I Executedon

II•I.....[..,,T',! .... datareduction_.

"":'""':';,.,.,_ E_ _ [_I I E_. prosram:

Ii= , i.l .i 4_u.j storedon • p, 6, etc corrections
li_ i _ l;_ T':'_i,:_ ; computerfile • Prtssureratios

i " '_L_ .. "i . ' • Testceil corrections
t;_'_'";¢ _ Keypunch,-° createplotfile .
L .;;t'_ ,-_ _-;_;i" .

Pre and/or as necessary _PIot file ..............
post.repair _...._. f
los sheet

: 1 Checkcomputtrdtlwn
CUrVO$

.. 2 Readcurvesat

Newen,nedat, _) ,: _ EPR;const.

fromp'oduction Wf _' 3 inputconst, EPR
en4ine KC,_T2KH " . , parametersinto
data base , .... moduleperformance

r analysisProsram

• :' 4 Runprogram,verify
" _" reasonablenessof results
-- . ..', • -- ...... i

Pt7/Pt_

Eigure8 Data. Processing Flow for Prerepair.-and Postrepair-Test Stand
Testing -. The-steps in prccessing test cell data from test
log sheets through prelim.inar.y module analysis are_shown
schematically.

Ten sets of prerepair-and poStrepair tests,, two prerepair-only tests,.
and !2 postrepair-only tests were conducted on 19. JTgD-7A(SP} engineS.
Table -.v presents a list of these engines with their removal dates, _
engine ages in hours and flight cycles, te_t dates, and test
locations. The table also lists the engine prerepatr and postrepai.r
changes in TSFCand EGT relative to the new engine acceptance test,
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based On the analysis ofthe test data where both prerepair and
postrepairtests were completed.Yhe correctedtest data, along with
the engine teardown and repair bui'_ddata (Section 3.3), were then
used as input to the detailed_top-downanalysis (Section3.4,2).

3.2 PAN AMERICAN TEST STAND INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST DATA
UNCERTAINTIES

3.2.1 ExpandedInstrumentation

The Ran American-test stand incorporatesvisual instrumentation,and
data was visually_acquired and recorded on engine test log _heets by
the test stand crew. The parametersnormally recordedwere limited to_
those required for production engine performancetesting and by the
physical dimensions of the instrumentationconsole. For this program,
additionalinstrumentationwas_installedin the-test stand and control
room for the-additionalengine parametersrequired.The chromel-alumel
temperaturesystem was expanded to include.oneTt3, one Tt4, and seven
Tt7 readings. All of these temperatureswere recorded on the existing
Doric Mode] 400 indicator-viaten-channelselect switches. Provisions:
were also made to record eight bellmouth Pt2 and two cell static_
pressure readings on U-tube manometers with a 30 inches of water
capabil_itythat were alreadya.vailableon the Pan Americantest stand.

3.2.2 Test Stand InstrumentationCalibrations _, 1

The performance instrumentationon the Pan American test stand was

calibrated in-place by the Pan Am Instrumentation personnel. The
normal calibratio,.intervalfor the majority of the instrumentationis .....
six months. However, the calibrationof the test stand instr.umentation_
was dependenton the engine test requirementsso that the actual time
intervals between calibrations varied. Whenever-possible, Pratt & _
Whitney Aircraft._Instrumentation personnel were present for the
calibrations.The instrumentationand calibration procedures utilized
by Pan.American were developedlin accordance with the accuracies
defined by the Pratt &. Whitney Aircraft Test Instruction Sheets
(T.I.S.). No. special modifications were made to either the
instrumentatiozLor to the procedures used in conjunction with this
program.

ThekPan American thrust system (indicator,cable, and load cell.)and
the fuel flow meters were periodicallybrought to East Hartford for_M
calibration.in the Pratt.& Whitney.Aircraft InstrumentationStandards
Laboratory.The master,thrust system was calibrated three times and

the flow meters_(meter_numbers 23275 and 23276)were calibratedtwice. 1The resul,tsof the flow meter calibrationswere compared to the Pan
American results obtained using their Cox InstrumentsCalibrator.The.. i'_
master thrust system calibrations were compared to the primary
Calibrations performedby the manufacturer(BLH).

1
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Detailed discussions of the Pan American test stand calibration
standards, procedures and results, and of the thrust system
calibrationsat Pratt & WhitneyAircraft are presentedin Appendix D,

3.2.3 Measur_ent Uncertaintiesof the Pan AmericanTest Stand
Instrumentation

There is a degree of uncertainty in all test stand performance
measurementswhich must be considered in the subsequent analysis of
the recorded performancedata. This uncertaintyis a function of the
f.ollowing: (!) accuracy- of the installed instrumentation, (2)
thoroughness and frequency of instrumentationcalibration, and (3)
accuracy of the reference or master instruments.A summary of the Pan
American test stand instrumentationuncerta.intiesis listed in Table
VI.

TABLE VI

SUMMARY.OF TOTAL PARAMETEIt:UNCERTAINTIES

Parameter_. Total Uncertainty

Pt2, "cd(% Reading) * +0.50
P breather(in. HgG) _.13
Pt7 (in.HgA) ¥0.35
Pt3 (in. HgA) T0.48
Ps3 (in.HgA) __0.052

Ps5_(in. HgG). +5,57
Ps4 (in.HgG) ¥3.10.
Barometer(in. HgA) _0.28
Tt3, Tt4, Tt6, Tt7 (oc) +6.3-to+13.0
Tt2 (OF) - +2.8_"I

Thrust (Ib) +136._
NI.(rpm) - +5.
N2 (rpm) +I-0.
Fuel Flow (% Reading]_ -+0.46
TSFC (%) _0.55

•U-tubesemployedfor eight bellmouthPt2.pres.sures
and one Pcd pressure.
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A detailed discussion of the factors contributing to and the
derivationof the above data.uncertaintiesis presentedin AppendixD,

3,2.4 MeasurementUncertaintiesDue To Data Samplingand Engine
Configuration D_fferences

Analysis of test stand data was subject to other uncertainties in

i additionto the measurementuncertaintiesassociatedwith the physical.•measurement hardware and calibrationequipment which have just been
discussed.One major source of this type of uncertaintywas sampling
error. This error referred to..differencesbetweenmeasured parameters
and true average parameters....resulting from a limited number of
measurement points in a flow field which had significant
circumferential/radialprofile variations.This uncertainty has been
particularlynoticeable_in the measured values of Tt6 and Tt7 from
prerepairand postrepair data, where repairs involved burner liner
replacement.All.of the JTgD-TA(SP)engines for which prerepair and

postrepair data were available,had burner liners_ replaced during I_
repair, (in most cases by liners of.a differentdesign),Comparisonof - I!prerepair,and postrepairdat_ for these engines•showed that while TSFC
improved as a result,of repairs in near.lyall instances; thereby
inferring reductions in both Ft6 and Tt7, the measured Tt6_and TtT
values increased from prerepair to postrepair,in several engines..
Moreover, individual_engines were not consistent,in trend, some,
exhibiting increases in Tt6 but decreases in Tt7 as a.result of
repair, others with increasing Tt7 but decreasing Tt6, etc. The
conClusion is that the burner liner r.eplacement(and possibly other
repairs) resulted in a shift in the temperature profiles at both
locations. Since Tt6 and.Tt7 probes wer.e-atdifferent locations both
circumferentiallyand radially, a profi.leshift could result in
changes in magnitude and/or direction of,measur_edvalues at the two
locations (althoughanalysisshows that the average values of-the two.
shouldchange in the.same.•directionand by nearly the same magnitude).
As an indication of the magnitude of this uncertainty, differences
between thermodynamic(the true average value based on fuel flow) and
measured temperatures of 20 to 30oc or more have been observed for
individual JTgD-7A (SP) engines, with differences of 10oc or more
common..Incomparisonto the instrumentationaccuraciesshown.inTable.
VI, it can be seen that the sampling err.ordifferencescan be_quite
significant.

Data samplinguncertaintieshave also been.observedwith.Tt3,.Pt3,and.
Tt4, but to. a far- lesser extent than with the hot_ section.....
temperatures.As. a result of Tt6 and Tt7 uncertainty,the analysis .
methodology had to be modified (in most instances)to disregaradthe -.
measured values of Tt6and TtT. The analysis_methodologyis discussed .
in more detailin Section 3.4.2..........................
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There was also a minor area of hardware-relateduncertaintywhere.
engines have had retrofit part changes after introductioninto servlce
(P-686 series of JTgD-IA(SP) engines). Production data for such
engines were adjusted to reflect estimated performance changes
associatedwith the part changes, In•otherwords, these eng!nes were
treated as though they came off the production line in the retrofit
configuration, These .retrofitchanges may have removed some part
deterioration that was present,, thereby making the analyzed
performancedeteriorationless than was really the case. This was not.
a significantproblem however, since the retrofit was accomplishedon
most of these engines early in their service lives. Another
uncertaintyhad to do with production tolerance variations for the
retrofit parts; the data _djustment reflected a nominal part
configuration.Because of the limited scope of the retrofit changes,
this was not believedto be a seriousproblem.

3.2.5 Test Stand Correlations

It was necessaryto apply correctionsto the_Pan American test stand
data in order to make a direct comparison between engine test
parameters recorded in Pan American'stest stand and parameters
recorded at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,during the produc.tion test run of-
a particular engine. Cell-to-cell corrections resulting from
back-to-back_testing (at Pan American and P&WA) of_P-695745,were used. I
These corrections represent the most recent back-to-backtests and I
were believed.tobe_t_hebest correlationavailable.

The uncertaintiesin airline test stand data analysis were caused. ]
primarilyby hardware differencesbetween the engineconfiguration as
tested inthe PA stand and in the productionconfiguration.Generally,
engines in the PA test stand are tested in the partial QEC configura-
tion. The engine is tested with bellmouth inlet and .actual flight
nacelle rearward of the inlet. For the productiontest, on the.other
hand, the engine has a bellmouthinlet and special productionnozzles;-
fan dischargeflow is manifolded and dischargedthrough two long ducts
with convergentnozzles.QECcorrections were used to correctthe data •
for differences_between the two configurations. However, these
correctionscannot account for physical jet area.differencesbetween
different_individualflight nozzlesands.individualproductionnozzles.
These-,differences-can amount to +0.5 percent or more in jet area
because of production tolerances.-Nozzle area_variations,of this.
magnitude can significantlyaffect measured_gas_generator parameter
and, therefore,the analyzed component,per=nrmancechanges as .well as
overall performanceloss.
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3,3 MAINTENANCEDATA COLLECTION

The "top down" analyses of engine performance deteriorationon both
engine and module bases were aided by knowingthe extent of chan_es in
gas-path conditions, in each module, that contributed to the
performancechanges,These conditionsinclude airfoilwear, changes in
blade tip-to-seal clearances, and thermal distortion effects.
Likewise, the analysis of the postrepair performancerestorationwas
aided by knowing which gas-path components were replaced or rebuilt
and the as_s_embled.dimensionsand clearancesin the gas path.

Performancedeteriorationand restorationanalyseswere made on the 19
engines listed on Table V. T]_eseanalyses included 12 prerePairtests
and 22 pustrepairtests,

The prerepair and postrepair engine condition data and the exte_t of
repair was collected for each engine from Pan American (PA) and P&WA
repair records, P&WA Service Representative Reports, and by
measurementsand obser.va_tionsby P&WAEngineeringspecial.ists.

Detailed prerepairinspectionswere_limitedto three enginessince,the
Pan American 747SP engine-repair schedule did not permit time for
inspectionprior to each engine overhaul or repair. The three engines
included serial numbers P-686060 and P,695745,which were repaired at -.__ I
the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (P&WA) Service.Center, and P-686049, _!
which was removed after 11,663 hours of continual operati.on.The
teardown i_nspection.of the disassembled mQdules.included:

o Blade.tip to outer air-seal (OAS) clearances and OAS rub
depthmeasurements;

o Inspection of airfoils and seals in disassembledmodules
including.theextentand type .ofwe.ar_and distortion;

o Inspectionof.combustor includingwear, distortion,burni.ng,
and cracking;and

o Measurernentof sample fan blades from engine.P_-695745
irlcluding surfaceroughness,wear, and distortion.
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In addition to the prerepairand/or,postrepairtest performancedata,
informationwas__collectedfor all_maintenance actions including the
following:

Eng_ine hours and cycles since the last repair;

Causes _of .current. and past engine removal s;

Prior repair hi story;

Commentson condition.ofdisassembledmodules

Modules replaced as part .ofthe overhaul with repair history on
each rep_lacementmodule;. _

Partreplacement and rePair on engine;

Gas-pat,hmeasurementsand clearanceson built-upengine; and .

Subsequentchanges and repairs if initial repair does not achieve
requiredperformancerestoration,.

The 23 JT9D-TA(SP) engine,repairs wh,ichwere analyzed during the.
program are summarized in Appendix C, Information in this appendix
includes:

Engine removal date, removal,cause, who repaired t.heengine, and
the extent of the.repair;

Prior operatingand..repairhistory;

Identificationof the variousmodules, their operating hours since
refurbishment,and which were i_eplaced duringthis__epair;

Documentationof improvementsin thrust specif.icfuel consumption
(TSFC) and exhaust gas temperature-(EGT) resulting from this
overhaul (.forengines which received a prerepair and postrepair
test);and

Sample teardown.and build.up data on. one oft these.23 engine
repairs,
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3,_4 ANALYSISTECHNIQUES

3,4,1. Flight Data and Plug,ln Console Data

During this investigation the flight data included, both Engine.
Condi ti on Moni t ori ng (ECM) data and i+n-fl i ght performance
calibrations, Plug-ln Console (PIC) data were obtained from
on-the-wing engine tests at sea level static conditions, These types
of. data are di scusse.d_in .the .fol+l owing paragraphs,

The ECM data were corrected+to _tandard day conditions by a computer---
program, Additional corrections were applied for Re_olds number, Mach
number, and aircraft service bleed.variations that normally occur-in
revenue service in order .to.further normalize-the data. No corrections
were made for +. variation in. fuel. lower _ heating value since this
information was. not available. The normalized data were then compared .........
to a set of generalized engine, gas generator-curv.es and ten-day
averages of the resulting deltas, were plotted versus cycles for --each
engine, Since thes_ trends still exhibited erratic variations in. +_
engine performance,smoothed curves were drawn of ea_cchcurve for
comparison_f.all engines,

The in-flightcalibrationstaken on two aircraft (serialnumbers N536
and N537) were_reduced to a usable form rsimilar to the ECM data,
However, rather,than comparingthe data to a set of generalizedengine
gas generator curves, each engine's data were compared to that.
engine's first in-flight calibration.Gas generator parameter deltas
were then calculated_at constant,engine pressure ratio _EPR__]L.and
p!.ottedversuscycles to establish individualenginetrends,

The PIC data taken on.-the-wingat sea .level,static conditions were
corrected to standard day conditions with additional correcti.ons
applied to correct for variations in fuel lower heating valve .and ........
water content of the air._An additional correctionwas made.to the
data taken,at Boeing to account for the appar.entpresence,of a vortex
being ingested into the inlet of-the engine, Analysis ofthe data for
all four engines involved,in this part of the program exhibited +,
improvements in fan and low-pressurecompressor performance between..
tests at Boeing and subsequent tests elsewhere, These improvements
were.not expected, Investigationof the manner in which these tests.
were-.runrevealedthat all Boeing tests were conducted with a_screen
placed in front and partiallyto the-sides,ofthe-engines to reduce
the.possibilityOf foreizjnobject damage to the engine, Experi.enceat
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft has indicated that the presenCe of .such a.

I

I
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device in 'relativelyclose proximityto the engine produced a weak
vortex _hat was ingested by the epgine,Thi_ resulted in losses in fan.
and Iow-pressure._compressorperformance,

The.performancedeteriorationfor each of the four enginesfollowed in
the PIC program was determinedstartingwith tJne.ProductionAcceptance
Test data and _pplying correctionsto it based,on other testing to
synthesize_the data,to,an outdoorflight nacelle configuration.These
data were compared to the measured deltas between Production
AcCeptanceTest data and on-the,wingPIC.data,and a comprehensivegas
generatoranalysiswas performedto assessmodular performance.,changes
required to close the tw_ sets of.data._These.losses were then removed
for the subsequentdata analysis..Each subsequentPICrcalibrationwas.
compared to the previous calibration,and an assessment.ofmodule
performance changes_ based on. an analysis of the gas generator -
parameter- changes was made, Finally, the accumulat.ivemodule
performancelosses were plotted versus engine cycles to establish the
modu]e and overallengine performancedeteriorationtrends relative.to
the reference,base line. --

Based on comparisonsof the .threetypes of data, it may be concl_ded
that ECM. data provided a broad data base, in-flight performance_
calibrations provided better-controlledflight data, and PIC data ..
providedaccurateinstalledground data in the-same time frame as the
in-flight calibrations.

3.4._2_Top Down Analysis of Prerepairand PostrepairTests

The top down data analysisapproach has_been.previouslydescribed.in
Reference I, NASA report.CR-135448, on historical-data studies. To
summarize,this approach uses a computersimulat.ionof the JTgD engine
which has been modified through the addition ofspeclal iteration
balances.These iterationbalanceswere used to modify efficiency and
fl.ow,capaci.tylevels for all components in order to match,shifts in
measured data parameters relative to the base-line production values
for-that particular-engine,The measured data parametershifts were
obtained.....after correcting t'_e engine ..testcell data,,first .for
standard conditions of temperature and humidity, then for
airline-to-en.gine,manufacturer test. cell differences (t,::,tcell
corrections).The data were also corrected for differences in tes.t
configuratioErel_tiveto productionbase-.line(such as nozzles), and
finally, for any retrofit part changes,that have been made to_the
engine,since the original.,productionConfiguration.The test cell and_
configuration Corrections used represent revisions based on recent
P-6957.45engine-correlation testing and Pratt & Whitney.Aircraft
back,to-backtesting of productionand.flight nozzles. The result of
the analysis was a simulation point for_--thedeteriorated engine,
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listing all the component performanceshifts,requ.ired_to match that
particularset of data. The approachreducedthe inherent inaccuracies
of influence coefficient techniques that. had traditionally been
employed in performancedeteriorationanalys.isand could not properly
account for nonlinear sensitivities and. component interaction
effects.Thetop.down analysis procedure is schematically illustrated
in Figure 9.

Enginetest Modifycomputer
data@ X cycles enginesimulation

% AFn
% _Wf Addspecial
% 6N1, etc iterationbalances

Analy!etest
data

Iteratesto match:
% AFn
% AVVf
% AN1 etc

Componentvariations
calculated

_7fan
A fanFC

A 77LPC,
etc

Figure 9 FIow Diagram for-"T.op Down" Analysis - Top down analysis
begins with measured engine performanceparameterchanges and
utilizes the JT9Doengine simulation to analyze the module

performancelosses-requiredto match the_performancedata. I
L 1

In general, the test cell data analysts of JT9D-7A(SP) engine
performancechanges_includesmeasurementof Pt2, Tt2, Pt3, Tt3, Ps4, 1
Tt4, Tt6, PtZ, TtT, Nl, N2, thrus.t,and fuel flow. In theory,this was i
a sufficientnumber-of parametersto permit independentdetermination
of efficiencyand flow capacityfor all five componentmodules. Table ]
VII illustratesthe top down iteration logicrequired. It should.be !
pointed out that although the.iteration balances were-specified in

I

' 1'" d
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terms of variable pairs (for example, vary A6 to converge Tt6), the
final solutionincorporatesall variable interactions..(i,e,,effect-of..
A5 and other flow capacitiesand efficiencieson Yt6),

TABLE VII.

ENGINE SIMULATIONITERATIONLOGIC FOR.TOP.DOWNAPPROACH._

Observed ParameterShifts ComponentVariable Iterate,d.

Percent_Changein NI. PercentChange in Fan F.1owCapacity

PercentChange in N2 Percent Change, in High-Pressure
CompressorFlow_Capacity ..

Percent_Changein Pt3/Pt2 Percent Change in Low-I)ressure
Compressor..Flow Capacity;

PercentChange in Ps4/Pt7 Percent Change in High-Pressure
Turbine.InletArea

Change in__T.t3 Change in Low-PressureCompressor
Efficiency _ L_

q

Change in High-PressureCompressor 1Change in Tt4
Efficiency

Change in Tt6 Percent Change in. Low-Pressure
Turbine Inlet Area_._. I

Change in Tt7 Change. in..Low-Pressure .Turbine
Efficiency 1

PercentChange in Fuel Flow Change in .High-Pressure Turbine
Efficiency

PercentChange in Net_Thrust _ Change in Fan Efficiency

In practice,_however, because both .Tt6and Tt7 for individualengines
were subject to significantradial and circumferential,profile effects
which masked, biased, or--otherwisedistorted the true .thermodynamic
average temp_eratureat these locations. Therefore, it.was generally
found to be necessaryto "couple"-fanefficiencyand flow capacity as.
well as tow-pressureturbine efficiency and flow capacity. Table VIII
shows,the modified top down iterati,onlogic requiredbecause of Tt6 and .
Tt7 accuracylim,i.t_.at!ons,This iterationlogi.c.._wa_s......use.d_..for.an.a.!.ysis....of_....................................................
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the test data, The concept Of Coupling was.developedin the historical.
data analysis efforts wlierethe numberof-parameters measured was not -
adequate to.define the unknowns, Briefly, it involves using a known.
quantitativerelationshipbetweeh efficienCy-and i_lowCapacity Charlge
for a.given component,thus, the term "coupling."-wasused. Generally,
this relatlonsI_ip-hadbeen,Obtained from component rig _testingwhere-
tip clearance was varied,,or from back-to-backtesting where module_
were "swapped."

I TABLE VIII

MODIFIED£NGINE SIMULATIONITERATIONLOGIC USED IN ANALYSIS

I Observed ParameterShifts CompOnentVariable Iterated

PercentChange in N1 .PercentChange in Fan FIow Capacity
(Coupledto Fan Efficiency.)

Per_centChange in N2 Percent Change...in High-Pressure .-
Compressor_Flow Capacity

PercentChange in Pt3/_Pt2_ Percent Change in Low-Pressure
CompressorFlow Capacity .

PercentChange in Ps4/Pt7 Percent Change- in. High-Pressure
Turbine InletArea

Change in Tt3 Change. in Low-P_essure.CompressOr
Efficiency

Change.in Tt4 .......... Change in High-Pressure Colnpre_sor____.
Efficiency.

PercentChange in Fuel E.l-ow Ci_ange in High-P.ressureTurbine
Efficiency

PerCentChange in Net Thrust Cl)ange i_ Low-Pressure--llurbine-
Efficiency (Coupled to.- Low.-
PressureTurbine Inlet Area

l'i_eanalysis of a single engine t_t. was Subject to uncertainty,for
reason_ discussed previously under Section 3.2. Much of the .problem
involves tile inability òf the production instrument_ior_to ,_leaSure
true average conditions as a result.of limited instr.umentation
locations.Shii_.tingproi_ilesas a result of...testcell interact.tonSand
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part cIiangesduring repair served to accentuatethis-problem.In 6taler....
to minimize error, an integral part of the data _inalysismethodology
was to performboth prerepairand postrepairtestingwhenever possibl_,
and Obtain records of repairs performed and rebuild clearances, plus ....
any availableinformation,onpart conditionat teardown.

The procedure then used was to vary the tolerances, or closure
accuracy, of the computed,parameters with the test cell dat_.
parameters.,so that the differences between prerepair and postrepair_
analyses reflected the known repairs performed._In particular,those
modules on which no .repair had been pcrformed should have the same
computed performancelevels for both prerepairand postrepairanalyses,
while performanceimprovementswere .generallyto be expected in those
componentswhich had been repairedor replaced. Exceptfor Tt6 and .TtT,
the closure tolerances between analysis and the observed data were.
nearly alwayswell within the instrument_tionaccuraciesdisCus_e_dfor_
the measured.parameteY_s..

An example of how.the top down analysis was performedfOra, particular.
- engine is shown in Tables.IX through XIV. The JT9D-7A(SP) engine.

selected for the example is P-695745. The engine history is.shown .in
Table IX. Followingremovalfor high exhaust gas temperature(EGT),the.
engi.newas. prerepair tested at. P.ratt& Whitney Air¢raft, and an
extensive teardown.was.perfor_nedprior to repair. The engine was then
repaired.andpostrepair,tested at.Pratt & Whitney Aircraft..The engine
was.then shipped to Pan American and postrepairtested there. The test
data analyzed.for.this engine:is from the prerepai.r:and postrepair
testing at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Table.X presents t11eresults of
the teardown_inspection following_prer.epair testing. Ean,rub and minor
foreign object .damage (FOD) was observed,_ as well as low-pressure
compressor rub-strip wear, burner diStress, and high-pr_eSsur.e turbine
damage. The top-down analysis.of, the prerepair-data is Shown in Table
XI. When the simu,lation was run, with all iteration.balances (Table.
VII), there, was no thermodynamic solution which matched the data with
acceptable accuracy., Similarly., when the Tt7_balance was eliminated
(low-pressure turbine efficiency iterated on thrust and ,fan efficiency..
coupled to fan flow capacity) there was no thermody.namic solution. The
iteration balance on Tt6 had to be eliminated .to o_ain an analysis.
which.gav_ acceptable Closure-with the_data, because the measured Tt6
differed significantly from. the true average val.ue, ._The resulting
analysis showed (I) e_ficiency and flow Capacity losses .in the r fan and
low-pressure Compressor, (2) I_igh-- pressure.turbine efficiency loss and
i_low capacity increase, and (3) minor__Iz_-preSsure turbine efficiency
los_ plus flow capacity increase, .,

Table. XII sulllnarizes repairs perfomned On the _ engine. Fan foreign
obj_ep_t da.m.a.g._..,.wasblended and the rub Strip r_placed_.with a. different
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TABLE IX

HISTORY_F JTgD,7A(SP)ENGINE P_695145

o Installedon air;_aftN536PA,position_1_11/18/76

o Removedfor high EGT, 4/20/78with484_,hours and 703 cycles

o Returnedto P&WA

o P[e_lep,airtested 4/29/78

o Repaired per JTgD ma_ntenamceprogram instructions

o _. Postrepairtested6/10 - 6/13/78

o De_l__eredto PA

o . Postrepairtested6/Ig - 6/20/78

Installedon aircraft_N534PA,positionI, 7/7/.78

TABLE X

OBSEEVATIONSDURING TEARDOWN.OF_JT9D-7A(SP),ENGINE P-.795745

Fan- Light erosion damage. 2 blades FOD damage. Avg rub depth
0.052".

LPC- Blades and vanes good___.RubberOAS 'worn._3 .......- 0.04"-rub
depth.3rd stage. -

HPC - Not disassembled.Borescope_inspectionshowed slight feltmetal
loss 9th stage. No other discrepancies. . _ ,

Combustor- Axial cracking in vicinityof 3rd lou_ers_

HPT--_,__Slight leading edge blade eros,ion,Average blade tip erosion .
0.010". Slight twist 2nd stage vanes. Rub and some smearingon __
lstOAS. Knife edge rubs and microfin damage on.2nd_JOAS.Avg
clearance0.081" 1st stage;0.043"-2ndstage.

LPT - Not disassembled.No observabledamage.
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TABLEXl

DETAILEDRESULTSOF-PREREPAIR"TOP DOWN"ANALYSIS ....
JT9D-7A(SP)EngineP-695745at Sea Level Static

Take-OffConditions,EPR = 1.455 ._

PrerepairTest; • Engine S!mulatlon
4-29-78;Rel. to (Eliminate (Eliminate

Parameter--- Production* (All Balances) TT7 Balance) TT6 Balance)

% _ Fn -0.8_ -0.9
% _Wf +0.4 +0..7
% _ TSFC i +I.2 +1.6
%_ N1 -0.4 -0.2

% A N2. +0.07. -0..2
4.Tt3,oci +0.I N N -0.1.
_ Tt4,oc -5.3 0 0 -3.5
Tt6, °C . +32.0_ +8.7

S S
Tt7, oc +11.0 O 0 _ +11.0

%a Pt3/Pt2 -0.4 L. L. -0.2
%APs4/Pt7 -1.8 U. U -1.7

T.... T
I I

_)Fan,pts ._ 0 0 -0.3
%_ Fan,.FC- N N -0.4
,)LPC, pts -0.2...........

% A LPC, FC- -0.3
_ HPC, pts ._
7)HPT, pts -0.9

% A.A5 +1.4
_ Tt.LPT,p.ts -0.2_
%.A A6 +-1.5 -

•Adjusted toremove smoke probe and for +1% PT3/PT2PKo.fi]e_,...........................................................................................
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TABLE XII

SUMMARYOF REPAIRS ON JT9D-7A(SP)ENGINE P-695745

L MQdule Repair Performed

Ean - OAS replaced with axial skewed
groove configuration. Repair FOD.
Avg clearanceO.138"_.

LPC - New OAS. Avg. Clearances - 2nd
0.067",3rd 0.032",4th 0._043_

HPC - No repair.

Combustor-__Replace with rood2 liners.

HPT - New ist stage blades and 2nd stage
vanes. Replace 2__- -2nd stage
blades.
Rebuild 2nd OAS_.segmentswith_new

honeycomb_
Avg clearance - Ist

stage 0.0675". ._
- 2nd

stage 0.041".

LPT - No repair
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TABLEXIII

DETAILEDRESULTSOFPOSTREPAIR "TOP DOWN" ANALYSIS
JTgD-7A(SP)EngineP-695745at Sea Level StaticTake-_OffConditions,EPR =
1.455

Postrepalr.Test; En_ine Simulation
6-13-78;;Rel.... (Elimlnate (Eliminate '(EliminateTt6

Parameterto Production (AllBalances)Tt7 Balance)Tt6 Balance)& Tt7 Balance)_

%A Fn -0.7 -0.3 -0.7 -0.9
%AWf -0.5 -0.7- -0.5 -0.3 -
% _ TSF'C +0.2 - -0.3 _0.2 +0.6
% AN1 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.3

% _ N2 +0.8 +0.8 +0.,8 +0.8
Tt3, oc _ -0.5 N -0.4 -0.8 -0.2
Tt4, oc -- 0 -O.3 -2.2 -1.0
TT6, o_c_ -13.0 -9.7 +2.7 -2.2

S_
Tt7 +16.0.. 0.. -6.9. +16.0- +I.I

% A Pt3/Pt2 -1.1 - L -1.0 -I,1 -1.1
% &Ps4/Pt7 -1.5 U -1.6.............1.5" -1.2

T
I

_ Fan, pts O_ +0.06 +6.0 -0.2
% _ Fan FC N +0.1• +0.1 -0.3
_ LPC,pts -0.2 -0=5 --.

% _ LPC, FC +0.9 -0.8.......
_ HPC, pts ...........
n HPT, pts +2.0_---------1.0............

% _ A5 +2.5 +0.6 +1.2
An LPT,9ts -0.4.... 2.9 --
% _ A6, +2.0 +2.3 _1.5

*Adjustedto remove smoke probe and for +1% Pt3/Pt2profile.
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TABLE XIV

COMP.ARISUNOF.PREREPAIR-TO-POSTREPAIRMODULE PERFORMANCEIMP_I_OWEMENTS
JT9D-7A(SP)EngineP--6957.45_.

Change in Module
Performance

Module Repair Performed Pts % FC

Fan New OAS (axial skewedrgr_oove);repairFOD +0.1 _ +0.1

LPC New.OAS +0.2 _ +0.32 .,

HPC None.......

Combustor.._ReplaceMod 5 linerswith Mod 2............

HPT New Ist stage b]ades,and2nd stage .vanes. +0.9............_0.2
Rebuild 2nd OAS

LPT None +0..2_

(Bu_rner:.pro.fiIe)

type. Low-pressurecompressor outer airseals were replaced, the Mod..5
combustorliners replaced with Mod. 2, andthe high-pressureturbine.was.
rebuilt. No repairs were performedto the ,high-pressurecompressor-orthe
low-pressureturbine. The analysis of the.postrepair-testdata is shown
in Table XIII. When.all iterationbalances are used, tbere was again no.
solution to the data with acceptabl.eaccuracy, If the Tt7 balance was
eliminated, there wasa. solution as_shown..Howeverthe.solution was not
believable since inspection of-high-pressur.eturbime build,clearances
indicatesthat efficiencycould be at most 0.1 to 0.2 points,better,than __
productionlevels.Also, a low-pressure,compresso_flow capacitythat was.
significantly_better than new was not credible.When the Tt6.iteration
balance was eliminated, there was an approximate solution, but. the
performancelevels of the_fan and low-pressurEturbine are not believable
(fan much better than new, and low-pressur_-turbineconsiderablyworse
than prerepair,even though no repairswere-performedon that module). In
orderto obtain an acceptableanalysisof this data, both the Tt6 and Tt7
balances had to be eliminated,and the fan efficiencyhad to be coupled
to its flow capacity as previously described. In other words,
circumferential/radialprofile,changes have masked the true- average
values•of.both TtE and Tt7 in the postrepair data. The resulting final
analysis is shown in the rig_]t_._._i].a._d_._GQ]._.n..,._._T.b_._f._an._s.ti._._]..._s_ow.ed_minor;.........................................
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losses, but low-pressurecompressorperformance-hadbeen improved to the
original level. High-pressureturbine efficiencyhad been recovered, but.
some flow capacity increasewas still shown (a portion of this increase.
was due to decreased burner pressure loss, as describedbelow). A minor-
improvement in low-pressure turbine efficiency was noted relative to.
prerepair;this improvementwas explainablein terms of the burner-change
from Mod. 5Lto Mod. 2 (shiftedradial temperature-profileinward,which
resulted in tighter-low-pressureturbine clearances).It should be noted
that.there was.a minor improvementin burner pressure loss associated
with this change also. In thisanalysis, and those which follow, any
change in burner-pressure loss has been combined with the_predicted _
high-pressure,turbinef]ow capacity,change as indicatedabove. Table XIV_
summarizes by module the repairs performed,togetherwith the analyzed.....
prerepair,and postrepairperformancechanges.Good agreement between the
two is shown. The analyses were felt to be credible because they show.
good agreement with observedpart condition and repairs-performed,even
though some data parameters had to be-rejected (Tt6 prerepair, Tt6 and..
Tt7 postrepair).In general, neitherTt6 nor Tt7 could be used for-most
of th_ prerepair and postrepair-analysesperformed. In a few cases,_
low-pressurecompressor efficiency and flow capacity;were coupled (drop
Tt3 balance),becauseof profileeffectsat Station3,
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SEC?ION4.0

RESUL?SAND DISCUSSIONS

This section of the report has two primary parts: overall engine.•
performancedeterioration, and engine module performancedeterioration.
The deter.ioration_datawere obtained and analyzed over the period from i
February 1977 to February 1979. Overall engine, performance
deteriorationwas acqu.ired .from four sources which are described in
detail•in Section 3.0, Data Acquisitionand AnalysisMethodology.These
sources were Engine ConditionMonitoring (ECM), In-FlightCalibration,
Prerepairand PostrepairTests, and Plug-lnConsOle (PIC).Tests.Engine.•
module performancewas analyzedfrom only the Prerepairand Postrepair
Tests and the PIC Tests inasmuch as the other data sources did not
include-the instrumentationnecessaryto determine,module performance.
Each of the sourcesofdata cover,ed a range of engine cycles and times.
Table XV summarizes the engine cycles/timesassociatedwith the data
from each source.

TABLEXV

SUMMARYOF ENGINE CYCLES/TIME
FOR EACH SOURCEOF PERFORMANCE.DATA

ApprOx.R.angeof
Data Source _,_. Time (hours)....

Eng!neConditionMonitoring 25 - 2300 100 --12000
In-F-lightCalibratiOn 10 - 1000 20 - 6900,
Prerepair-andPostrepair"Tests 700-- 2100-- 4800 -,12000
Plug-ln_ConsoleTests 1 - 1000 0 - 6900

4.1 OVERALLENGINE PERFORMANCEDETERIORATIONRESULTS

The pr.esentationof the overall,engine•performancedeterioz_tionresults
are, in. general.,given,in the order of data quality•.The.ECM and
In-FlightCalibrationdata results•are presentedfirst because the-data
were subject to scatter-andvariationswhich .rrecludedany substantive,
Conclusions.Then the Prerepairand Postrepair and PIC_Test _data,the.
qualityof wbich,_isconsi_le_edvery g_ood,are presented.

4.1.1 EngineoConditionMonitorin9Data 1
|

A deta_ileddeScriptio_of tilemethods and proceduresfor obtainingthe !
ECM data iS given in Section 3.0. As described in this seCtion, ECM !

J

i

!
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data for an individual engine required statistical treatment of the
data in order that parameter plots, such as fuel flow or.:EGT versus.
engine flight cycles, yield reasonably smooth,trend variations. Even
then, parametervariations wi.th,engine cycles is somewhat erratic as,
shown in Figures 10 and 11 where the .changesin fuel flow (Wf.)in ..............
percent and the changes in exhaust gas temperature (EGT) in.,oc are,.
plottedas functionsof engine flight cycles for the 32 747(SP):engines,
studied and tested during this investigation.The base-line,or zero,•
value representsthe JTgD-7Aengine gas.generator_values obtained..from
the Boeing PerformanceEngineersManual.

6

- ., imll

.2

t
,4 I I I I 1 I J _ I 1 1 I I

200 400 600 80(I. 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

.Flightcycles

Figure 10 ECM Plot of Change in Fuel Flow.w,ith Usage.- Data.from 32
Pan American,JT9D-7A(SP)engines,through the-first removal
results,in a relativelyconstant averagefuel flow to about
750 cycles (averagedoes not includethe.last four,engines).

Dashed lines representingthe average,values ar.e.shown on these two_
figures. These average wlue_ show a 1.3 percent and.a 20oc'increase
in fuel flow_and exhaust gas temperature,respectively,over the first
1500 cycles (approx_imatelytwo years) for-this particular group of
JTgD-7Aengines.

Some of the variationsshown in,Figure 10 and 11 are believedto result
from instrument error and nonuniform extraction of engine bleed air
among the engines. (A discussionof the nonuniformextractionof engine

'i
i

I
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bleed is given in Appendix A.) Averaging the results from each_
airplane, which attenuates these individual engine effects, yields the
results presented in. figures 12 _nd. 13 where fuel., flow change in
percent, and .exhaust gas temperature-change in. oC-are plotted as
functions of engine flight cycle_, The-reason for the distinct, levels,
which for example shows air_planes N531, 532, 534, and 658 grouped
together-, is that changes in the engi.ne configurations over the period
of airplane deliveryhad different levels of performance, In addition,
the i.nstallation of a Contro'( Differential Transformer (that is, CDX)
unit, which,caused the indicatedengine,p_essureratio (EPR) settingat.
which f.uelflow rate was being measured to be greater than .the actual.
EPR, has the eff.ectof reducing the.measuredfuel flow and exhaust gas
temperature,The fewer flight_cycles for airplanes N531 and N532 are_
associated.withthe time when the engines were removed for their first
shop vislt,

u

40-

-20 -'___'__--_ _-- ,_..................

•4C I 1 I I i J . I I I , J I [ . ] I I I [ I
0 200 400 SO0 BOO 1000 1200. 1400 1600 1800

F[igl].tcycles_

Figure 11 ECM Plot.of Change in.EGT wi_th.Usage.--Data from 32 Pan
American JT9D-TA(SP) engines, through the first removal
results,in. a s.lowlyincreasing average EGT to about 1000
cycles (averagedoes not_inc_l_Jdethe last four engines)

Only data for 28 eng!nes .(sevenair.planes)_areshown in these,figures
because the other_four _engines.had too few flight cycles to be
representative,

One factor w1_iCh is_ often thought to have an effect on engine ...
deterioration is the effect of engine location (position) on. the I
airplane.An-example-ofthe-data,examined to see if such an effeCt were
prevalentis shown in Figures 14 and 15 where changes in fuel flow and

4
1
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exhaust gas, temperature are plotted as functions of engine.f_tight
cycles for each engine on one airrcr.aft,These_ and similar data.
(startingat 25 flight cycles and above) did not show any discernible
differences in performance deterioration effects• between inboard
(positions2 and 3) and outboard (positions1 and 4).engines............................................................................

4 m

3 -- NI_341747_I _

_' _ _'m"'_,_,_ ' ' _,. N632 _.747SP |
_. N531 1747_P1

w

W --

i _ NS_c747sel
•1 .... -- _N_t747SP) -

N_N 1747S@1 j

I i "'-I-. I l I J i I I
0 1 2 3 4 B 6 ? 8 9 10

ENGINEFLIGHTCYCLES{100)

Figure 12 747SP Airplane Average Wf PerformanceDeteriorationTrends,
Based on ECM Data - The four.engineaverage change in.fuel........
flow as a function of usage shows l_ittlechange.at constant
EPR between 100 and 1000 flights; the later configuration
engines in airplanes N536PA and .._537PA show better.
performance,_.

Another situation, which could contribute to_ different engine
deterioration levels, is whether_ the engine is installed on the
aircraft prior to aircraftacceptancetests or as a spare engine_atthe
beginning or during revenue service, Discussions of the. engine ...............
deterioration problem have- led to the hypothesis that aircraft.
acceptance tests might have a significant impact•on initial (or I
short-term)performance deterioration,The reason for this is that the Lacceptance tests are generally believed to be more-severe than normal
revenue-service.The._idealapproachwould have been to.compare..alarge I
data sample of spare and aircraft-deliveredengines of the same engine I

model.,operating in the same aircraft, and flying the same flight

)
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cycles. Since-such a data sampl_ did not exist, the following two
approaches were used to best. compare the available, data. In the first
approach, the three comparisions shown in Tab]eXVl were made.

30--

i N534 (747FJP)

_ .... _.,...___.._

,< _ N(_SQ(747F)
i 10" _-_. -- N531 (747=P'

__'_
u4 0 " ' _ ". N532 (747SP) .......

:> _10 -- -_ N537 (747SP)
, • '' _ '' " '* N536(747SP)

•20 -- ... ,-" "
uJ
<_

•3o I I i I I I I I I I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 _10

ENGINE FLIGHT CYCLES (100)

Figure 13 747SP Airplane Average EGT Performance Deterioration Trends
Based on ECMData -.The four-engine average change in EGT as
a function of usage shows similar trends for the airplanes
used in the study.

In each of these cases, the spare engines were operated in the same
aircraft, thus on the same route structure as the aircraft-delivered.
engines. Comparable ECM performance data (changes in fuel flow and
exhaust,gas temperature) from the earlier recorded revenue flight data
out to the 800th .engine flight cycle were plotted. In all cases, the
data were from the first engine installation and prior to_any repair.

Comparative plots of changes in fuel flow and exhaust gas temperature
versus flight cycles for the three individual airline comparisons are
shown in Figures 16, 17, and 18. The aircraft-delivered engine data are
plotted as solid lines and the spare engine data as dashed lines. As
with. the data of the Pan American 747SP fleet presented in_Figures i0
and II, these data shown wide variations in performance levels and
trends. The South African Airways and Iraqi Airlines data show the
spare engine performance falling within the performance bands defined
by the aircraft-delivered engines, the Northwest Orient Airlines data
show the spares to have poorer initial performance but less increase in
fuel flow with age.
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Figure 14 ECM Data from Pan.AmericanAirplane N534PA on Change in Fuel
Flow with Usage --Early variationsin individualtrends are
believedto be caused by airplane--inducedeffects; a__plane
averageclosel.yfollowsthe fleet..trend.

The second appr..oachcompared all of the availablespare JTgD-7 engine
ECM data with a representativesample of aircraft-deliveredJTgD-7
engine ECM data. The advantage in this approach was a large data
sample. The disadvantagewas that the approach mixed engine models,
aircraft, and airlines. Performance of 16 spare engines from eight
airlineswere comparedwith the ECM performancerecor_dsof the first 28
Pan American 747SP aircraft-de-liveredengines which were collected in i
this study. In the second approach, the.comparative plots for-the 16

spare engines and the Pan American 747SP-aircraft-deliveredengines are i
shown in Figures 19 and 20, The plots of change in fuel flow and
exhaust gas temperaturefor-the 16 spares generally fall-within the
bands defined by the 28 Pan American JT9D-7A(SP_)engines and exhibit
the same average.trendwith age. These bands were defined.bythe curve&
shown in Fig__11.

J
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F.igure15 ECM Data from Pan Ameri.canAirplane N534PA on Change--inEGT
witl_Usage - The-shift_in the EgT trends of engines 1 and 2
coincideswith changesin the fuel flow slopes (Figure14).

TABLEXVI

ENGINECOMPARISONSFORTHE FIRST APPROACH
SPARE_ERSUSAII_CRAFT=DELIVEREDENGINES-

Numberof Engines
Airline A_irplane/Engine Sp.ar___ee.A rcraft. Delivered

South .Ai_r_can .Air_ways 747SPIJT9D-7F 2. 6.
IY-aqiAirlines 7471JT9D-7F 3 7 •
NorthwestOrient Airlines DCIO-4OIJTgD_20 ? 6
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]

Figure 16 Aircraft-Oel ivered versus Spare Engine Performance..... _
Deterioration for South African Airways JTgD-7FEngines ....Based
on these data, it would appear, that the EGItfor the ,two spare
engines improved with usage re1.ative to the six airplane -_
delivered engines while the fuel fl_ for the spares increased
with usage relative to the airplane-deliveread en_gines; these
apparent trends conflict..

' __ Original
___ Spare

40'

-20 I -2 |
Q.................200 400 ___600 800 0 200 400 600 800

E_ne_flightcycles

Figure 17 Aircraft-Del ivered versus Spare Engine. Performance
Deterioration for Iraqi Airlines. JTgD,;7FEngines -,The.spare
engine, performance trends generally fall within Lhe trends
defined by the air.plane-delivered, engines; the performance for
t_ese spare engines appears to deteriorate slightly more after
150 cy_-Ies.
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Figure 18_Air.craft-.Delivered versus Spare. Engine Performance
Deterioration.forNorthwestOrient Airline;,JT9D-20Engines -.
T.hespare engines,exhibitpoorer initialperformancecompared
to the airplane-delivered.engines,.but the_..subsquentf.uel
flow trends are similar.

4 \ // _._.___- _..,._\

3t,_J . zx/ _
2 _ ./ /

'_'x_ / _" --"<- _ / 28 PA JT9D-7A (SP)

. _ _ -_,_ _ / '/_,I /. / engines

....../
o_p_ .....-/....

-2 -

I 1 I l
"31 _ 200 400. 600 800

Engineflightcycles.
F.igure19 Performance Deteriorati.onfor 28 Pan Amer.icanAirplane- !

Deli.veredJT9D-TA(SP)Engines versus 16 Spare En_Linesfrom. i
Eight Airlines --The.spare engineS, operatingover different.- i
routes and.cycles,exhibit a simil&__ band of.fuel flow chang_
to that.deflned.bythe airplane-delivered_ngines.

!
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Figure 20. Performance Oeterioration for- 28 Pan American

Airplane-DeliveredJTgD-7A(SP) Engines versus-161-Spare
Engines from Eight Airlines - The spare engines,
operating over_ different-routes and cycles, exhibit a --
similar band of: EGT change to that defined by the
airplane-delivered engines.

The limitedamount of.data and the variationsin the ECM are such that

it would not support an accurate comparative,performance analysis of-
spare and aircraft-deliveredengines; However, the available data,.
while- limited, shows no noticeabl; difference in early revenue.
performance between engines which were and._were not -part of. the
aircraft production.acceptance testing.

4.1.2 . In-FlightTCalibrationData

These..data were obtainedfrom the same instr_entation as the ECM data..
The only significantdifferences.inthe two types of data are that the
in-flightcalibration data were recorded by:an observer specifically
interested in. the results, and that the parameters were treated
statisticallydifferentlyfor the two types of data. In the case of the
ECM data, the data scatterwas-handled by amassinglarge quanti.tiesof-
data. For the i.n-flightcalibration data, engine-parameters such as
fuel flow_ exhaust gas temperature,and low-pressure-rotorspeed were
recorded systematicallyover a ranger of power,settings and faired
values of-the engine parameterswere then used. Typical data of this ....
type for-one.en_ne are presented_i_D_F,Lgures 21 and 22 where fuel flow,
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exhaust gas temperature, and high-and IOw-pressurerotor-cOrrected -
speeds are plotted as a functionsof engine pressueratio. Typical data ..
scatter amountsto about +.i/2_co+I percentfor exhaust gas temperature
and fuel flow and about "_0,2percent for high- and low-pressurerotor --
speeds.Cross plottingdat-aof this type at an engine Pressureratio of
1.40yielded resul.tssimilarto those shown in Figures23 and 24. These
figures show the same parameters as a function of flight cycles for
engine P-695738 on airplane N536PA, In this instance,the data scatter
was at most only slightly_reater than the base plots used to generate ...............
these figures,

Using data derived by the.procedures just described, a comparison of
ECM and in-flightcalibrationdata_for two airplanes,N536PA and,N537PA ....
is made in Figure 25 for the same four gas generator parameters
previouslydiscussed.In this instance,the data were averagedfor the
four engines on each airplane..Thedata have been normal.izedsuch.that
all parameters for each data source and_airplane are equal at 100
cycles. These results show that the ECM and in-flightcalibration•data
exhibit very similartrends. Variations.thatare.evident.arewithin.the
acCuraCy•and repeatabilityof the.-data.

4.1.3 Prerepairand PostrepairData

Prerepair data for JTgD-7A(SP)engines (12 tests) (see Table V) is
presented in Figures 26 and 27. Changes in thrust,specific-fuel
Consumption (TSFC) and exhaust gas temperature (EC._T)relative to.
productionbase-line values of each individual engine are plotted as
functions of-engine_fligh_tcycles. The last three_digits of. each
engine'sserial number_-isshown b_side the•appropriatedata point. TSFC.
was measured at constant thrust, and.EGT at take-off engine,pressure.........
ratio (EPR).All eng!neswere-testedat Pan American with the exception
of P-686060.and.P-695745 which were tested and repaired,at Pratt &
WhitneyAircraft.Fuel flow, thrust, and•EGTmeasur.edin the•test.stand.
have been corrected using standard•day_test stand, and configuration
corrected factors as described in Section 3.4, Analysis Techniques.
Additionally, the. data for the P.-686• series of. engines have been
adjustedcfor a package of engineering retrofit changes incorporated
after the engines wer.eflown in the certificationflight test program-.
prior to being intrOduced into commercial service. Data scatter_ is.......
limi.tedto about.+Ipercent in TSFC,.indicatingthat T-SFCdeterioration-
for unrepaired e-nginesshould be fairly predictable. The average
prerepairTSFC _rangesfrom.abOut I percent above production levels at
700 cycles to about +.3.8percentat 2000 cycles.

Figure 27 presents prerepair- exhaust gas temperature for the
JT9D-7A(SP) engines,.....Data. scatter is partly attributable to the
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Figure 21 In-Flight Calibration Fuel Flow and Exhaust Gas
Temperature Data as Functions of Engine Pressure Ratio
for Engine P-695738 on Airplane N536PA Taken.on May 21,
1977 at 155 Hours/23 Cycles - The-data show very little
scatter Over._the range Of power at which,data were
recorded,
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Figure 22 In-Flight Calibration Low- and High-Pressure Rotor Speed
Data as Functions of Engine Pressure Ratio for Engine
P-695738 on Airplane N536PA Taken on May 21, 1977 at 155 i
Hours/23 Cylcles - The data show very little scatter over
the ran_powerat which data were recorded.
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Figure 23 Fuel Flow,and Exhaust Gas Temperature.Data at,EPR of 1.40 as ,
Functions of. Cycles for All In-Flight- Calibrations of Engine
P-695738 on Air,plane N536PA.- The data scatter-is only
slightly greater than.the data scatter f_r-qndividual en q_._
in-flightcalibrations.
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Figure 24 Low- and High-PressureRotor Speed Data as Functionsof Cycles
for All .In-FrightCalibrationsof Engine P-695738 on Airplane
N536PA.- The data scatter-is only slightly greater than,the
data scatterfor incLiNidualengine in-flightcalibrations.
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Figure 25 Comparison of .Four-Engine Averages of Gas Generator. •
Parameters as Functions Of Cycles as Determined by
In-Flight Calibrations-and Engine Condition Monitoring of.-
Engines -on AirplanesN536PA and N537PA - -The four-engine
averages reduce the data sCatter and improve the
agreement between the two data sources.
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Figure 26 Long-Term.Prerepair TSFC Deterioration,.Measured. at.
Constant Thrust, as a Function of Flight Cycles - The
prerepair data are similarin .trend and level .to the
averageof__thehistoricaldata.
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Figure 27 Long-Term Prerepair EGT Deterioration, Measured at
Take-Off EPR, as a Function of Flight Cycles -After.
temperatureprofile adjustmentswere made, the prerepair
data agrees,well with the averageof.the historicaldata.

in-serviceengine temperatureprofile shifts. Because of these profile
shifts and the limited data Sample,the least squares,i_itof the data.
is slightlydifferentfrom the true averageobtainedfrom fuel flo_,-
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The postrepair data are_presented ith.Figures 28 and 2g where TSFC and.
EGT are-shown as functions.ofengine flight cycles for 18 engines (22
tests), Solid Symbols are used for those engines for-which prerepair
data wer.eshown in figure 26 and 27, The postrePaJr TSFCdata relative
to productionengine level variesfrom_about+0.5 percent at 700 flight-
cycles tO about.+2.8 percent at 2000 cycles, Tl_ereiS somewhat more
data scatter in the pOstrepairTSFC data than in the prerepair data.
Even if all repairswere the same at a given engine-cycjic:ageand. if
productionquality parts and.build standardswere used, a small amount..
of increased Scatter.-(lessthan 0,6.perce_t) could be attributed to
productiontolerances.However,al.lrepairs are not thee.same at a given.
cyclic age. Swapping of_ deteriorated modules with other-used Or
partiallyrefurbishedmOdLLleSwas common practiceto expediterepairs._
In addition,,part.quality differsfrom productionquality because only
selected individual parts are replaced in at module
repair/refurbishment,and .some partsmay be repaired rather than
replaced, finally,repair build clearancelimits are generallybroader
than production clear.ances.All. of these, factors tend to cause
increaseddata scatter in postrepairTSFC r.esultsan_d_makeit difficult_.
to constructpostrepairaveragetrends.
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Figure 28 Long-Term Post_epair.TSFC Deterioration, Measured at
Constant Thrust, as a Function.oi_ FLight Cycles.--The. _I
postrepair-datascatter shows results Ofa wide-range-of

repairsand broaderrepair-buildclearances....................................................I
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Figure 29 Long-Term Postrepair EGT Deterioration, Measured at
Take-Off EPR, as a Function of Flight Cycles - The_
postr.epairdata agrees well, except for a degree of data
scatter,with the averageof the.hi.storical.data.

The results,of.the prer.epai.r/postrepairdata are believedto.have more
credibilitythan theranalysis.resultsof.the postrepair-<)nlydata. The
greater credibility occurs because instrumentation, test stand•
correction,and data sampling uncertaintiestend to be reduced through.
the process of iterating the analyses of prerepair/postrepair,data __
until the results closely correspond to knowledge of actual_part
condition and repairs perf.ormedon the individual engines,.This
procedure-is discussed in more detail in Section 3_4,. Analysis
T_chniques.

The postrepair--averageexhaust gas temperature data (Figure.29)
relative to the individual,production engine level varies f_rom+4oc_
at 700 flight cycles to about 21oc at 2000 cyc_les.Here-again,
considerabledata scatter+dueto temperature_profile-shifts is evident, iI
The profile changes are related to repairs performed; in particular, 1
all engines had combustor-l:nersreplaced, i+n almost all cases by
liners of a different type (Mod. 5 Changed to Hod. 2). There is an _
average reduction in measured exhaust gas+temperature+ of about 13oc' I!
associated with this burner liner change, based on Pratt & Whitney t

,I

I
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Aircraft productiondata. The faired Curve is the true average exhaust.
- gas temperature-determinedfrom fuel flow and_is about 13oC higher

than a least squaresFit of.the.measureddata.....

The curves presented in Figures 30 and 31 use the faired curves shown
on the previous four figures to compare the prerepair-and postrepair
results. Figures30 and 31 show changes in TSFC and EGT as functionsof
engine flight cycles. On average,repairs result in about a 1 percent
reduction in TSFC and a 10oc reduct.ion,in EGT. As prev.iouslynoted
for an individual engine, considerable variation in this I0oC
reduction can occur because of data scatter- and the effect of
temperature.profileshift resultingfrom the repair.

..... Ul

PREREPAIR

" / _ "POSTREPAIR

/
1 / ....

0

600 800 1000 1200• 1400 1600. 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600

ENGINE FLIGHT CYCLES

Figure 30 Long-Term TSFC Deterioration, Measured at Constant
Thrust, as a Function of Flight Cycles; Comparison of
Average Prerepmirto Average PostrepairPerformance- The
repair process did not attempt to maximize performance
restoration.

4.1.4 Plug-lnConSole IPIC)Data

PIC Data were obtainedon four-engineson two 747(SP) airplanes,engine
P-695743.and P-695745 on airplane N536PA and engines P-695760 and
P-695763 on airplane N537PA. The method of and schedule for data
acquisitionare discussed in detail in Section 3.0. In additionto the
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standard RIC data acquisition,engine P-695743was given special
treatment.After 1081 flight hours (141 cycles), the engine was
returnedto Pratt& WhitneyAircraft'sproductiontest facilitywhere,
it was tested "as-received"in the originalproductiontest stand,
After.wateranddetergentwashingto removesurfacecontaminationfrom
engineparts,and enginevane controltrim,the enginewasretested,
Next,the productionenginecaseswerereplacedwith fully-instrumented
enginecasesand a performancetest was run. An analyti,calteardownof
the enginefollowedduringwhichthe conditionof all.sealsand other-
partswhich might affectperformancewas documented,The engine,was
then reassembledand returned-to service during which.PIC data
collectionwas cor_ctnued.
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Figure31 Long-TermEGT Deterioration,Measuredat Take.-_OffEPR, as
a Function of Flight Cycles; Comparison,of Average
Prerepairto AveragePostrepairPerformance--An average
of about10ocin EGT is recoveredas a_result.ofrepair.

rn termsof overalI engineperformancedeterioration, the"as-receired"
enginehad a TSFC incr_ease(loss)of.1.5 percent.Water and detergent ....................
wash plus vane controltrimregained0.3 percentofthis.loss.Because_
thrustis notmeasured-whi.leacquiringPIC.dataand EGTis subjectto.
measurement problems associatedwith.temperatureprofile shifts,
overallengineperformancedeteriorationbasedon PIC data is obtained
by usingthe gas generatormeasurementsto determineindividualmodule.
losses,An exampleof gas.generatordata is.shownin Figures32 through
37. These module losses in conjunctionwith module,influence
coefficientscanthen be usedto calculateTSFCand EGT,The resultsof
this approachis shownin Figures"_8__.and.39 whereTSFC and EGT are
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plotted as functionsOf engine flight-cycles..TSFCincreasesrapidlyat
a rate of about_onepercent in the first 25to 50 cycles and then more
gradually__to2.2 percent_.at1000 cycles, In a similae-fashion, EGT
increases5 ..to7oC after 25 to_50 cycles and th_n to about _)oC at_
1000 cycles,

4.2 OVERALLENGINE PERFORMANCEDETERIORATIONCOMPARISON

Now that the results of the various sources of. performance_
deteriorationdata have been.presented,a comparison Of these results.
with tl_ previouslyacquired historicalde.teriorationdata.is given in
the.subsequent figur.es..Figure_.40 shows a comparison of the.ECM,
in-flightCalibration,and the.PIC data. Changes in.fuel.flow, exhaust
gas temperature,and l.ow-and high-pressurerotor speeds are shown,as
functionsof engine._f.lightcycles. All data have been non_lali.zedat 100 .......................
fl.ightcycles. The PIC data which were taken.on the ground.liavebeen
analyticallycorrected .to altitude conditions, AgreB11entbetween the
variousdata sources is reasonablygood,

Prerepairperfonnancedeteriorationdata are-shown in._igures 41 and 42
where the changes in TSFC in percent and EGT in oc are shown as
functions,of engi.ne-flight,cycles.On these figures,...thedata sources
included:PIC data, shown cover.inga range of flight cycles..franI to
1000cycles; historical,data, obtained from a limited number of tests
of engines returnedto the manufacturerafter-5 to 300 cyc:les;the one
specialprerepair_data point at 141 cycleS_ obtained on engine P-695743
anddiscussed in Sectton.A.1.4; the prerepairdata fr(_nthe ,ITgD-7A(SP)
fleet, covering a.range from 700 to 2100 cycles; and.the historical
airline data, reported in Reference-,1,over a range of engine i_light.
cycles frail 1200 to 3500 cycles. Data frall the Various data Sources -
agrees quite well. The results show a rapid deterioration over the
first i00 cycles where the change in TSEC_increases over I-percent and
EGT rises to 7oc. The perfonnance continues to deteriorate so that at
i000 cycles TSFC and EGT have increased 3 percent and 21oC, _
respective_ly, and at 2500 cycles these parmneters are.up 4.2 percent
and 36oc, respectively. The sources and causes of tliis performance
deteriorationare discussed in.detail.,in the next.-paragraphsw!]e.r.e..
engine m_dule performancedeteriorationis discussed....

The poStrepairperfoniLancedeteriorationdata are preSented.in.Fixtures
43 and_44 wher.ethe changes in TSFC_ in percent and EGT.in oc are
shown as functions,of engine,flight cycles. The data Sources are
JTgD-7A(SP) fleet postrepair data and historical.airline.data fra;_
Reference 1.
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Figure 38 EstimatedSea Level Static TSFC-Deterioration--OverallTSFC.
Prerepair deterioration,based on module deteriorationand
influence coefficients,shows a rapid deterioration of 1
percent in the f_rst 50 cycles followed by long-term_
deteriorationat.a much slower rate to 2.2 percent at 1000
cycles.

30 - N536PA. N537PA
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Figure 39 Estimated Sea_Level Static Prerepair EGT.Deterioration.-
Overall EGT deterioration,based_on module deterioration_nd
influence coefficients,shows a.rapid deteriorationof 6oc
in the first.50 cycles followed by a long-termdeterioration._
at a slower rate to 22oc at 1000 cycles.
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Figure 40 Comparison of Prerepair Gas Generator- Parameters as
Functions of Cycles as Determined by PIC Data CorrectedFor
Altitude, In-Flight.Calibration Data, and_ECM. Data. -.
Agreement among the three trends,is.fairly good although .............
wide variations, in fuel. flow . occurred in in-flight
calibrationdata and ECM data for engine,P-695745 and thu_..
influencedthe averagevalues.
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Figure 41 PrerepairSea Level Static TSFCPerformance of JTgD Engines• i1
at Constant Thrust - JT9D-7A(SP)test stand data correlates, !
well with historicalairl.inedata; PIC data shows,a somewhat _.
more rapid TSFC loss.
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Figure 42 PrerepairSea Level static EGT.Performance of-JTgD Engines
at Constant EPR - JI'gD.7A(SP)test stand data correlates....
well with historicalairlinedata; PIC data Shows a.somewhat
steeperEGT •increasein the low flightcycle range.
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Figure 43 Pos_trepa.irSea Level.Static TSFCPerformance of JT9D Engines
at Constant ThruSt - JTgD-7A(SP) test stand data and
historical airline data show similar trends- with the .
hiStoPiCal_data slightlyhigherin level.
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Fig.ure44 PostrepairSea Level Static EGT Performancefor-JT9D Engines
at Constant EPR - JTgD-7A(SP).test stand data and historical
airlJne__dataare verysimilar in both trend and level,

4.3 MODULE PERFORMANCE.DETERIORATION

As previously stated,module,performancedeteriorationwas determined
only when prerepair,postrepair,and PIC data were obtained.These were.
the only.sources of/data whi,ch,wer.eassociated with instrumentation
suitable for module performanceevaluation. A typical example of the
PIC data being used to obtain module deterioratConis illustratedin
Table XVII. The change in measured gas generator-parameterslisted in.
the upper left column were obtained at an engine pressure ratio (EPR)
of 1.43 from Figures 32 through 37, presented earlier. The change in
gas,generator parameters in the Analytical,Results column represents
the result of engine cycl.ecalculationsusing the module,performance
changes analyzed to have occurred. The only significancedifferences-
between the measured and-analyzedgas generator-parameterchanges_were
in turbine temperature, wher.e temperature profile variations make
measurements unrepresentative of the average temperature in many
instances.,T.hevalues of-module performancechanges,in efficiency and
flow capacityanalyzedto have occuredare thereforereason,_.ble.

The analyses,of the-prerepairand postrepairdata were similarbut used
the JTgD engine simulation rather than influence coeff_icientsi.nthe I
analysis procedue.Module efficiency and flow capacitywere "coupled"
in an attemptto more accuratelyreflectthe effect.ofone component,or
module on another. "Coupling" refers to using a known relationship
betv_eenthe .efficiencyand flow capacityof a given component,f,._o_her i
feature of prerepair and postrepair analyses is th.e-re!atingof the

1
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known module.,repairs with the test data obtained before and a?ter
repair.T_ detailsof these proceduresare discussedin Section 3.0

TABLE XVII

TYPICAL GAS GENERATORANALYSISBASED ON
PIC CALIBRATIONSOF ENGINE P-695743 .......

ON 12-4-78RELATIVETO 4-18-78

Change in
Engine Measured Analytical

Parameters Parameter Results

Low-Press_reRotor Speed (%) +0.21 +0.23
High-PressureRotor Speed (%) +0.29 +0.29
HPC DischargeTotal Temperature(OR) +1.0 +2.0

HPT DischargeTotal Temperature(OR) +28. +21. '
LPT DischargeTotal Temper_ture(OR) +11. +-17. 'I
Pt3/I_t2(%), +1.41 +I.44

Ps4/Pt7(%). -0.65 -0.67
Engine Air.Flow (%)-- -0.41 -0.63
Fuel Flow (%) +1.07 +0.99

AnalyzedModule Parameters ....

Fan Efficiency(points) -0.80
Fan Flow Capacity (%) -0.50

Low-PressureCompressorEfficiency(points) -0.65
Low-PressureCompressor Flow Capacity (%) -0.40

High-Press,ureCompressorEfficiency(points)_ -0.60
High,PressureCompressorFlow Capacity; (%) -0.45

High-PressureTurbineEfficiency (points) -0.40
High,PressureTurbineFlow Capacity (_) +0.40 I

Low-PressureTurbine,Ef#iciency (points) O. i

Low-PressureT,urbineFlow.Capacity(%) O. i

Some typical tabularresul.tsusing the approachesmentioned above are
given in Table XVIII which shows the modular breakdown from an
analysis of historiCal.datafr(xnReference 1. This analysis was done--
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at 149 engine flight cycles and, as such, represents short-term
deterioration.It should be noted that the estimated contribution,of
the individualcomponents/modulesto the overall perfOrmanc_1oses may
be somewhat inaccuratebecause ofthe.lack of detailed instrumentation.
for a more Completeanalysis.However,the breakdownbetweenthe high-
and low-pressure-spool_performance.lossesis reasonably accurate, As
shown in.the table, this analysis indicates that the low,pressure ...
spool contributes55 percentto the overall engine-deteriora_;ionwhile ._
the _b£gh-pressurespool contributes45_percent,

TABLEXVIII

MODIJLECONTRIBUTIONTO SHORT-TERMDETERIORATION
BASED ON ANALYSIS (AT 149 CYCLES)OF HISTORICAL.DATA _.

Efficiency F1ow Capacity TSFC.
Change {%) Chan_e (%) Change.(%),

Fan -0.25 -0.25 +0.15
Low-PressureCompressor_ -0.5 -0.5 +0.15
High-PressureCompressor -0.5 -1.25 +0.30
High-PressureTurbine -0.5 +(3.25.. +0.35.
Low_P..ress.u_e_.T_.ur_bihe. -O.5 O.0 +0.50

Total +I.45
Measured +I.45
Low-PressureSpool +0.80.
High-PressureSpool +0.651

Table XIX shows the short-term performance deteriorationof engine
P-695743 which was one of the four engines subjected to PIC Tests.
These results are based o_ the test stand data after the engine had
been washed and the engine vane control(EVC) trimmed.These procedures
improved,the.overall engine TSFC loss front1.5 to 1.2 percent. After
these__ests,the,engine was subjectedto a completeanalyticalteardown ..
where the condition of all the seals and other parts which affect
performancewere documented.Based on this information,the performance
of each module was estimated.These estimatescorrelatedwell with the....
performance data shown in the table and other historical short-term
deteri.ortiondata (Reference 1). The details._)fthis specific test
efformare describedin detail in Reference 2.

As discussedin Section.4.1.4 (Plug-lnConsole-Data).,the-gas generator-
data and componentinfluencecoefficientswere used to derive the TSFC
_ation shown in Figure 38. A detailedbreakdownOf each module's
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ContributiOn to the TSFClOss is,given in Tahla:sXX for-50, 150, a_d !_00
engine f,ligllt.Cycles,.At 50:Cycles, the TSI_CIZ_ss is dominated by-tlie.
Kigll-pressureLurbine.d_.teriOrationwitl_l_.sseeimpacts.byi:he,fan and
low-pressurecompressor,At GO0 cycles, tile.l_igh-pressureturbin_ and
low-pressureCompressor are equal in their contributionto tiletotal
loss; the impa_,t.ofthelow-pressureturbine is pra_ticallynegli_lible........
Over-the short term, tIIe-TSFClos_es..are nearly equally split between
tilehot Settion._and cold,._ectionas well as between tlie_hlgh-pr.essure
spool.,and._the low-pressure,spool, At 500 Cyc=les,tilecold seCtiOn
dominates the-TSFC -10s._es;the-low-pressure _i)6ol eXh._bitsmore
deteriorZ_tiontllandoe._tilehigh_pre_surespool,

TABLEXIX..

MODULE CONTRIBUTIONTO SHORT-TERMDETERIORATION:
BASED ON MEASURED.PERFORMANCEOF ENGINE P-695743AFTER

CLEANING,..._T_F.!I_lMM_NG_EZ.(AT141 CYCLES),.AND PARTS INSPECTION

Change in .TSFC.-
_Iodule S.ince New (%)_ .

Fan +0.15

Low.Pressure Compressor +0.35

High-P_ressure Ccm]presor +0.12

High-Pressure Turbine. +0.47

Low-P_._.essureT_Lm.bine +0.I0

T.otal +I,19

A.comparison of the tl_reesources.of•short-termdata is presentedon
Table XXI in. terms of module. Contribution to TsFC. loss at _
approximately 150 cycles, In general, a!l three sources are in ._
agreement,The low-pressureturbine loss_based on.historical data is ]
considerablyhigher than.that for the Other a_alyseS, but tliis.re._ul.t
could be due to the lackof Suitable inst_:umentationto accurately
assess the diStribution.o¢Iow-.pre._surespool loss__s,That.is, part of
tl_is-loss• could easily be assigned to the i_an or low.presSure

compres_)r.withno ._ignificanteffecL on the analysiS, 1

are due largely to high-pressureturblne and. ITlleshort-term losses
1ow-p.resSurecom_nre._Sordeteriorationwith tt_e low-pres._ureturbine •
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Contributing very little-to,the total loss. The-losses are evenly
split,between the high.pressureand low-pressurespool modules. Cold
section deteriorat_ionseems te be slightly greaterthan that for the
hot section,

TABLE XX _

-- AVERAGEMODULE CONTRIBUTIONTSFC DETCRIORATION .....
USING PIC DATA

Change in TSFC { ) .
50 1"5'0 %500

Fan O.20 O.25 O.30
Low-PressureCompressor 0.25 0.40• 0.60
High-PressureCompresor 0.10 0.20 0.30•
High-PressureTurbine 0.40 0.50 0.60-
Low-Pressure--Turbine O. O.05 O.15

Total O.95 __1.40 Io95

High-PressureSpool O.50_ O.70 O.90
Low-_P_essure Spool ........... O.45 O.70 1..05

Cold Section 0.55 0.85 1.20
Hot Section 0.40 0.55 0.75_ ,

Figures.36 thru 50 show the._performanCe_losses for each major
componentwhich directly affectsthe.loss in TSFC (that is,fan, low- 1
and •high--pressur.e,compressors,and high.....and.low-pressureturbines). i
These <Jataare based on.PIC-tests,pr(,repairand postrepairtests, and 1
previously acquired historicaldata. The PIC data.showno discernable ,!
effect of engine location on the airplane (that.is, inboard versus_.
outboard)forany of the enginemodules.

4.3.1 Fan

The_efficiencyand flow capacity losses due..todeteriorationof the.
fan.are shown in Figure 45 for the PIC tests. The fan performancefor
all engines deterioratesrapidly at first. The enginLs-of airplane.
N536A mhow a highh,er,initial f.an_module loss.

The same fan performanceloss parametersare shown in Figure 46 using
prerepair and postr_pair data. The data covers a range-of. flight
cycles from 700 to 2100 and representsthe deteriorationfor the
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unrepairedmodules. Losses in fan efficiencyand flow Capacity due to
deteriorationare predictedby "top down" analysesof the JTgD,7A(SP)
engine prerepairdata. This figure also shows module losses predicted
from analyses ofpostrepair data in those cases when no changes or
refurbishmentwere accomplishedon that particular module during the
repair,The.prerepair-basedloss estimatesare believedto have better
Credibilitythan the pOstrepair-basedestimatesfor reasons previously
discussed in Section 3.4, Analysis Techniques. Module cyclic age is

I identical with engine name-platecyclic age if no repairs have been

I perfon_edon that particul.armodule previously,which is generallythecase for these prerepair data. Where there has .been prior module
repair,module..ageis.enginefl.ightcycles since the module was last
repaired.

TABLE X_',I

COMPARISONOF MODULE CONTRIBUTIONTO
SHORT-TERMTSFC DETERIORATION

Data Source
P-695743

HistoricalData P&WA Testing Analysisof
Analysis (A_-Received PICData

1149Cycles) with 141 Cycles.) 1150 Cycles)_
Change in TSFC (%)

Fan +0.15 +0.05 +0.25
Low-PressureCompressor- +0.15 • +0.40 +0.40
High-PressureCompressor +0.30 +0.35. +0.20
High-RressureTurbine +0.35 +0.60 +0.40
Low-Pressure._T_ur]_ine +0.50 +0.10. +0.05

T,_t.:! +I.45 +1.50 +I.30

Low-PressureSpoo'i +0.80 +0.55 +0.70
High-PressureSpool +0.65 .- +0.95. +0.60

Cold Section ._ +0.60 +0..80 +0..85
Hot Section +0_,_85__ +0.70 . _ +0.45

Figure _7. is presented.toshow fan deteriorationusing data from all_
- availablesources,that is, PIC.tests.,prerepairand postrepairtests,

and the previously acquired historical data. There is very. good
agreementbetweenthe prerepairand postrepairdata and the histor.ical
data. The PIC data show a more rapid short-termdeterioration(that is,

!
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the first.lO0 cycles), The slope of the PICdata curve at about 100
¢ycle_ would seem to indicate similar deterioration levels for. all
three dat_ sourcesby the time 2000 to_3000cycles are obt_aSned.
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1 100 200 300 .400 500 600 700 800 900, 1000 1100

FAN AGE,,FLIGHT CYCLES

Figure45 Fan Module PerformanceDeterioration- PIC cal.ibrationsfrom
four engines, on two airplanes, show very rapid initial
deteriorationfollowed by long-term deteriorationat a much

slowerrate.

J_nalyses of the-short-term fan flow capacity losses have received
special attention because-their effect on engine performance is
appreciableand.because the effects are considerablydlffer.entbetween
take-off_and cruise-conditions.The results of this analysisshows that.
for_a 2 percent fan flow capacity loss, which is.typicalfor high-tlme
fan b|ades,the take-off TSFC improvesabout 0.5 percent, but there is
a 0.6 percent TSFC_penalityat maximum Cruise power at altitude.When
the--flow capacity loss_ is 4 percent (extreme deterioration),tLe
take-offI'SFCis about 0.8 percent better than when_new, but there is a_ _
2___per.centpenalityat maximum cruise•
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Figure 46 Estimated_Fan Module Deterioration.with Usage•- -The average
estimated losses in fan efficiency and flow capacity are
shown....

4.3.2 Low-Pressure.Compressor

The efficiency and. flow capacity losses due to deterioration of. the.
low.preSsure compressor for the PIC tests are Shown in Figure,48. The
low-pressure Compr.essorexhibits,a deterioration characteristic-similar
to_t_be_f_an.
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Figure47 Comparisonof PIC, JTgD-7A(SP)Prorepair,and HistoricalFan
Performance Deterioration Data - The prerepair test stand

• data shows,good.agreementwhilethe PIC data showsa higher
level of loss.
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Figure.48 Low-PressureCompressor Module Performance Deterioration--
PIC calibrationsfrom four engines, on two airplanes,show .....
rapid initial deterioration (less-than that for the_fan)
followed by long,termdeterior._tionata much slower,rate.

The prerepair and postrepair data for the low-pressure compressor
module are presented in Figure 49. 0nly prerepairresults are shown,
since, there were no available postrepair data for engines with
unrepaired low-pressurecompressormodules. It will be observed that
most of the engines showing hizjhlow-pressurecompressorlosses also_
exhibit high fan module losses and vice versa. This observationleads•
to the conclus.ion.that, white fan/low-pressurecompressor losses are
variable (possibly because of the .differing flight experience of
individual engines), the losses are interrelated.Fan deflectionsand
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resulting rubs from flight maneuvers and loads also tend to cause.-
low-pressurecompressordefleCtionsand rubs,
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Figure49 EstimatedLow-PressureCompressorModule Deteriorationwith
Usage - The magnitude of low-pressure compressor
deterioration appears•related to the magnitude of fan
deteriorationfor-individualeng!nes,.Itis belived that the-
data scatter is aggr.avatedby the greater potential for
leakagein the case of the _tr_unoion stator.

Additionally,there are two differentphysical low-pressurecompressor
configurationsrepresentedin the data:.1) first=stagecompressorfixed.
stator-(enginesP-69o745 and.P-695743), and 2) first-stage cumpressor
trunion stator. While there are ins_f_ficient.f.ixedstator data to be
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conclusive, it is believed that the-physicaldifferencescontributeto
lower losses for the fixed stator low-pressurecompressor-becausethe
trunnion stator low-pressurecompressor is known to present-greater
potentialfor leakage as a result of relativemovement betweenthe cask
and trunion bearingsduringservice use..

Figure 50 compares the data from the.three sources (that is, PIC,
preprepair-andpostrepair,and historical).The loss in efficiency is
reasonablycomparablefor all sources of data, The flow capacitytrends
are similar but the levels of_loss are•highestfor the historicaldata
and lowestfor the PIC data.

As with the fan, the-low-pressurecompressor.wasanalyzedto determine
how flow capacitylosses affect performance.A detailed descriptionof
this study is__presenJzedin Appendix B.

The analysisshowed that a 2 precent loss in flow capacity (that is, a _
typical low-pressurecompressorwith 2000 flight cycles) results in a
I0oC increase in EGT at take-off and a_O,6 percent increase in TSFC
at maximum cruise power at altitude.A..4percent loss in flow_capacity
(extreme deter.ioration)increases the .take-.offEGT by 25oc and the.
maximum cruise TSFCby 1.5percent.

]

4.3.3 High-PressureCompressor 1

The efficiency losses due to deterioration of the high-pressure
compressorfor the_PIC tests are shown,in Figure 51. On airplaneN537A,.
the deteriorationlosses,show the characteristicshort-term losses.. ]
However, on airplane N536A the high-pressure compressor,short-term
losses are relatively small. No explanationis known for this latter
tr.end..

The pr_repair and postrepair data f.orthe high-pressure compressor
module-are shown in.Figure 52. Estimatedloss in flow capacityfor the .........
high-pressurecompressor-is not shown. While the "top down" analysis
method predictshigh-pressurecompressorflow capacity changes in order
to match,the test data, the results are biased by variable stator
indexingresultingfrom f._eldtrim. Thus, the results includevane trim _.
effects in addition to flow capacity,loss due to deteri.oration.
Additic_ally,engine performance,is.not strongly influenced by changes
in high-pressurecompressorflow capacitychanges r.esultingfrom either
deterioration or vane trim. For these reasons,,the -analytical flow .....
capacitychanges are not presented. ..

The losses in efficiency due to deterioration._ange-from about 0.5.
point at 700 cycles to I point at 2000 cycles.
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Data - -The.loss in.efficiency is comparable for all data
sources_
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Figure 51 High-PressureCompressor Module Performance..Deterioration•
PIC calibrations,from four engines, on two airplanes,show.
characteristic,initial deteriorationfor engines on one of
the airplanes but a reduced initial deterioration,for
engines on the other airplane,,followed by long-term.
deteriorationat a much slowerrate.
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Figure 52 EstimatedHigh-Pressure-CompressorModule Deterioration_wi.th
,- Usage - Results are shown for only efficiency loss since

analyticalflow Capadty loss results includethe e.f_Zect,of
variablevane trim in additionto deterioration.................................................................................................................
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Figure 53 comparesthe data from the thr.eedata sources,The historical
data showns.-adeteriorationlevel.abouttwice as great on the.PIC and
prerepairand postrepair-dataat I000 flight cycles. Possiblereasons
for this.differenceare: i) the relatively few and possibly cleaner.
airports served by the Pan American 747(SP) aircraft,,which may have
biasedthe data in some fashion (is less erosion),and 2) more careful
control in the .747(S_E) of thrust reverse usage resulting in less dirt .........._...........
ingestion.

4.3.4 High-PressureTurbine

The efficiency losses and flow capacity increases,due to deterioration
of the high-pressureturbine based om the PIC/testsare shownin Figure....
54. Most of the losses in the high-,pressureturbine,occur in the first
50 to 100 flightcycles.

The prerepair-and postrepair data for the high-pressure_turbineare
shown in-Figure55, Only prerepair•data_resultsare shown, since there
were no available postrepair data for- engines w_th unrepaired
high-pressureturbinemodules. Rredictedefficiencyloss has relatively
little data scatter, while considerablymore scatter-is seen for flow
capacity i.ncrease,The reason for this variation in scatter is.
attributed primarily to the. fact that predicted flow, capacity is
stronglydependent.on the measured value of Ps4/Pt7,which, in turn,,is
influencedby the conditionof the high-pressurecompressor.moduleand
the resulting exit temperatureprofile effect on measured Ps4. Also,
burner pressure loss variations associated with burner liner
configurationwill affect predictedflow capacity since burnerpressure
loss changes are not separatelyaccountedLor, as discussed in Section
3.4.

Figure 56 comparesthe data.fromthe three data sources..The losses in
efficiency are greater for the h_storical data than those fror:Lthe
other sources, The.differencesare related to design improvementsthat
were incorporated in the JTgD-7A(SP) engines evaluated during this
program....

4,3.5 Low-PressureTurbine

The efficiencylosses and flow_capacitylosses due to deteriorationof
the low-pressureturbinebased on the PIC tests are presentedin Figure
57. The deteriorationlossesof this module are negligble.

The prerepair-and postrepair data for the low-pr.essureturbine are
shown in Figure 58. The average low,pressureturbine efficiency loss
and flow capacity increase is greater than that .shownby the PIC-data.
on the previous figure. A point of interest is that the rate of
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Figure53 Comparison of PIC, JT9D-7A(SP)Prerepairand Postrepair,and
Historical High-Pressure Compressor Performance
DeteriorationData - The PIC and test stand data indicate
less high-pressurecompressor loss than does the historical
data.
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Figure 54 High-PressureTurbineModule PerformanceDeterioration- PIC I
calibrations i_rom four engines, on two airplanes.,show. I
characteristicinitial deteriorationfollowed by long-term
deteriorationat a much slowerrate.
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Figure 57 Low-PressureTurbineModule PerformanceDeterioration- PIC.
cal.ibratiOnsfrom four engines, on two airplanes,show that.
both initial and long-term,deterioration is practically

negl_g!b]e. _I
low-pressuretur.bine-,deteriorationappears to be related-to_therate of _
fan/low-pressure. compressor deterioration. Engines with high
fan/low-pressur.e-compressorlosses tend to be. high in low-pressure.
turbi4qelos-_esand vi_:e,versa.

Figure 59 Compares_the data_fromthe three data sources..The,-e£ficiency,
losses and fh;w capacity increases,are lowest for the PIC and
historicaldata and greaterfor the prerepairand postrepairdata.
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SECTION5,0

REFINEDMODELS OF JTgD
ENGINE PERFORMANCEDETERIORATION

5,1 REFINEMENTOF PERFORMANCEDETERIORATIONMODELS

One of the end results of the initial,phase of the JTgD Engine _.
Diagnostics Program was the.establishment of preliminary performance
deteriorationmodels for the JTgD engine and its modules (fan, low- and
high-pressurecompressors,and high- and low-pressureturbines),Thes_
preliminary models were based on the analysis of Pratt & Whitney
Aircraftand airline historical and_used parts data. This section.of
the.report discusses the refinement of these models as influenced by
the in-service data gathered from the Pan American 747 JTgD-TA(SP)
fleet. This latter data included PIC tests data and prerepair and
post,repair test stand data,

5.1.1. Fan

Figure 60 shows the refined fan efficiency and flow capacity loss
model. The refined performancedeteriorationmodel isan average curve
fit through the three curves (which were not weighted equally).
Prerepair test stand data analysisresults have been favored over PIC
analysis results. During.PIC tests, the presence,of the inlet cowl
caused inlet flow field instabilitieswhich led_to_ low rotor speed
variations.The predictionof the fan flow capacityand efficiencyfrom

' the PIC- data alone_is, t]qerefore,considered less reliable than
predictionsbased on test stand data. Prerepair test stand data and
historicaldata (preliminarymodel) are in fairly good agreement with
each other.The refined mode] represents an averagefit through these
two.sources.

Figure 61 presents the refined fan model cur.ves with the scatter bands.
These bands represent the approximate scatter in the JTgD-TA(SP) data _
and thus represents the _ossible engine-to-engine variations for each
model_.

5.I.21 Low-PressureCompressor'

Figure 62 shows the.Low-PressureCompressor refinedmodels. The three
data sources are in fairly good agreement with each other exceptthat
the historical data shows somewhat greaterflow. capcity loss. The
JT9D-7A(SP)prerepairand PIC data has been favored over the.h.istor_ical
data because the expanded instrumentati_on(include Tt3) used in .the
JTgD-7A(SP) engine testing permitted more accurate analysis of
low-pressurecompressordeterioration.

PRECEDINGPAG____E_EBLANt( NOT FILMED
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Figure 60 Developmentof Fan PerformanceDe,teriorationRefined Model.............
- The refined model is based, predominately on the
JTgD-ZA(S)test stand data and the preliminarymodel....

F,.igure63 presents the r.efinedlow-pressure-compressormodels w_±h the ............
scatterbands of possible_variations among individualengines.
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Figure 61 Fan Performance-Deterioration-Refined.Model and Variation_
Band - The var,iation_bandrepresents,data,Scatter__among
individual JTgD-7A(SP) engines.
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Figure62 Developmemt of: Low-Pressure Compressor Performance.
DeteriorationRefinedModel - The refinedmodel shows,less
flowcapacityIpss thanthe prelim_narymodel.

;I
5.L3 High-PressureCompressor I

The refinedhigh-pressuremodelis shownonFigure 64. It i.sweighted_
toward the JTgD-7A(SP)engine data and is somewhatlower than the. 1
preliminarymodel,.TheJTgD-7A(SP)PIC and test standdata trendshave
been favoredover the historicalresultsbecausethere is relatively i
littleTt4 instrumentationdatain the historicaltestresults,leading
to uncertaintyas to high-pressurecompressorefficiencylosses.The
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refined model lies above.,the JT9D-.7A(SP)data based on engineering.
Judgment,The 747 JTgD-TA(SP)serves Y'elativelyfew City pairs and the ,
exposure to dirt. ingestionis estimated to. be lesS.than.would be --
experiencedon th_ averageairlineOperator aircraftor engine to.which .......
the model is addressed,No flow capacity deteriorationmodel is shown.•
for reasons previouslydiSeussedin Section 4.0
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Eigure63 Low-Pressure Compressor Performance DeteriorationRefined 1
Model and Variatix)n.Band - The variation•band_representS_ I
scatteramong individualJTgD-7A(SP)engines.
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Figure 64 Development of High-Pressure Compressor Performance.
Deterioration Refined Model -The refined modet lies
between the historical data and JT9D-IA(SP) data which
indicate Iower..deter-ioration.with respect to usage,

The refined model with.t.be.performance scatter-band is shown on Figure
65.

5.1.4 ,High-Pressure Turbine

The refined High-Pr.essureTurbi.ne models are-shown on Figure. 66. The
efficiency loss'for.the refined model is somewhat less severe than for
the preliminary model. The flow capacity increase_is slightly greater.
The refined model represents an average fit of PIC, prerepair, and
historical data, although PIC and prerepair-data are favor_edbecause of
the h.igherqual.ityof the JT9D-7A(SP) data as discussed in Section 4.0.
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Figure 65 High-Ecessure CompressOr, Performance Deterioration Refined.
Model and Variation Band -The variation band represents
data scatteramong individualJT9D-7A(SP)eDgines.

The flow capacity increasefor both the prEliminaryand refinedmodels
may be partly due to, high-pressure-compressor discharge pressure
profile changes resulting from tip clearance losses in the low- and
high-press_recompressors.Measured P_s4strongly influencesanalys_s of
high-pressureturbine flow capacity as discussed in Section 4.0. The
refinedmodels with their_possiblescatterbaFLdsare shown on Figure 67.

5.1.5 Low-PressureTurbine

The refined low-pressureturbine models are shown on Figure 68. Both
efficiency losses and flow capacity increases are greater-than the
preliminarymodels. Again, the-JTgD-7A(SP) test stand data analysis
results were favored over the historicaldata because the JTgD-7A(SP) _
data are believed to be more credible. The_r.efinedmodel trend was
weightedtoward the test Stand (700 to_2000 cycle,)analysis results.
The PICanalysis of Iow-.pr.essurespool loss split between the fan.and
low-pressurecompressor is considered less reliable because of inlet
instabilitiesas previouslydiscussedin the fan section (5.1.1).
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Figure 66 Development of High-Pressure Turbine Performance
Deterioration Refined Model - JTgD.7A(SP) engine data
showed lower efficiency deterioration and slightly higher
flow_capacit_ increase than that for the historical data.
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Model_.andVariationBand - The variationband represents ,-_
datascatter_11ongindividual JTgD-7A(SP) engines.

The refInedmodels with_the .possible scattermbandsare_.shownon Figure_
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Figure 68 Development of Low-Pressure Turbine Performance
DeteriorationRefinedModel - JTgD-7A(SP)engine data shows
increaseddeteriorationrelativeto historicaldata trends.
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5,2 ENGINEPERFORMANCETRENDS_MODELVERSUS.DATA

The refined models of component deterioration have been combined to
predict overall engine sea level take-off TSFC deterioration (at
constant thrust) and. EGT increase (at constant EPR). Stabilized
high-pressureturbine performancebeyond 1000 cycles;and low-pressure_
turbine,performance beyond 2000_cycles are assumed, The results are
shown in Figures 70 and 71.

HISTORICAL
5.0 ,- AIRLINE AVER.

JTgD(7A)(SP) PREREPAIR

4.0- --

"_ REFINED
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3.( ----
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(%) t _ "
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o I I I I I I I
1- 500 1000 1500 2000 , 2500 -- 3000 3500-

FLIGHT CYCLES

Figure 70 Prerepair TSF.CPerformance Data, Measured at Constant
Thrust, as. a Function of Usage -The refined model of
engine performance loss shows good agreement with
historical.data and 747SP engine,test stand and PIC_data.

Figure 70 shows engine TSFC deterioration at three usage,intervals
obtaiJ1edby curve fits through JTgD-7A(SP)engine test stand data, PIC
data, and the historicaldata. The refinedmodel shows good correlation
with the various data sources. Prerepair TSFC deterioration for-
unrepaired engines, as .predicted by the model,ranges from nearly 1 i
percent in 50 cycles to about 3.7 percent in 2000 cycles, The
historical data (engines._._nerallyhaving had some prior repair) and
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the_ model (with stabilized turbine damage) show_TSF___deterioration
increasingto about4.4 percent in 3000 cycles.

S0!"
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Fig_uz_e_71 Prerepair EGT Peri_ormance Data, Measured at Constant EPR,
as a Function of. Usage -The ref.ined model of engine.
performance loss shows good agreement with historical data
and 747SE.engine tes.t _stand and_PIC data_

Figure 71 presents prerepair EGT increase for unrepaired engines,
relat.i.ve to production EGT level, as predicted by the models, This
deterioration tm_nd is compared to the trends from JTgD-7A(SP)engine
test stand data (based on fuel flow) and from P.ICdata, as well as to
the. historical, test stand data. The model, with stabilized_
high-pressure tur.bine damage assL_ed, shows good Correlation with the
various data sourceS. Prerepair (unrepaired) EGT increase is about

30oc at 2000 fl ight cycles .... ii
I

There are no module.loss models for postrepair-data because Of the
variabilityof repair levels and repair standards. However, Figure 72........ 1
compares postrepairTSFC_deter-iorationtrends from JI_9D-7A(SP)engine
test Stand data with t.he-trends of the historical data.. An average fit. !
of the data is Shown. Average-postrepair-TSFCdeteriorationrelativeto i
the_production.levelranges from about 2 percent at I000 flight cycles i
to..abozL_ercent at 3000 cycles, i

............ i
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Eigure 72 Postrepair TSFC Performance Data, Measured at Constant
Thrust, as a Function of Usage - The-average postrepair_
performance shows good correlationwith .the 7_47SPengine
test s_and_dataand the historicaldata.

Similarly, Figure 73 shows postrepair-EGT trends, relative to the .......
productionlevel, for the various data sources. An average fit of the
data is shown. Average postrepair EGT deteriorationis about 20oc at
2.000cycles.

5.3 MODEL PREDICTIONS

The indiv.idualmodule loss models have been used in the engine
simulationto estimate losses at given flight cycle periods, by module
and by damagemechanism. These TSFC predictions,are_at sea level static
constanttake-offthrust.

The bar chart shown in Figure 74 compares the individualmodule.losses
estimated using the models at 50, 500, 1000, 200(i,and 3000 flight ._ '
cycles. No cold section repair was assumed for-the preparationof the
comparison in Figure 74. However, high-pressure turbine damage was
assumed to be stabilizedat 1000 cycles andlow-pre_sureturbine_damage
at 2000 cycles to reflecttypicalprerepairengines.
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Figure,73. PostrepairEGT PerformanceData, Measured at Constant-EPR,
as a Eunction of-Usage- The average postrepairperformance
shows,good correlationwith.the.747SP engine test stand
data and the historicaldata,
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Figure 74 Module Performance Deterioration,ate_ConstantUndeterior--
ated Sea Level Static Take-OffThrust, Based on the Refined.
Engine DeteriorationModel -Early performancelosses are
most significantf.o_the-low-pressure compressor and the
high-pressure.turbine; as flight cycles _ncrease, high-
pressure compressor- and .low pressure turbine become
increasinglyimportant.
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Figure 75.presents a module-by-modulecomparison between the refined
model and the preliminarymodel which resultedfrom the historicaldata
study. The refined model total TSFC loss at a given cyclic age is
somewhatless than that_predictedby the preliminarymodel through.1000.
cycles, and similar-to-thatpredictedby the preliminarymodel at 2000
and 3000 cycles, However, the distributionof losses by module is
different,The refined model shows less high-pressurecompressor,loss
at a given cyclic-age, and more low-pressure turbine loss, Fan.
low-pressurecompressor and high-pressure.turbinelosses are similar.
These differencesare attributed.primarilyto increaseddata quality in
this study relative to the data from the historical study, permitting
more rigorous analysis (earlierdata had greater test stand correction
uncer_taint3_)•

Figure 76 presents the refined model showing the revised estimates of
the contributionof the three major _causesof performancedeterioration
to module performancelosses,

Early performance losses,are due primarilyto tip clearance increases.
and are most significantfor the low-pressurecompressor and the high
pressure turbine. As flight cycles increase,cold_s_ction erosion and
thermalcUstortLonbecomesincreasinglyimportant.

Figure 77 presents the refined model showing the estimated relative
contribution of the three major causes to engine performance
deterioration versus flight cycles. Comparison wilththe preliminary
model would show minor changes in the_overalllevel and distr3butionby
cause in the 500 to 1500 fl.ight,cycle period resulting from the
improvedquality of the .J/gD-Z__(SP)data.
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cause.
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SECTION.6.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the analysis of the data collecteddur.ingthe current,efforts..
of_ the NASA JTgD Engine Diagnostic.Program,.and considering the
preliminary recommendations presented in NASA CR-135488__(Ref.1) a
number of refinedrecommendationscan be made._

- o Action that. the-airlines could•take now to improve fleet_
averageperfermance,

o Areas where design and de.velopmentof improvements___are
required,and

o Areas where .additionaldiagnosticseffortsare required.

Recommended engine operating procedures, discussed in Section 6.2,
lists operating do's and don'ts for the airlines to minimize
deterioratiOFLduring transientengineopera_tion.

A simple and accurate system of performancemonitoring and maintenance
documentati_onwould permit each airline to optimize maintenance_
procedures and minimize fuel consumptionand operatingcosts. Section
6°2 discusseswhat the airlines can do now and what addit.i_ona]tools
are required......

Section 6.3 recommends•maintenanceactions and frequenciesby module to.
minimizeperformancedeteriorationand to achievethe maximum practical
performancerestoration.The recommendations,based on the historical
data and.the Pan American 747SP engine prerepair and postrepair.data
and analyses,may be put-intopracticeno_. I

]
Section 6.4 discusses the four generic performance deterioration
mechanisms and.the design_and development,criteria that_should be
investigated to reducethe•tnfluence_ofthese mechanisms.

Finally, Section 6.5 discusses.experimental and analytical efforts
needed to better understand the complex_ causes of specific
deterioration phenomenon and permit identification of potential
solutions to.engi.neperformancedeterioration.

6.1 ENGINEOPERATINGPROCEDURES

Production acceptance testing of new engines at Pratt & Whitney i
Aircraft has shown very little deterioration(10.2percent TSFC change

t
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maximum) from the initial data point to,the-final calibration.This
running includes all of the varioustypes,of operation.(includingsnap
accelerationand .decelerationtransients)that are required in customer
test stands or during ground test operation in the aircraft. The
followi.ngguidelines have been developed,to minimize deterioration•
duringthis type of post,repAir engineoperation:.

i. Operate at idle.power-for.a minimum of 5 minutes after start
beforeacceler.ating_a_boveidle.

2. The initialaccelerationfrom idle on a res.tored.engineshould
consistof gradual incrementalpower increases.

3, Unnecessaryh_ot,fastacceler__ations_nrdecelerationsshould be
avoided:

a. Whenever.possible, accelerations or declerationsshould
be slow.,that is, at a rate equivalentto a minimum of 60
secondsfor a full power-leverexcursionbetweenidle and
take-_.offpower.

b. Followingmore.than one minute of.operation at.or above
bleeds•closed power, the engine should be operated at

- idle for:

(1) 7 minutes prior to a slow acceleration(that is, 60
secondsminimum, idle to.take-off);......

(2) 15 minutes,prior-to a snap acceleration,which is
defined as.a power lever-movementof_ one.second or
less for a full excursion.

c. When snap.,d_celerations are required, they should be

performed as soon as possible after reaching.high power(0 to 10 secorLdspreferred,30_secondsmaximum)

d. Engine calibrationsshould be performed in a decreasing
power directionso that the engine will be "cool"-at.the
end of. the calibration prior to shutdown or _.
operation.

e. Run at idle for a minimum of 5 minutes before shutting
down.

Adherence to these procedureswill minimize blade to rub-stripcontact
by allowingthe contactto.occur graduallyratherthan abruptly.Abrupt -
contact in high-pressureturbine stages can cause localized metal
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transfer and build-uLon the rub strip which would result in excessive
blade tipwear,_.

Suf_Zic_ent"Cool down"-timeat idle_after being at.high power and prior-
to an acceleration to high power. (as prescribed in 3.b.above) is
requiredto preventexcessiveblade to rub-stripcontact resulting.from
a hot rotor acceleratingin a relativelycool case. Similarly, if snap
decelerations are to be made, they should be performed as soon as.
possible after-reachinghi(_hpower (3.c above) to minimize the,amount
of_ thermal growth nf the rotor disk which can potentially rub the
"cool" case after the-deceleration is made.. F,igure 78 gr.aphically
presents the interactionof a typical hot rotor and rub strip•(that is,
tip clearance)duringan acCeleration/decelerationcycle. Revised test
stand proceduresthat are consistentwith the above recommendationsare
soon.tobe releasedfor re_ision of:the JTPD enginemanual.

An unfortunateincident during the postrepair testi.ng,of JTPD-TA(SP)
engine P-695745 showed the-effects of inadvertentlynot following._the
above operating guide_lines.Following the April 1978 repair and
postrepairtest of this JT9D engine by Pratt.& Whitney Aircraft,it was
ret.urnedto_Pan American for their testing. On.June 19th, the engi.ne
was run in the_test stand for the purpose of.correlatingtheir stand
wit_ the.Pratt & Whitney Aircraft MiddletowneF_ginetest.stand.During
the second calibrationrun, after stabilizing for 3 to 5_minLttesat .......
take-off power-level,the engine was accidentallyshutdown.The-engine
was restarted within 2 minutes, and the test was continued.There.was
no indicati.onof rotor seizure; however, subsequent analysis of the
test data indicatedthat there was a performancedeteriorationof 1.2
percent in_Wf and a 12oc increase,in EGT relati.ve_to the prior
calibration run.

The ei_fectof this shutdown and restart was similar to the transient
shown in.steps 3, 4, 5, and 6 on Figure 78. The-aCc.i.dentalshutdown
removed the centrifugal forces on the disk, allowing the disk to
shrink,and openingthe clearances(point3 -,-4). The turbine-case,and
outer,rub str_ipthen startedcoolingand shrinkingat a more rapid rate I
than the disk, causing.theblade tip/rub-stripclearancein the slowing
down.engine,to close (point 4 -,-5). The engine was restarted before
t.he high-pressureturbine disks had cooled and the clearances h_d
sufficientlyreopened.The resultingcentrifugal,force on the hot disks
caused them to expand, closing the.gaps between the_ blades and the
relativelycool rub strips (point 5 -,-6)..The-rubwhich ensued w.asnot......
sufficientlysevere to cause a seizurebut did open blade tip/rubstrip
Clearancesenoughto cause the measured_performanCeloss......

Thus, the failure to ObServe.,the recommended,operating procedures
during test stand or installed engine operation can result in
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significant,loss of performance.If the resultingrub occurs during a
postrepairtest, the restOred performance.froma careful refurbishment. _
Can be lost before the engine is returned to service, and the benefit
of the refurbishment,will. be. obscured to airiine maintenance and
operating personnel.

_1 IF: _l
N2 hi I _ _<1

SI It- _'1

_)O RUBBTRIP EXPANDS (_ RUBSTRIPCOOLS
iFIRST: _ DOWN FASTER DISK COOLS.p16 MINUTES ,

GAP / % ROTOR DiSK _ THAN DISK _ / OK FOR

-- _ I'%, _ , DISKSTILL -_$NAPACCEL

___o, -• m (mml_ (Imm (tombn (mmmlgIw)m mmm (Immllm (mmmm _III'Im.m.dlmmli

I RE-ACCEL._ HOT ACCEL RUB .

S.S. S.S. S.S.
IDLE, SLTO (_ IDLE

I I I TIME . I

_---_ACCEL =I DECEL . =..
(3)-_ SNAPACCEL=-INITIALCLEARANCEDECREASEDUETOCENTRIFUGALGROWTH

AND BLADE THERMALS

(_),--_ HOTSNAPDECEL.--INITIALCLEARANCEINCREASEDUETOCENTRIFUGALRELAXATION

AND REDUCED BLADE TEMPERATURE it
(_) _ IF SNAPACCEL PERFORMED BEFORE DISK COOLS, CENTRIFUGAL GROWTH AND BLADE

T-HBRMALSON HOTROTOR WILL CAUSEABRUPT BLADE/RUBSTRIP CONTACT \

Figur.e.78 Hot Rotor/Rub-Strip Interaction - Because the thermal
expansion and contraction rate ofthe_case (and the rub
strip) is faster than that of the rotor disk, an abrupt
blade/rub-stripcontact.willoccur if a snap acceleration_.
is per.formedbefore the disk cools.

6._2.PERFORMANCE-BDJ_ITORING

6,2.1 PerformanceTrendin_and Management

Efforts during the historical and current in-service data collection
activities highlighted the need for improved management information
Concerningindividualengine and fleet deteriorationif improvementsin
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fuel bur.nelL and operatiIiO _osts are tb b_ achl_.ved, it has been clearly
identified tl_at large variations ex:i._t betwe.en operator practices that
have an i llpAct On ave_age•e_gi ne. perfbrmanOe Ievel, A_toperator' s fl_et
fuel Consumpt,ion. is _pendent. on tw_ factors:-perfonllanCer6.tenti.on
while on the .wing, and $_:rformancerecovery whilo.,in the shop, To.
effecti.vel.ymanage tlmF,e factors, ccwnpleteracm_ds of indivi.dualengilie
performance histories and repairs are-.r.equired.These.data should
i_cl_tde:

_I nitlal engine performancedata;

o Periodic installed engine perfon_aneedata.to define trends,
inCluding £_uelcosts and range/payl.oadlimitations;

o Representa£iveairplaneoperatingcycle-.data;_

o Accurate performancerestorationand engine modif,icationdata.,
includLngcost .andshop turn-a_ounddata; and

o Expanded instrt_nentation.testing _fore and after major
refurbisl_nentactions....

A computerizedmanag.ementtool could then be used byL.each.airline to--_
optimize engine own._ngand operating costs for its fleetand route.
structure..lhis,tool could provide.eaCh airline'S management with a
means to evaluate effectLvenessof shop visits and.could assist in
contro.llingthose factors,that increasefuel. ¢onsLmmd.To.developsuclx
a managm_ent,tool, s_eral steps are_ecessary, including:

o Performance data .collection_andprocessingShould be.revised.
to provide.,more a.ccurate tracking of individual engine _
perf_ian ce.

o Accurate repair rebuild and operational,hiStories should be
maintained,for engines, modules, and _oi,_lance sensitive
components.

o A reliable and s:imple-systL_n, for measuring and analyzing
engine p.erfonnance before and-after repair is-necessary,

o A rigorous instrtnnent calibration syst_n is required to ensure _
test measur._nent accuracy.
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Eacllof these requirementsis discussedi.nthe followingparagraphs.

6.2.2 Engine ConditionMonitorin_

The existing flight performance Engine Condition Monitoring (ECM)
SystBn does not. provide data of suZficient.accuracy for precise
performan_.emonitoring _f individual engines. It is. desirable to
develop a standardized,Simple, and-sufficientlyaccurate system for '
determinat.ionof engine flight performance deteriorationtrends. The
AID'S.systBII,whicliis.available,may be the answerto this problem.._
AID'S is an autanateddata System which monitors in-flightperformance
more directlythan tI_ CurrentECM approach.

6.2,30perating.Hist.oryandRepair Data Collection

This basic informationexists in various forms at all operators..It
would be desirable.todevelopa uniform programwith the capabilityof l
comparison of operator characteristics.Such a comnon program would
permit identification,and Comparison of "relative.deteriorationrates
for.'operators.in adverse operating environments, such as. mid-East
deserts, with operators in clean climates. A program of. this nature.
would provide the tool each operator needs to -assess thetr___OWL
performanceretentionand restoration..

6.2.4 A.nal_,sisof Performanceand Repair Data.

The NASA JT9D Jet Engine.DiagnosticsProgram has produceda.preliminary
analyticaltool forisolating performancedeteriorationby module as.a.
function of test stand testing and Plug-lnConsole (PIC) testing data...
Further refinements will be.necessary before such a diagnostic tool
would be availableto each airline to determinewhat repairsshould be
made on an engine_ and to measure the performance improvement, by ._
module, of a repair action. See Section 5.4.

6.2.5 lest Stand Instrumentation and Calibration

Based On the observations made during visits to the airlines'- test
facilities during the historical and JTgD-7A(SP) data collection.
activities, Several. areas, we_'e noted where improvements could be made
in the inStrmnent calibration procedures. The reconlnendations are not -
directed toward anyone airline, but to the test facilities in general.
The reCom_endat.ionsf.allinto_fivecategoriesas ._hownbelow:

o .Calibration.standards,

o Written calibrationproc.edures,

o Data retention,
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o Cal ibrati on.teChniques, and

o Cal.i brati On-analys_s.

l_he problBns and recommended• solutions are discussed in detail in
SeCtion 6.2.2 of the report on h.istoriCal data Studies, NASACR-135448 ..............................
(Ref.. i) and will, therefore, not be.repeated in this document. The
general problem.is that the errors which can develop in the. test Stand
instr_nentation system are of the Sm_e magnitude as the peri_ormance..
Changes which need .to be. measured.. Thus, a rigorous program of.
instrument calibration is required to. accurately assessthe magnitude
of a specific performance problem and to provide an indication of the
most 1ike]y cause Of_the problem.

6.3 MAINTENANCEPRACTICES i

This section presents recommendations for the retention of engine _-
performance which are based on the results of the earli.er, study, effort.
with refinements resulting from the later data analysis. A principal _
result of. these analyses is the knowledge that t_he,relative influence
of low-pressure spool module deterioration, is greater on flight cruise
performance than. on sea level performance. Thus, greater emphasis
Should be placed on.low-pressure spool module performance restoration
than ground testing would suggest.

6.3.1 F_an

Fan performance deterioration is caused by the increased tip clearances
which result from flight, loads and which appear to stabilize after I000
f.lights. Sur.face roughness .increases with usage and then also appears
to Stabilize. F.an blade leading edge bluntness, however, Continues to
increase and the pe_f.ormance penalty gr_w_,

Based on these damage mechanisms, periodic hand cleaning of the fan
blades and Stator vanes when the engine-is in the-shop and res.toration_
of leading edges are-the _two recommended maintenance actions. As long.
as the fan rub strip is mechanically sound and-the tip clearances are
within Overhaul Manual limits, no restoration of fan blade clearance is
recomF_endeddue tu the short-term rub-out from the effect of fligh t _I
loads. The recommended refurbishment p_eriOd is-between 2000 and 3000
cycles with strong .preference given to the.shorter_interval because ol_
rapidly increasing fuel priceS,___.___

6, 3.2 Low-Pressure.Comp.ressor-

The mechanisms that reduce _peri_ormance• in the low_pressure-compressor-
arc tip clearance, roughness, and airfoil leading edge shape. Surface
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roughness inCreases-and then appears to stabilize. Tip clearances,.
however,cOntinue to increasefrom the effectsof erosion on the rubber
outer airseals,Airfoil leadingedge shape or.bluntness is not judged
to be significant up to the current level oi_ usage (4000 .to 5000
cycles).

The low-pressure compressor Should.be Chemically cleaned at every
exposure and the rub strips.replacedbetween2000 and 3000 cycles when
the engine is.in the shop..The first-stagetrunnion stator-vaneshould
be replaced with a fixed first-stagestator vane to reduce-fl.owIoss.._
The effect of airflow losses, particularlyon EGT, as-well as I'SFC,..

suggest that more attention should be placed on this module. The.- _
airfoils inspectedshowed signs of thinningfrom the samples inspected
with 5000 cycles usage. Consideration should be_given to replacing•
these airfoils between 5500 and 6500 cycles, depending on their
condition at that. time. The rapidly increasing cost of fuel will.
increasingly,favor_refurbishingat the louver end of the recommended
interval

6.3.3 Hi_h-PressureCompressor

High pressur.e,compressor._performancelosses caused by erosion are
initially due to blade length reduction, loss of outer, airseal
material, and increasedroughness.The ef.fectsof blade Camber-change,
based on analysis,become important,at usage levels beyond 3000 cycles
in the blades.

The-performancelosses in the high-pressurecompressorsuggest that the
compressorshould be refurbishedbetween2500.and 3500 cycles with long
bl.adesand new/refurbishedrub strips in all stageS.The statorsshould
also be chemicallycleaned at this time. Based on stator thinning,the
stators, as well as.the blades, and outer airseals should be replaced ..............
at the next intervalor 5000to_.ZO00cycles.

The •correlation of compressor blade-length to EGT impro_vementis
strong.The measured EGT improvementdue-to reduced blade/OASclearance.
appears greater than the expected,average.EGT improvement.T.hus,it
appears that reductions in. compressor blade clearances improve
combustor_temperatureprofileand,.hence, the EGT 9rofiles and measured
val.ues.

6.3.4 CombustorS_stem

Even after,repair, the combustorshould have 100 percent efficiency,
Whi.l_e.the direct effect of combustor deteriorationon-performance_is ,_
insignificant,the-indirect effects-are major. Changes in radi.aland
circumferentialtemperaturepatterns in the combustorexit gas._affe_ct
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clearances, and_ a host Of other- mechanical shape changes in the _ .....
turbine, as well as tur.bine durability.

When the combustor is repaired, the. dimensions, and particularly the
con_ angle, should be restored. The fuel nozzles should also be r_emov_d
and cleaned, The potential that.cumulative damage even with repair._will
reduce the structural stability ofthe co_bustor front end suggest that
the combustor not be i_sed beyond the third installation. Turbine
durability and performance losses can be traced to variations in.
combustor repair practices. More precise definition of which dimensions
are the most critical .must await further testing.

I, 6.3.5. Hi,h-PressureTurbine

_- The deterioration of_the- performance of the high-.pressureturbine
appears to be dominatedby tip clearance changes and the second-stage
vane inner shroud leaJ<age.

Blade tip wear of first-stageturbine blades cor.relateswith initial
build clearances and build standards with respect to blade length..
Control Of first-stage-bladelength by hand selecti.Onordrum grinding
to a cOnstant diameter is recommended.The outer airseals should be
offset ground to the requirementset forth.in the Overhaul Manual. The
tip clearance should be Set to 0.073.+0.002 inch. The second-stage.
blade-clearances should be set to the- nominal dimension, and the
Second-stage.vaneinner.footdimensionsshould be Set to the tight side
of.the toleranceband.

6.3.6 Low-PressureTurbine

_llade tip clearances ar.e a major cause of low-pressure turbine
deterioration.Rebuild Standards which allow larger tip clearances.,
cause an increase in postrepair,performance deterioration.,The ring
seals of the low-.presSureturbine are,very responsive tO temperatur.e.
changes..Hot shutdowns will cause rubbing and performanceloss due to
the rapid contractionof-theseseals.,

The,performancepenaltiesfor increasedtip clearanceare larger in the-
t.hirdstage (firstlow-preSsureturbine stage) than in.the sixth stage.
The tip clearances should be kept to nominal dimensions,particularly
in the third and fourth stages,duringrebuild, and platform soldering_
should be eliminated by vane repair when,the,low-pressureturbine is
opened for otherreasons.
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6.3.7. RebuildStandards

Rebuilding an engine to the manufacturer's recommended standards is.
essential,to achieving optimum performance recovery. The historical
data study indicatedthat the TSFC recoverywas-less than that which
was posslblewith recommendedrebuild standards.Sim.ilarlywith the Pan
American engine repairs analyzed in the current study, there were
numerous cases, where shop production schedules required module _
"swapping!'and did not-allow time for modules, and engines to be
completelyrestored.This procedureis illustratedin AppendixC.

The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JTgD Overhaul Manual and Repair Manual
were originallydevelopedwith the objectiveof prolongingthe useful
life_of parts to reduce maintenance costs on the basis of structural.

and safety criteria. The .changingrealities of higher fuel costs
suggest the need to revlse, the manuals to provide information
concerningthe impact of various repair practices on fuel consumption,
such that each, operator can determine the. trade-offs between fue.l.
consumption increasesand maintenancecost increases.

Thus, it is recommendedthat the operatorsfollow the current Pratt&
Whitney Aircraftrecommendedrepair practicesuntil the results of this
D_tagnosticsProgram ar_eused to revise and refinethose practices.

6.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

6.4.I Int,oduction

The resul.tsof the analysis of the historical data, in particular-the_
parts inspectionresults, and the Pan American 747SP in-service engine
data have provided detailed informationfrom which recommendationscan
be made for specific design, and development actions.. These
recommendationsare presented in this section,and are grouped below
according to the three operati_n-related generic causes of
deterioration.These causes are: the.effect of flight loads on_engine
clearances,erosionand impact,damage,and thermal distortion.

6.4.2 Flight-Load-lnducedLosses

The increased diameterand tighter running clearances of current high,
bypass ratio turbofan,eng!nes have increased the.sensitivity_to the..
effects of flight.maneuver-loads.Historicaland currentenginestudies
have shown that.there is_a performance loss during the first,few
flights relativeto productionengine final acceptancetest levels.The
most likely Cause of this performanceloss is change in engine,running.
Clearances caused by either thermal or flight load conditions not
experienced in the test stand environment.Analytical stucLtesof the
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effects of flight loads have indicated.thatthe typical flrst-flight
load conditionsCould cause a loss of I percent in TSFC. Projection of
the increased level of flight loads that might be experienced as
service time increases suggests that the initial level of loss could
increase another i percent in TSFC by the time 3000 flights have been
completed.The results of these analtyicalstudies are reported in NASA
CR-135407 (Ref. 3). The initial I percent TSFC loss may occur in the
airplaneacceptancetesting and deliveryflightand, thus, may never be.
seen by the airlines. However, from a technical standpoint, this
initialloss representsa real loss of engine performancethat might be
avoidable if the causitivefactors were addressed during the original
engine and installationdesigns and might be recoverable or avoidable
in currentengines by deyelopmentof appropriatemodifications.

The flight-load-induceddeteriorationoccurs in all of the modules;-
however,the major impact is in the fan, low-pressurecompressor,and
high-pressureturbine. The increasedgas,path clearances are caused by
a combinationof mechanical effects,namely, steady state and transient
aerodynamic_loads, gravity forces, gyroscopic effects, and engine
transients,all ofwhich tend_to move the rotating blades and seals
relative to the stationary case-mountedseals. The resultingrubs open_
the gas-path clearances_.The losses forthe most part are estimatedto
occur •early in the engine life and shortly after-engine rebuilds.
Future engines and engine installationsshould address these flight
load effects.

Further effort is in order to determine how engine thrust and
externally induced florcescan be more effectivelytransmittedthrough
and around the engine. This achievement would permitretention of
running clearancesand lower rates of deterioration.

A Simulated_AerodynamicLoad Test programhas been initiatedto measure.
and evaluate the effects of simulated aerodynamic loads on gas-path
clearances. This program will significantlyimp.rovethe understanding
of the short-term deterioration•problem and. pro.videguidance for
evaluation of potential solutions.

6.4.3.PerformanceLoss Due to Erosion

Erosion is .the wearing away of airfoil and seal surfaces by the..
impingement of foreign matter.,in the gas path, and thus, occurs
primarily during ground and near-ground operation. The extent of
erosiondamage is,.ther.efore,a function ofthe number of.take-offsto
which the engine is subjected and the conditions at the airports.
served. Erosion reduces engine performancein two ways. It blunts and
wears down .airfoils,thereby reducing their efficiency,and it wears.
away blade_ends and seal surfaces, resulting in increased gas-path
Ieakages.
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The documented effects of erosion on compressorairfoils and seals
supportthe need to improvethe erosionresistance of these parts. The
rubber outer airseals should be replaced with a more erosion resistant
material.Nickel graphite,nicrompolyester,or sinteredmetal materials
are all candidatesthat should be assessed.Eliminationof the squealer
cut on the sixth-stage compressor blade should be examined to
deterimine if it can be done without structurallife loss..In the long
term, either airfoil material changes or the development of erosion_
resistantcoatingsfor applicationto both static and rotating airfoils
are required,The developmentof"suitable erosionresistantcoatings is

i estimated to have the most ......likelihood of early success within
I_ reasonable levels of cost, Based on the.damage rates and estimated
i performancelosses, coatings for-the high-pressurecompres.sorairfoils

are the most critical need, followed by application in the fan and
i

! I ow-pressurecompressor., --

The selectionand screeningof candidatecoatingswill take some period -
of time, and service evaluation testing is required prior to wide _
spread use of airfoil coatings for performance retention. Active
programs,currently exist in both areas on other-Pratt & Whitney.
Aircraftengines (JT3D and JT8D) and have been initiatiedon the JT9D..
These coatingswill not eliminatethe need to periodicallyrefurbish,
replace, or recoat airfoils and seal materials. The potential
improvementfrom coatings and new seal materials is....at least-a..50.
percent increase in the performance life of these parts,with an
optimistically100 percent:increase. -.

The control of the. quantity of erosive material that enters the.
compressor through the use ofpassage shaping is a_ possibilityfor
foreign object damage control'.The_sizeof;the partic.les_that cause the
bulk of the erosion damage are estimated to be such that passage.
shaping may have little eff.ect.The use of boundary layer'bleeds to
remove the-erosivematerial at positionswhere it.tends to concentrate.
may have a somewhat higher probabilityof success. These areas will
require extensiveresearch and should_be investigateduntil sufficient
technical information is available to evaluate both feasibility and
cost effectivenessof such concepts. For current in-service engines,
the condition of compressor•hardware_should be monitored and airfoils
should be .replaced in accordance with a planned engine maintenance
schedule.

6.4.4 ThermalDistortionEffects

Thermal. distortion effects are primarily twisting, bowing, and
soldiering of turbine,vanes which results fr_rnthe basic temperature
and stress environmentof the.turbines and changes to that environment.
These turbine environmental changes are caused by changes in the
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compressor performance,combustor dimensionalchanges, and fuel nozzle
cokirigwith usage which produce changes in combustorexit temperature
levels and profiles.The resulting increase-inturbine airfoil losses
and increased leakages reduce high- and 1ow-pre_sure ,turbine
efficiencies.

Based on turbine part mechanical conditions,compressor and combustor --
deteriorationappear to cause radial and circumferentialchanges in
temperature patterns into the turbine and cause elevated metal
temperaturesabove the design levels, resulting in thermal distortion,
of turbine parts. Turbine vane,bow results in flow area changes which

I_ control the operating lines of the compression,system._.Platform curl.....and. vane twist increase_ the secondary flow losses and reduce _-
efficiency.Higher,temperaturesnearthe annulus walls increaserunning.
clearances due to the cases_and seals running warmer than .plannedand
increase clearances due to d.lfferentialgrowth of_,r.otors,seals, and
cases,

Fundamental to corrective action,isran understandingof the causal_
factors that produce combustor temperature profile shifts. The data
collectedand analyzed during the program,showthat such changes occur
and arerelatable to clearancechanges in the high,pressure compressor,.
fuel nozzle,clogging (coking_, and combustor dimensional changes.
Component and engine,testing is required to quantify the relative
importance of- these variables prio_"_ to making definitive_
recommendations for design criteria changes. The impact of nozzle
coking can,be minimized by periodicon-wing Zuel nozzle cleaning.This
procedure is. very effective for removing fuel nozzle coking when
periodiccleani.ngis per.fOrmedat periods..lessthan 2000 hours.

6..5 RECOMMENDEDPROGRAMS

6.5,_I Introduction

The completedefforts in the NASA JT9D Jet.Engine DiagnosticsProgram
have-accompli_shedthe ,f-olIowing:

o Defined the four major causes ofperformance deteriorationand
estimatedthe magnitude of each cause as a f-unctionof engine
usage,

o Identifiedthe pr.obablecause of engine short-termperformance
deterioration as flight,load-induced increases-in gas-path.
clearances and established that the losses,caused by flight._.
loads most likelyincreasewith usage.
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o Identified the relative importance of. each deterioration
mechanism in each module as a function of usage.

o Developed analytical models for use in predicting and
understanding the deterioration of the engine and engine ...............
modules as a functionof usage.

o Identified deficiencies in. the current_ understanding of
specificdeteriorationissues.

On the basis of these findings,several additionalefforts or tasks are.
recommended..Theserecommendedtasks are discussedin this section.

6,5.2 FlightLoads Test Program

The estimated flight-load-inducedeffectson gas-pathclearances are a .
significant cause_ of increased fuel consumption with usage. The .
SimulatedAerodynamic Load Test program has been initiatedto increase
our knowledgeof these effects by measuringthe.influencesof.simulated
aerodynamicloads on the gas,path clearances. This pr.ogram,however,
cannot-measurethe influenceof transient loads which would be caused

by wind gu=ts,_hard landings, and flight maneuvers. To thoroughly
understandthe effects offlight-induced loadson the engine/nacelle
structureand on the various runningclearances,a_flight test program

-- is needed and recommended.This program would require-instrumentation .................................
of JTgD engines on a 747 airplane in inner and_outer,wing.-positions
using,instrumentation concepts investigated during the. "Feasi.bility
Study ofMeasuring In-ServiceFlight Loads" (see NASA CR-135395) (Ref.
4) and derivedfrom the SimulatedAerodynamicLoad Test program.This
instrumentation woul.dinclude:

o Fan, four.th,stage low-pressure compressor, and f.i.rst-stage
high-pressureturbinetip .clearanceinstrumentati_onL

o Expanded PIC engine-performancEinstrumentation;

o Velocimeters and accelerometers on engines, pylons, and .
airplanecenterof gravity (CG);

o _.Pressuretransducersin the engine inlet cowls.

Thus, forces, accelerations, clearance changes,and performancechanges
could be measured.

This program would supplement the Simulated Aerodynamic Load Test.
program and provide the°necessary informationto fully quantify cause
and effect relationships.
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6.5.3 Fan___Engine Test at Altitude

A number of performancedeterioration effects appear to be significant
based on the analytical efforts to date but cannot be accurately
quantified with the available data. These performance deterioration
effectsinclude'

o The specific effects of erosion induced roughness and/or
bluntnesson.fan airfoilefficiencyand flow capacity.

o The roughness effect on fan/low-pressure compressor flow
chokingin the.low-pressurecompressor,inlet guide vanes,

o The precise effect of fan and low-pressurecompressormodule
deteriorationat altitude.

o The effect of specific deteriorationmechanisms on off-design
performance.

For these reasons, it is ,_,uggestedthat a fan-engine altitude test
programbe conducted.The programwould include.ase_.,iesof tests in an
altitude test stand at cruise conditions as well as at sea level.,
Modules with specific representativelevels of deteriorationwould be
tested to measure the effect on the performanceof that module and its
influence on the.performance,of the other engine modules. This test
program would be.very helpful in quantifyingthe effects of different
damage mechanisms on,componentdeteriorationand engineperformance at
cruise a]_t_tude..

6.5,4. EngineDiagnosticsProgramfor Use by Airlines

The earlier studies andthis study program,haveshown that with their
current performancemonitoring, diagnostic,and repair practices,the.
airlines are not achieving optimum performance recovery. Use, of the
"JTgD Module Performance Analysis Program,, available from Pratt &_
Whitney Aircraft, could improve the airlines! engine diagnostic
capability. This computer program is currently being revised to __ _-
incurporate data. validity checks to reduce analysis uncertainties.
caused by test data scatter..Still fur.ther-refinementsin airline
diagnosticcapabilitycan be achieved based on the knowledge.gainedand
to be gainedfrom this JTgD Jet Engine Diag.nosticsProgram.

Furtherrefinement of the engineand module deteriorationmodels, as
presented in Section 5.0, is planned following the completion of the
current and proposed JT9D Engine DiagnosticsProgramtasks_ These final
models will aid in refining the_",lTgD Module Performance Analys.is
Program" for use by ai.rlinesto plan engine maintenance based on
performancecalibrationsand.historlcaldata on each engine.
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SECTION7,0

CONCLUSIONS

The in-service,engi.ne,performance deteriortioninvestigationwas the.
second phase of the-NASA JTgD Engine Diagnostics Program to be
completed.The performancedata collectedand analyzed__includedfl.ight,
special ground test using a Plug-I_nConsole (PI_C),and test stand
prerepairand postrepairperformance,calibrations,Thein-service fleet
Of 32 JTgD,7A (SP) engines in Pan American's fleet of 747 Special
Performanceaircraft were selected for this investigation.Analysis Of
these improved data resulted in a refinement of the preliminary_
performance,deteriorationmodels and conclusions. It would be 4mproper,
however,to concludethat.a simple direct analysisof the data from arLv
one of these three data systems would provide a Sound bas.is'Fora
comprehensive underst.andingof performance deterioration levels and
trends in an engine. Therefore,further refinementsof the models and
recommendations are planned upon completion of other current and
on-goingprogramefforts.

There are a number of major points.thatcould not be resolvedfrom the
availabledata. These.pointswere:

First.- The necessary data accuracy in individual engine flight
perf_ormancedeteriorationlevels was not and cannot be achieved with
the.installed a.irplanemeasurement system. There are several reasons
for this limitation.The installed performancemeasuring system and.
instrumentationis not sufficientlypreciseto permit identificationof
individual eng!ne performance changes. Nonuniform airplanE-related
effects on the four engines, and.possible deteriorat.ionin airplane
systems, affecting the ettgine, appear to influence the fl_ight
performancedata.

Second - The_analyses of the _historical and in-ser.vJceJT9D-7A(SP)
engine data suggest that the various deterioration mechanisms may
influence_rformance_.differentlyat al.tit_dethan at sea level. Thus,.
the effect of changes in module condi_tionon the cruise performanceof
a new.or deteriorated._nginemay have a differentinfluence than on the
s.ealevel performanceof that engine.The centralquestionthat applies
to deterioratedengines is the effect of.efficiencyand flow capacity
changes in deteri-oratedfan and low-pressure compressor modules on
cruiseTSEC..

Third - Since.reduction in fuel.flow at c_uise, where-most fuel is
burned,is the obviousgoal, f.ur.therefforts are requiredto developan .....
understanding of the cause and effect relationships in. module...........
deterioration,and their relationship to engine cruise performance
deterioration, ._ I
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The in-serviceengine study was conductedconcurrentlywith.the normal
flight Operation.and maintenanceof the Pan AmeriCan 747SP airplanes.
In-flight data were collected with airplane-installedinstrumentation
and with various airplane systems influencingengine operation. PIC
testingwas conductedwhen and where the.airplanewas availablebetween.
scheduled flights, Expanded instrumentation prerepair tests, were
conducted.when a repair schedule permitted and when the engine was.
still in satisfactory condition prior to repair. Engine repairs
involved extensive-swappingof refurbished and partially refurbished
modules to minimize the engine repair "turn-around"time, lhus, the
program was conducted in a realistic•operating environment, However,
there were many factor_ that influencedthe data obtained..In general,
the flight data was useful in defining airplane average engine
performance_ trends but was the least accurate data source in
identifying individual,engine deterioration,trends and levels. The
test-standtestingprovidedthemost accuratemeasurementof engine and
module perf.ormanceand performance changes, However, the accurate
measurement of small changes in engine and module performance with _
usage was inhibited by the accuracz ofthe test-stand instrumentation ...........
andcallbration processes,

Thus, to obtain the desired understarLdingof engine performance.
deter.ioration.requiredin-depth.analyses of the three data systems,•
knowledge of their limitations, and, finally, a comparison_of the
results with the historical data study results, with the prop_er
judgementalweightingof each.

From these analyses,it can be concluded_thatthere is no single prime.
cause of per£ormancedeteriorationin the JTgD engine.The results have
shown the relative dominance of Iow-pressure compressor and
high-pressureturbine deteriorationin the short term. However, fan,
high-pressure compressor, and Iow-pressure turbine deterioration
increaseat a_steadyrate with.usage.

Furthermore,it would appear,that flight testingof the_airplaneby the
manufacturer,prior to delivery to. the operator does not have a
significantinfluenceon performancedeteriorationof the engines. The
results indicate that if there was sommeengine deteriorationdue-to _
productionairplane testing, it was no more tha_ a spare engine might
incur in the first few revenue.f.lightcycles.

741 OVERALLENGINE PERFORMANCEDETERIORATION

Engine performancedeterioration•results_from the degradation of the.
mechanical,condition_ofengine parts. T1_ecausesfor the.degradationin
mechanicalcondit.iz)nmay be Categorizedinto four areas:
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o Flight loads, which cause dlstortionin the.engine cases and
produce changes in rotor motions with respect to the cases,
the sum of which causes the rotating blades to rub againstthe -
seals. The resultingwear. on both blades and seals opens gas-
path clearances.

o Erosion of airfoilsand outer air.seals, causing increased
roughness and bluntness, loss of camber, and loss of blade.
length in airfoils plus the.loss of seal material. These
effects result in reduced airfoil efficiencyand increased __
blade-to-sealclearances.

o Thermal distortion_of turbine airfoils and cases, caused by
extended operation in a high temperature environment plus
increasesin average_temperature.and temperatureprofile with
use. This distortionresults in flow.area changes, increased
secondaryf]ow Ieakage,and .increasedgas-pathclearances,_

o. Operator repair practices and rebuild standards, which
influence the degree of..per,_.ormancerestoration achieved..
during repair and the rate of subsequent performance

deterioration.
!

The probable role.of each cause of performance deterioration as a.
function of usage has been quantified at both the o:erall engine and

the module Ievel.__ 1

I7.1.1 Short-TermDeterioration
-_i_

Es.timationof engine performance loss.based on sea level.PIC_data
indicatesthat significantlosses occur .veryearly, followed by a more
gradual loss over-the longer term. A TSFC loss of I percent occurs
within the first 50 cycles,,increasingto 2.2 percent by.1000 cycles._
T.he_ rapid early loss is due to wearing-in of seals and resulting
operating clearances;-the longer term loss results from cold .section
erosion, further clearance,increases,and thermaldistortion.

TSFC" loss. in the- Tir_t 50 cycles, is dominated,by low,pressure_
compressor and high-pressureturbine deteriorationwith smaller, but _....
signficant,contributionsfrom the fan and.high-pressure compressor..
Over-the short term, TSFC losses are near.lyequally split between_the __
hot and cold sections and betweenthe-high- and Iow-pressurespools.No
sign.ificantdifference i.n engine deteriorat,i.ontrends due _to wing
positi.oE_i__apparentfrom the data obtained.
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7.1.2 Long-TermDeterioration

Tile747SP/JTgD-7A(SP)engine•prerepair test-standdata "fills the gap"
betwQen,the PIC data for short-term deteriorationresults and the
airline historic test.standprerepair data for l ong-termdeterioration.
These test-stand data also represent a better controlled datasource
and one in which there is less uncertaintyas to module age,.__since.
almost all prerepair data represents modules that have had no prior -
repair. The in,service engine data show an average-prerepairTSFC
deterioration at 1500 cycles of 3,7+.0.7p.ercent,relative to new
production engine_level..

Postrepair- data for in-service engines • show an average TSFC.
deterioration at 1500 cycles of 2.7+0,7 percent, relative to new_
prx)ductionengine..level.The.1 percen_ average TSFC;recovery during
repair representsmostl.yhigh,pressureturbine performance improvement
for these moderate time engines.The balance.ofunrecoveredperformance_
losses represents residual unrepaired module damage, particularly in
the cold section modules. In some cases, modules have been "swapped"-
from one _ngine to another. In many cases where module refurbishment
has been performed,previous.lyrefurbishedmodules from other•engines
have been incorporated.In some cases, postrepairTSEC for individual
engines is.worsethan for prerepairas a result of deterioratedmodules
fromother engines being incorporatedduring the repair..As a result of
these practices.,pl.usthe varying levels of rework performed during
repair and brx)aderbuild .clearances,optimum performancerecovery was
not ach_eyed.

7.2 FLIGHT PERFORMANCEDATA

In-flightcal,ibration and ECM data .haveproven to be of limited value.
in evaluating engine deterioration.ECM_trend curves start at about 50
cycles, and in-flight calibration_.databegins at about 20 cycles, so..
neither-type of data provides any informationabout short,term engine.-
deterioration.Nor can any conclusions be drawn concerning individual.
engine,deteriorationtrends aver the long term because-of appreciable
scatter in ECM and _n-flightcalibrationdata, Deteriorationaveraging
for the.four engineson an airplaneeliminatesa considerable-amountof
scatter, suggesting that airplane systems (for.example, nonuniform
bleeds) may be influencing individual engine trends. Thus, the .__
usefulness of ECM and in-f.lightdata is limited to indicating gross
averagelong,term deteriorat£ontrends.

An avenage altitude cruise-deteriorationtrend synthesized from PIC
data shows good agreement,with.average ECM and in-flight trends over
the long-termwhen ECM data are referencedto a lOO,cyclebase line, In
addition, since PIC data are collected from zero time, it shows .the

l
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absolute magnit_de Of___deteriorati(}nwhich cannot be Obt;_Inedfr_l}
flightdata alone....

7,3 PERFORMANCE.RECOVF._ABILITY

Analysis. of. in-serviCe JTgD-7A(SP) engine data indicates that a
stabilizedaverage long-termpostrepairTSFC le.velslightly_bettertl_an

i_ the historical.data.resultsis being achieved, In-serviCe.engine data
at 1500 cycles show a poSt_epairTSFC relativeto newtproductionengine.
performancelevel of about +2,7 percent Compared_to a level of about
+3,0 p_ercen.tFor-thehistoricaldata study r.eSul.ts_

Analysis conducted previously with, "best" airline postrepair module
historical levels suggested that awerage postrepair TSFC relative to
new production engine performance level,of Something less than.2.
percent could be achieved on a stabilized long-term fleet average
bas_s, Achievementof this level of performancerecoverywould require
that attention,be given to periodic Cold section rework, consistent
with the performancelife of cold section parts. The fan leadingedge.
must.be r.eworkedperiodically,and considerableattentilonmust be given
also to the. high-pressure turbine tip. clearances,during rebuild,
High-pressure vane class must. be car.efully controll.ed_and the
second-stage-vanemust be rew]_zke__t_LcOntrolleakage.

7.4 DETERIORATIONMODELS _

The "average JT9D" deteriorationmodel presented in Section.5.0 has
been shown to agree well with average sea level test data trends from
PIC data anal.ysesand htstor.icaland JTgD-7A(SP)engine airline test
stand,data,analysis,When consider.ingindividualengines,of individual
airlines, considerable,variance from the model can be expected.
Individua.lengine initial build,clearancesvary, resultingin different.
production_performance levels and rates of deterioration.Individual
engine Service experience-alsodiffers.Once.engine rework has begun,,.
the.extent of individual module rework varies, resulting in greater
prerepair_ perfonnance,variations and..making it difficult to project _
"equ.ivalentunrepair.edmodule cyclic age", upon which tliemodel is _
based. It should be noted that themodel will continue to be refined as
additional_informationbecomes available. In particular,further_work.
with the model to reflectthe.r.esults,of the_SimulatedAerodynamic.Load
Test program wi.th respect to f.light_load e££ects and shor_t_£erm
deteriorationtrends is planned.
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APPENDIX A

EFFECTSOF BLEEDS-ONVERSUSBLEEDS-OFFOPERATION
ON FLIGHTITRENDS

It has been previously,indicatedthat airplane systems may influence
the repeatability of data obtained during cruise operation on a
flight-J_y-flightbasis. This was particularlyevidentwith airplane
N536PA where wide varlations in fuel flow were noted in individual
engines over a given period of:time while the total fuel.flow being
used by all four engines.remainedfairly constant. This is shown on.
Figure A-I which presents change in fuel flow_at constant EPR versus
usage in flight cycles.. The base fuel flow used is the averagefuel
flow of the four engines at go flight cycles. It can be seen that all
four enginesmaintain the same relative position out to_gO cycles. By
37(Icycles, shifts have occurred with the positions I and 2 engines
exhibitinga decrease in fuel flow of approximatelyI percentwhile the
positions 3 and 4 engines exhibited an increase of about the same
amount. HowevP_t__;h_eayerage fuel flow across the wing does not change_
significantly.

_F2 ....

0 P-695745,POS.1

_ P.696744._s. 3.

I 1 I l I I I
O. 100 200 300 - 400 500 600 709 4

ENGINE FI.IGHT CYCLES I
1

Figure A-1 In-FlightCalibrationof Fuel Flow_Changeas a Function of
Cycles at Mach 0.85, 35,000 Feet Altitude, EPR= 1.40 -
Wide. variations in fuel flow are.shown f_r individual.
engineswhile the total.fuel flow for a]_l___f_QjJr___P_Egines
remainsfairly constant.
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Since these large var.iationswere not noted during the sea .levelPIC_
testing which was accomplished with bleeds closed, one possible
explanationfor fuel flow variations is bleed hogging by one Or two .._
engines_,that is, most or all of the service bleed air is being.
extractedfrom one or two engines with very little air being bled from
the remaining engines, Bleed hogging by one engine or the englnes,on ....
one side of the airplane,can be caused by one or a combinationof
effects. These_ef_f_ectsinclude:

o Differences_inengine perfprmance.

o Improper_oper_n of one of four pylon-mounted bleed control
valves. ..

o Improper operation of:one 1of two wing-mounted bleed isolation
valves.

o Leakageanywhere in the bleed system or pneumaticsystem.

The "differencesin performance"-effectwas the.only one of the above-
effectswhich we were able to investigateduring this program. As part...
of-the, in-flight calibrationson both airplanes N536PA and N537PA,
additional calibrationswere conductedwith the pylon-mountedcontrol
valve c]osed on.toneengine at a time such.that it would provide no.
bleed air Over-the full power range. A typical comparativeplot of.
fuel flow versus EPR for engine P-695760 (position 1_ on airplane
N537PA)for bleeds-on and bleeds-offoperatiOnis.show__in Figure A-2.
In the bleeds-on condition, the engine is sharing..the bleed air .........
requir.ementwith the-other three engines,. As seen at low EPR values,.
there is no fuel penalty due to bleed, inferring that the-engine is
providingno bleed air. Conversely,at the hizjhEPR settings,the fuel _.
flow penaltydue to bleed air is greater than 3 percent. D_ring these.
calibrations,,when the...positionsI and 4 engines oper.atedat low EPR
settings the positions2 and 3 engines operated at high._EPRand vice
versa._ Therefore, when the position 1 engine_ran. at low EPR.with
ble.=dson, and apparently,provided no bleed air.,the_positions2 and.3
engines ran at high EPR and provided all of the bleed air. From this
nonuniform bleed sharing effect, it can be concluded that when
operatingfour engines,_all.withbleeds on.,those which are developing
the highest,pressure at the eighth-stage_bleed_positionare delivering
the higher proportion of_ the bleed,flow. That is_____b_eth___bebtter
per_formingenginestake the greaterfuel flow penalty.

When the effects,of uneven pressuredrops across the two sets of valveS.
and.pressure.,drops caused by local leakage are added.to the nonunifOrm
bleed Sharing ef.fectdesCribed above,_the wide fuel flow vari.at_ionS
shown in FigureA-1 are understandable,
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FigureA-2 Bleeds-On/Bleeds-OffComparison f+orthe PosJtion 1 Engine
on Airplane N537PA - Bleed flow penalty is a functio_ _i_
rel+ativepressureat the eighth-stagebleed port.
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_PENDIX B

EFFECTSOF FAN AND LOW-PRESSURECOMPRESSOR
FLOW CAPACITYLOSSES'ONENGINEPERFORMANCE•

INTRODUCTION

This appendixpresents the res.ultsof anal_ical studiesof the effects.
of. flow capacity losses in the fan and low-pressure compressor-on
engine performancelosses at both sea level and altitudeconditions.

FAN ._OVLCAPACITYLOSSES .

Early fan deterioration_occursbecause of increasedtip clearance due
to flight load-induced.,deflections and involves a loss in fan flow..
capacity and_efficiency. Fan flow capacityloss is of interest,because
the.effects on engine performance _re appreciable, and these effects
are considerablydifferentbetweentake-off and cr_ulseCorLditions..

Reduction in fan flow capacity means that:reduced corrected flow is.
availablefrom the fan at a given correctedrotor speed. In order,to_
match higlt-pressurecompressor-correctedflow demand, the low-pressure.
compressor is forced to_ a higher operating line. This requirement,
plus the lower fan flow, results in a decreased bypass ratio (BPR)..
The core engine does not have to "work.as hard", and turbine inlet.
temperature is reduced_to hold constant engine pressure ratio (EPR). i

.. Reduced turbine inlet temperature results in decreased exhaust_gas 1

, temperaure (EGT) and decreased fuel flow (Wf). Figure B-1 shows t_e 1
changes,in EGT and .fuel flow at rated EPR. For a given l.ossin flow
capacity, there is.a greater EGT reduction at r.atedEPR at.maximum "
cruise and maximum climb power--thanat take-off power._ This varying J
EGT reduction results from.a greater BPR decrease for a given flow.._
capacit.yloss at cruise aQd climb conditi_onsthan_attake-off, i

At constant thrust conditions, which should be used for meaningful !
evaluations of. thrust specific-fuel consumption (TSFC), the_ BPR .._
decrease which results from loss i.n.fan flow.capacity results in. a ..
slight decreasein fan airflow. At sea level static take-off,there is
essential.lyno resulting,change,in fan efficiency (tip clearance .....................!i
increase,by itself,will.cause fan.efficientyloss, but this analysis_
considers flow capacity effects only). There is._a low-pressure" I
compressor efficiency improvement.as a result of the higher operating 1
line, and TSFC decreasesslightly,as shown,in Figure B-I. However, at_.
maximum cruise and climb power (constantthrust) ataltitude, the fan I
operates closer to choke than at take-off even in an undeteriorated _.
condition due to higher operating.,corrected airflows at these
conditions. When flow capacity is lost as a, result of clearance
increases,the fan is _'iven even-furthertoward.choke,_The r.esultis

.............. ;" " .M[[')



a significant loss in fan efficiency. Althoughlow-pressure.compressor
efficiencyimproves.at cruise and climb power-as a result of a loss in
fan flow capacity, the loss_ in fan efficiency is much greater in.
importance. The.result is a significantpenalty in cruise,and climb.
TSFC fora loss in fan flow capaci.ty,as shown in the TSFC comparison.
of Figure B--I. For- 2 percent fan. flow capacity loss (typical_
deteriorationfor high,time fan blades), there is about 0.5 percent
improvementin sea level.,take-offTSFC, about O.6percent TSFC.penalty
at maximum cruise power,at altitude,and about O,8percent TSFCpenalty_
at maximum climb power. For 4 percent,flow capacity loss (extremefan
deterioration),the TSFC penalty at maximum cruise and maximum climb
power-ismuch greaterthan twice the penaltyfor a 2 percent l.oss. In
other words, the penaltyis nonlinearwith flow capacityloss.

MAX CRUISE POWER (MCR)._ I- "
MAX CLIMB POWER (MCL) I AT MACH 0.84.38,000 FEET Q
TAKEOFF POWER (T/O)ATSEA LEVEL STATIC I- +3

< ,I
" MCL

*20 41 _. ,_I "

/ MCL',_:L,-_J _ 'T/O

-4 _ <:_ -4 --.

I 1 I _ i I2 ......... 4 2 - 2 .... 4.

FLOW CAPACITY LOSS(%)

Figure B-1 Effect of- Fan Flow. Capacity Loss on JTgD Performance
Parameters -- Increasing flow capacity loss.results in a_
significantpenalty in cruise and climb.,....TSFC,althoughfuel
flow at constantEPR decreases_,

LOW-PRESSURE.COMPRESSOR.FLOW.CAPACITYLOSSES

Flow capacityfor-the low-pressure-compressorof the JTgD engine has an
important influence on engine performance,especial.ly,at rated power
(cLimb/cruise)at altitude. The importancestems from the sensitivity
of the low-pressurecompressoroperatingline to flow capacity change.
Low-pressurecompressor-flow capacity is influenced by tip clearance
changes that occur during service use. Deflectionsan.d-resulti.ngrubs-
from the application of flight loads, together with erosion,....c.a.u_e...................
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rub-strip wear and tip clearance increases. This condition, in turn,
causes 1ow,pressure compressor flow. capacity loss, Loss in

' low-pressurecompressor flow capacity causes the compressor operating
line (pressureratio at a given corrected flow) to drop in order-to
match the high,pressurecompressorcorrectedflow demand..This-Iowered
operating line results,in less core flow, higher bypass ratio (BPR),
incr.easedexhaust gas-temperature.(EGT), and per.f_ormanceloss becat!se
of compressor- efficiency, loss. Efficlency loss results from
unfavorableincidence ang!e changesand higher internalMach numbers.

The importanceof low-pressurecompressorflow capacity Ioss .isgreater
at altitude rated power-than at take-off power because-the compressor ...........
operates at higher_specificflows,and internalMach.numbers at.altitude
tharLat take-off. As low-pressurecompressor flow capacity is lost,
the compressor is driven further toward choke....The result is severe.
depression of the .operatingline and efficiency loss, particularlyat

b

climb p_er ....

Figure B-2 shows the estimated effect,of 2 and 4 percent low-pressure
compresssorflow capacity loss at.sea level static take-off,power and.
at Mach 0.84, 35,000 feetalti.tude maximum cruise and maximum climb
powers. The computersimulation of the.JT9D engine,which was used for
all of the test stand deteriorationanalyses of the historical and
JTgD.-7A(SP)data, was used to est_,atethe effects of the flow capacity
losses. The method of modeling the low-pressure.,compressor flow
capacitychanges is presentedtnReference I.

MAX CRUISE POWER (MCRL| AT MAt'_ n _ "m ntm FEET
MAX CLIMB POWER (MCL) | .................

TAKE4)FF POWER (T/O) AT SEA LEVEl.

5.0. " 5.0

MCI_, Z "

,.o /-- '.°
e_ I// ' 'Z
eL

w l _ | I/ /m ®

= 4o- MC,, _ 2_ '//°i u _ 2'0I- ,c,.r--"l
• a" , //#

o-,o 11] .,. :'T I _ ,c.Tro
o.o_ o.oLI__1 o,0

L l I I I I,
2 4 2 4 2 4 .__

FLOW CAPACITY LO_ (%).

Figure B-2 Effect-of Low-PressJJre.Compressor Flow Capacity Los_ on .
JTgD Performance Parameters. - The. sensitivity of t
Iow.-pressurecompressorrflowcapacity loss is not constant' I

but Increaseswith the magnitudeof the flow capacityloss.
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As shown in Figure B-2, a 2 percent flow capacity loss (corresponding
to typical low-pressurecompressortip clearanceincrease=atabout 2000
flight cycles) results in about I0oc EGT increase at take-off EPR,
0.3 percent TSFC increase at constant take-off thrust, and 0.6 percent
TSFC increaseat constantmaximum cruise power. Note that fuel flovlat
maximum cruise power is up about 1.7 percent, much greater than the
magni.tudeof the TSFC increase at maximum cruise power. The reason.
that the fuel flow increase is much greater than the TSFC increase is
that the flow capacity loss results in a thrust increase at constant
EPR. It is worthwhile noting again that altitude fuel flow
measurements-wouldbe a poor indicatorof engine-TSFC .inthis case,
because the fuel flow change would indicate an engine TSFr,
deterioratlon level nearly three times a_ great as the actual
deterioration.

If the low-pressure compresssorclearance increase is worse than
average,as indicatedby the 4 percent flow capacity loss bar in Figure
B-2, the performancelosses are-more than twice as great as for-the 2
percent flow capacity loss.. In .other words, the sensitivity of the
low-pressure compressor to flow capacity loss is not constant, but
increaseswith the magnitudeof the flow__capacityloss.

SUF]MARY

It should be .notedthat in-flightfuel flow measurementsat rated power
setting are a very poor indication of changes in TSFC at constant
thrust, for fan deteriorationas well as for low-pressurecompressor-.
deterioration. Inthe case of fan flow capacityloss, not only are the
magnitudes of-the two parameter.changesdifferent,but the directions
are reversed.
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APPENDIX C

BAINTENANCEDATA COLLECTION

This appendix summarizes the malntenance_datawhich was collectedon.
the 22 Pan American JTgD-TA(SP) engine repalrs-for_which prerepair
and/or postrepair tests and detailed analyses were conducted,It also

I'i pr.esentsa typical descriptionof one of these .22repairs.
Table C-I lists the maintenance actions by engine serial number and
engine removal date. It also liststhe removal number,when the engine
was repaired,whQ didthe repair,and.thetype of repai.r. _

These engines received eithera Standard 1 or Standard 3 repair. A.
Standard I repair involves all major engine modules includingthe.fan
and diffuser/combustor..The individualmodules may be r.efurbished-per
Standard 1 requirementsduring the repair action or may be replaced by
other modules which have previously been. refurbished. Module
refurbishmentgenerally includes replacementof air seals. Blades and.
vanes are either re.t_stalled_asis, repaired, or replaced with _ew
airfoils, depending on the observed condition and/or -age. The
reassembled modules must meet a set of build standard measurements.
prior to acceptance.A Standard3 repair is.essentiallya hot section
repair with limitedinspectionof the fan and low-pressurecompressor,.

Table C-If summarizesall of_the repairs with_total time on the engine,
time since the last repair,_and prior removal cause. It also identifies
the modules in the engine at the time.of .repair__.thetype of repair,
and _bich moduleswere repaired.

Attachment C-1 is a description of a typical mai.ntenance.,action
includinga listingof pertinentbuild-upclearances.
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TABLE C-I

PAN AMERICAN 747SP/JTgD-TA(SP)ENGINES
WHOSE REPAIRSWERE ANALYZED

Engine
Serial. Removal Removal.. Repair- Repaired Repair
Number....Number Date Completed by Class

686047 1st. 11-6-77 12,8-77 PA Std. 3 w
686748. Ist 12-21-77, 2-15-78 PA. Std, ].

2nd 8-12-78 9,15-78 PA. Std, 3:
686049 Ist 9,21-78 i-3,79 PA. Std. 1

686050 Ist. 5,17-78 8-18-78 PA Std. 1....
- 686053 4th 9-21-78 11-22-78. PA Std, I

686054 2nd 5,1-78 5-15,78_, PAr S_d, 3,
686055 2nd 8-31_-78 9-19-78 PA Std, 3

686060 3rd 2-9-78 4-25-78 P&WA Std, I
4th 8-1-78 8-15-78 PA ]st GV *

686068 2nd.... 9-12--78 11,13-78 PA .. Std, I
686070 2nd 5_-28-78 8-18-78__ PA Std. I.

686071 3rd 10-6-78 11-8-78- PA. Std, 3-
686083 .Ist 5-17-77 6-30-77 PA .... Std. 3

2nd 7-12-78 8-30-78 PA ... Std. 3.
3rd 11-13-78 11-22-78 PA Ist GV *

686097 3rd 10-8-78 _I0-25-78 PA_ Std. I.. I
695716- 4th 7-6-78 9-29-78 PA. Std, I !
695722 3rd _ 10-23-78 1-30-79. PA Std..1
695727 Ist 12-13-77 I-6-78 P.A Std. 3

2nd 8-14,78 9-16-78 PA Std. 3 1
695732 Ist_ 7-10-78 8-31-78 PA Std. I
695745 1st 4-20-78 6-13-78 __ P&WA Std, 1

• Refaced First-StageGuide Vane,
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ATTACHMENTC-I

TYPICAL.MAINTENENCEACTION - ENGINE P-695722

Standard1 Repair,November1978
].2,!02T_ours; 2135 C,vc_l_es_

INTRODUCTION_

Engine P-695722 was removed f_ Position 3 on Pan American 747SP
airplane N532PA on October 23, 1978 for combustor liner.distress.It
had operated i2,102total hours and 2135 flight Cycles.

HISTORY

Engine P-695722 was delivered to Pan American installed on 747SP--
airpl'.ne-N533PAwith 41 hours_and16 cycles in March 1976..In October
1977 the engine was removeddue.to turbine blade erosion. The.Mod 5
combustor,fuel nozzles, and high-pres_ureturbine were replaced_witha--
Mod 2 combustor, new fue.l nozzles, and refurbished high-pressure
turbine module C95715. The.engine was installed on airplane N533PA
where 4t operated4768 hours and 848 flight cycles until this__r_moval.

The fan, lOw-press_re compressor, high-pressure compressor, and
l.ow-press_Jreturbtnewere the.Original.modulesat the-October23, 1978
removal.

PREREPAIRTEST AND TEARDOWN

Before teardown, the engine was.prerepair:tested at-the.Pan American
Jet Center in the partialQECconditiL_ and, aS a result, a.Standard i
repair-was ordered. The engine-was Completely disassembledand all
moduleswere changed.

The Mod 2 inner-and outer l.inersexhibited burn-throughof louvers.
Heavy carbon depositswere noted_intheair caps directlydownstreamof

the swirl vanes. I
]

The_first-stage nozzle guide vane (NGV) assembly exhibited airfoil
trailing edge Cracks adjacentto the outer platform along with burning

of the inner butt.resses. .. 1
i

The high-pressureturbine was ,removed,and the first-stage_bladeswere
retired.dueto time.
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The low-pressure turbine was in generally good condition. The
third-stage_nozzleguide vanes showed evidence of rub and metal buildup
on six.vanes.

BUILD-UP:

The Standard I rebuild includedrefurbishedfan, Iow- and high-pressure.
compressors,combustor,and turbines,The recorded build-upresults are
as fol]_c_.s:

Fan -- Refurbished blades and new outer air seals (OAS) were
i.nstalled..Theblade tip/OASclearance__as0.108 inch. _

Low-PressureCompressor - Refurbishedmodule A95731 was installed
with new OAS's. The blade and vane ages were not available,
however,,this module was first removed from engine P-695731 on.
December 8, 1978 with 9824 hours and 2239 cycles onthe engine and
"A" module.The bl_ade/OAS:clearanceswere as.follows:

Stage Clearance (inch)

2 O.086 -
3 O.052
4 ............... O.042_

High.Pressure Compressor.- Refurbished module. B86054 was installed
with new OAS's and repaire.d.._.!)lades. The blade tiplOAS clearances
were:

Clea_r_ance(inch) ................._ (Clearance (inch) ...............

5 O.037 II O.021
6 O.060 12 O.029
7 O.059 13 O.037
8 0.045 14 0.027-
9 O.047 15 O.031

I0 O.039

Combustor- The combustormodule was rebuiltwith a new Mod 2 outer .........
liner, repaired inner liner, new.cokeless fuel nozzles, and _new
first-stage nozzle guide vanes. The inner/outer liner fit and
engagementwere.O.O08 inch .tightand 0.388 inch, respectively.The
first-stageNGV NCA = 29.5. The TOBI flow was 1.319 percent.
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High-PressureTurbine - Refurbishedmodule C62962 was installed.It .
had a mixture of three different part numbers in the first-stage
bladeswhose ages were not available,It had new second-stageNGV,
with NCA : 23.0, and new second-stageblades. The blade tip/OAS

clearances:vereas follows:

Stage C1earance (incl].,)

1 . 0.0715
2 O.030 (front)
2 0.0415 (rear)

Low-PressureTurbine- Module D95738,which was removedfrom Engine-
P.-695738on. January 2, 1979 with 8740 original,hours and 1395

cycles was instalIed without being disassembted. |

JThe engine was postrepair tested and failed due to a faulty fuel.
contr.ol.The engine was then successfullyretested wi.tha replacement
fuel_c__n J__ary 30, 1979 and acceptedas a serviceablespare.
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APPENDIX D

TEST STAND AND INSTRUMENTCALIBRATION

This appendixpresents a detailed discussionof the calibrationof the
Pan American expanded-instrumentationtest. stand as to calibration
standards,procedures and.results. It also discussesthe uncertainties
in recorded dataand how the uncertaintyvalueswere determi.ned.

D.I CALIBRATIONSTANDARDS

Pressures

Wallace.andTiernan,Model_65-120,.O to 100 in. HgA calibratorfor,Pt7,
Pt3c, and Ps3c..

Wallace and Tiernan O.to 1000 in. HgG.gagefor Ps4,and PsSi.

Wallace ar,d Tiernan 26 to 31.5 in. HgA gage for barometerand Pcd (.cell
depression.),

A compressed-air_regulated pressure source is used f.orcalibrations.
The 30 in..waterU-tubes used.for Pt2 and cell_static.measurementsare
zeroed and checked prior to each enginetest.

T.empera.tures

The chromel-alumelthermocouplesystem (Tt3, Tt4, Tt6, and Tt7) was
calibratedwith a Leeds and Northrup Model 8686 mill;ivolt,source. All
temperatureswere recorded.througha Doric Model 400,digital indicator
and Doric_ten-channel select,switches. The Tt2- inlet temperature
resistance.probes.and Doric DS-IOO-TS indicatorwere calibratedwitha
decade box and resistance harness.The probes,were also.checkedwith.a
glass-bulb mercurjt_tberFn_eter.)]e!_,dn.extt.O the probes.

Thrust

The Baldwin Lima Hamilton (BLH) 50,000 Ib working load cell was
calibratedagainst an identicalmaster load cell in the thrust system. _
A hydraulic ram supplies the necessaryforce to the load cell system_
for calibrations, All calibrations were_ conducted with an engine
mounted in the test stand. Themaster load cell is removed_from the
load cell system during engine testing. The. master load cell and
indicatorwere also crosscalibratedat BLH and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
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Erequency

The NI and N2-speed and fuel flow Hewlett PackardHP5214L varaibletime
base counters were calibr-atedusing Hewlett Packard master counter
frequencygenerators.(Note: the speed counters wereJchangedto Digitec
Madel 8151 units in September1978.)

Fuel Flow

The Cox ANC-16 flow meters were calibratedat Pan American, using_the ....
Cox Instruments Calibrator, and at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Pan
American.has two Cox flow meters available;one is normallyemplpyed in
the_teststand, and the second is retainedas a back-up. _ .............

Euel Density.

The specific gravity,measurements were obtained from an in-line
hydrometerin the f;uelline as well as with a second hydrometer and a
fuel sample drawn from the fuel _ line. No cal_brations of. the__
hydrometerswere availablE.

D.2 CALIBRATIONPROCEDURES

Pan American does not employ any written proceduresor calibr.ationdata
recordingforms for the test,stand instrumentationwith the exception .....
of the Cox fuel flow meters. Typically, the calibration procedures
consistedof comparingthe working instrumentto a.referenceinstrument
of equal accuracy and adjusting the working instrument until it is
within the desiredtolerance.The referenceinstruments,are kept in the.
InstrumentationLaboratoryand broughtto the test stand when required..
The master thrust load cell remains at the test stand, and the Cox
Instruments£al ibratorremains.in thE lnstrumentati_onLaboratory.

The absence of-written calibration procedures, particularly with
respect to .data retention, was the most difficult area of the _
evaluation. Pan American personnel perform the instrument calibrations
and report any abnormalities for corrective action. They are. very
conscientious,concerningthe maintenanceof the equipment on the test
stand and in the. calibration laboratory. However,.the procedures
involving the cal.ibrationresults are essentially verbal. Written
records of the calibrationsare not normallyretained beyond the _date_
of calibration. Thus, developing uncertainty estimates_ for the
performancemeasurementswas dependent upon data recorded by Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft._personnel,who were .present during the calibration

process...................................................

4
!
I

,!
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D.3 CALIBRATIONRESULTS

During the program, the Pan American test stand instrumentationwas ....
subjected to four.complete calihtations.On three occasions, Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft personnel,observed the calibration procedures and

- recorded the data. On one calibration-by Pan American personnel, no
data were recorded. For-that calibration,it was assumed that the --
instrumentationwas within the .Pratt&.WhitneyAir,aft T.I.S. accuracy
I imits.

The results of the calibrationsare summarizedon Table D-I. The errors
presentedare the average deviations_fromthecalibration standardover
the range of calibrationfor each_instrument.

TABLED-I

PAN AMERICAN TEST STAND CALIBRATIONRESULTS

Instrumentation, May Feb. June Jan.
Parameter- Range_ or Units 197___2_71978 197___88197.___99

P breather .0to.40 in. HgG -0.44. +0.41 -0.05
Pt7 0 to.100 in.HgA -0.08 -0.05 +0.11
Pt3c O.to 100 in. HgA. -0.11 -0.10 -0.31
Ps3c 0 to 70 in. HgA -0.02 0.00 Not +0.02

Recorded

Ps5 0 to 1000.in.HgG -0.55 +2.00 +1.00
Ps4 0 to 1000 in. HgG -0.80 +1.00 +1.00
Barometer 26 to 31.5 in. H_IA -0.015 -0..01 -0.02................

(All above.pressureson Wallace & Tiernan_Gages)

Tt3, Tt4, Doric Model 400 Not
Tt6, Tt7 Indicator,.oc -3 +I Recorded +6 *

Tt2 Resistance Sensors, Not
Doric Indicator,OF +I +2 Recorded +1

Thrust BLH 50,000 Ib Load
Cell,_Ib force- -60 -30 ,50 -50

N1, N2 Hewlett Packard Not
Speeds Counter,rpm .+I +1 Recorded +I

Fuel FlOw Hewlett Packard Not
Counter (only),pph +1 +I RecordecL +1

• Zero offset..corrected-o_....
calibration.........
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Actual calibrations were not performed on the Pt2 or cell static
pr.essureswhich were recorded on.3O-inch water U-tubes, The U-tubes were-
zeroed and checked prior to engine testing. The chromel-alumel
thermocouple system records-all Tt3, Tt4, ?t6, .and Tt7 measurements._
through the same Doric indicator. The individual temperatureparameters
can be calibratedfrom the enginelocation or-at the back of the Doric
unit. The Pan American.procedure has--generally been to apply the
calibrations_signalsat the back of the Doric unit over the range of_

exhaust gas temperature(EGT) (Tt6). Any adjustmentsare then applied_on.
the.basis of the EGT calibration.This.procedureis valid, since all of..
the indicated parameters ar:erecorded through one Doric unit, but can .....
miss any errors that might be introduced by the stand wiring for each
parameter.

During the period of thisprogram,. Pan American.completedmodifications
to the test stand,.to accomodate RB211 engine parameters. The speed_
measurementssystems,which had.employed Hewlett PackardHP5214 counters,
were changed to Digitec Model 8151 variable time base counters in
September 1978. Problems were encounteredwith the new.systems due to_
wiring malfunctions which caused a +60 rpm error in N1 and N2
measurements. This error_existed during__Septemberto October 1978 and_
again in January1979.

D.3.1 Thrust SystemCalibratons

The Pan American BLH 50,000 Ib thrust system was calibrated_versusa
60,000 Ib transferstandard InterfaceForce MeasurementSystem,traceable-
to the National Bureau of Standards.Multiple calibrationswere performed
during the three occasi.onsthat the thrust system was availableto Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft in order to assess the system's repeatability.Al.l
calibrationswere performedas-is, that is, wi.tbno adjustmentsexcept_
for electrical checks of the system's zero and R-cal (span) values. A
summary of the calibration errors (thrust system,output minus applied
calibrationload_ are presentedon Table D-II. The er.rorsare averagedat ................
each calibrationpoint over the total number,of calibrationsperformed.
The overall average error and the maximum _observed error .are also
presentedfor each calibrationperiod.

The last primary calibration of this thrust system performed by the._
manufacturer_(BLH)was dated September 1.976and indicateda maxim_n.5 l_
error. The thrust calibrations conducted at Pratt& Whitney Aircraft ......
indicatedthat in March 1978 the master-load cell errors relative to the
InterfaceStandard were negative,while.the other two calibraionsshowed
positive errors.The InterfaceStandardwas checkedf_ ppssible shif.ts,.

but nonewas found. ,I

4
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TABLE 0-II..

• SUMMARYOF PAN AMERICANTHRUST SYSTEM CALIBRATIONS
BY PRATT & WHITNEYAIRCRAFT.

Error,(Ib) _. Error (]b) Error (Ib)
Calibratlon June 1977 March 1978 January1979
Load (l..b) 12 calibrations)_(12calibrations) (5 calibrations)

I

0 2 0 2 __
10,000 20 7 24 ,]
20,000 35. 6- 44 .............................._.-

30,000 42 i 56.-
40,000 45 -12 61
50,000 35....... 33 59

30,000..... 18 54
i0,000 ..... 12. 18.

0 .... 7 -3

Average.Error..(lb) 30. -7 35
MaximumError (Ib_ 50. -33 95 i

D,3.2. Fuel Flow Meter Calibrations

Two Pan American Cox turbine flow meters, serial numbers 23275.and
23276, were calibrated in the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Fuel Flow

: Laboratoryagainst a Cox ANC-16 11596 reference meter as a secondary
standard.The calibrations,were conductedwith two fluids(Jet A and
9041) to compensatefor viscosityeffects, The cal._ibrationsproduced
curves of cycles per gallz)n(CPG) versus cycles per second divided by
viscosity_ (CPS/ ) f_r each meter. (Pan American does not use a
viscositycorrection.)The average CPG valuesover the_120 to 1200 CPG
range were used as a basis,of comparisonsince.it,is the averageCPG
values that are used to determinethe preset values for.-..theHewlett
Packard variable time base counters in the Pan American test stand.
The results of;the fuel flow.meter calibrat__onsare shown,on Table ...........................
D-III for meter,number23275.

Formeter number 23275, the calibrationsat Pratt &.Whitney Aircraft,
indicateda.shiftof -O,06percent ofreading forJet,A fuel and -0.03
percent-of reading for9041, fuel. The-1977 comparison of. the Pan
American calibrations,showed a differenceof +O.065percent of reading
from the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft resul.ts,llhe1978/1979.compar,ison
indicatedthat the Pan American results were higher.-by_+0.16 percent .
of reading.The Pan American calibrations-aloneshowed a +O.05-A_Rrcent
of reading increase.
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TABLE Q-Ill

CALIBRATIONRESULTSF£R.COX ME_R.NO, 23225

AverageCPG
TyP'eII Je_-A- ......9_41

Calibration Date Fuel Fuel Fue___!l

April 1977 (Pan Am) 1518_4,
May 1977 (P&WA) 1517.0 1517.8
December 1978 (PanAm) 1519.2
January1979.(P&WA) 1516,1 1517,.3

Cox Meter number 23275 has been utilizectby Pan American as the
primaryperformancemeasurementinstrument.....

The results of the fuel flow meter calibrationsfor meter number.
23276,which was used as a back-upfuel meter, are shown on Table D-IV.

TABLE.D-IV

CALIBRATIONRESULTSFOR COX.METIZRNO, 23276

AverageCPG
Fue'l Type-II 'Oet-/_ '90411

Calibration Date Blen____dd Fuel Fuel_ Fue__]l

August 1975 (Cox)* 1514.8
November1975 (P&WA)* 1513.2

April_1977(Pan Am) 1510.4
April.1977 (P&WA) 1506.5 1507.8 i
March 1978 (P&WA) 1509.7_ 1508.5

• Conductedpriorto the currentpr-ogram. I
i

C_mparison of the 1975 and 1977 calibrations indicates that a I
significant,shift had occurred in this meter. The magnitude of the_ ,_
shift rangedfrom -0.29 percent of reading, based on.the P.anAmerican__.
cal.ibration,to -0.55 percent of reading based on the 1977 P&WA.
calibrationversus the originalCox Instrumentscalibration.The shift
in the average CPG introudceda correspondingincraease in the fuel

flow.measurements_J_iththis metez:. 1

Comparison of the.1977 Pan American and P&WA ca.librationsindicated
that. Pan American _vas higher by +”�¬of reading in the.
average CPG value. The 1978 P&WA calibr.ationsindicated a shift of
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+O.21 percent of reading usl_ 9041 fuel. These 1978 results-were
closer to the 1977 Pan American results, +0,0@ peracent of t_eadingo,n_
the average..... _

Differences can exist between the Pan American and Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft calibrationsdue-to the calibrationstandards and techniques__
employed.Pratt & Whitney Aircraftemploys a Cox referenceflow meter
in series with the working meter.•The_calibrationaccuracy for this
technique is +0.1 percent of reading. The Coxlnstruments Calibrator
employedby P_ American has a specifiedaccuracy of +0.15 percent of i
reading. Evaluation of the Pan American calibrations-indicatesthat_
there is more scatter in the data, +0.5 percent of-reading over the
120 to 1200 CPS range, than is evid_-ntin the P&WA calibrations.The
larger scatter probably is related ,tothe calibrationtechniques and _
could result, in variations in the average CPG value between
calibrations.

L

Table D-V presents a summary of the fuel flow meter calibration
r_.sults...

D.4 UNCERTAINTIESOF MEASUREMENTS.ATPAN AMERI=CA_LTESTSTAND

The developmentof the measurementuncertaintiesfor-the Pan,American
test.stand relied upon the periodic on-stand instrument calibrations
and the laboratory calibrations at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. The_
disacLvantageof cal.ibrationsof.thesetypes is that instrument_errors

• can be determined only over long time intervals. Even if the
calibrationswere conducted in detail, recording all pertinentdata,_
short-term errors which could occur between calibraionswould.,notbe.
identif_iableunless they were of extreme-magnitudes. It is the
short-term errors which influence the performance measur,ements for .......................i!
engines passed through thetest stand between_calibrationintervals.
T,heanalysesof the instrumentcalibrationscan provide an estimate of 1
the error-boundspossible but cannot accountfor .short-termexcursions 1

beyondthose bounds, i

The available Pan American data, specifically_ the on-stand
calibrations,were.not generallyrecorded in detail..The instruments
were not adjusted if they fell within the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
•T..I.S.tolerances;,when the de_iatlonsrelative.•to the calibration
standardwere not recorded,the,long-termuncertaintieswere assumed,
based on the calibration tolerances.Where actual calibration data

. were available, the uncertalnties were calculated. Another,probl,emis
related to.the measurementof as-is errors before the-instr_ents are
adjusted to the prescribed tolerances. The as-_s errors provide an
indication.ofhow much drift has occurred since the last calibration
date. Not recording the as-is errors•eliminates informationthat__is
useful in assessingthe total measur_ent uncertainties.
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TABLE D-V

SUMMARYOF_FUEL FLOW METER CALIBRATIONRESULTS

METER SERIALNO. 23275:

Cycles per Gallon _CPG)
Ran Am P&WA_Max_IgZ7 Pan Am P&WA_ Januar),1979

CP___S April 1977 Jet-A 90_..__.i Dec. 1978 Jet,A 9041

120 1519.7 1522.3 1522.2 1517.5. 1520.9 1520.1
180 1515.8_ 1518.9 1519.8 I_15.2 1518.6 1518,5
240 1518,9 1516.1 1517.9 1519.8: ].516.2 1517.6
360 1523.5 1515_8 1516.4 1519.8_ 151.4.9 1516.6

480 1520.4 1515.4 1516.6_ 15],9.8 1514.9 1516.4
600 1518.1 1515.3.1516.2 1521..3 1514.6 1516.2 _I
1200 1517.4 1515.1 1515.7 1521.3 1513.8 ___1515.9

I

Average
CPG 1518,4 1517.0 1517.8 1519.2 1516.1 1517.3

METER SERIAL NO. 23276:

C_cles per Gallon (CPG) i
Cox P&WA Pan Am P&WA_ April 1977 P&WA, March 1978

CP__.SSAu_ 1975 Nov 1975 Apr 1977 Jet-A 9041 Jet-A 904.__.11 ,_

120 1519..9 1514.0 1504.3 1507.2 1509.6 1512.9 1509.4
180 1514.3 1511.1 1509.9 1505.8 1508.4 1511.2. 1508.2
240. 1513.5_ 1512.6 1506.8 1504.7 1507.2 1509.3_ 1507.0
360 1513.1 1513.0_ 1512.2 1505.2 1507.1 1508.6 1507.4_

480, 151.3.9 1512.9 1510.4 1506..3 1508.3 1508.4 1508.3

600 1514.3 i513.2 1512.2 1506.9 1509.2 1508.6. 1508.9 _I
900 1515.1. 1514.1 1515.3 1507.8_ 150.9.2 1509.3 1.509.3
1200 1514.3 1514.9 1512.0 1508.1 1509.4 1509.4 1509.5

Average
CPG, 1514.8 _ 1513.2 1510.4 1506.5 1507.8 _1509.7 1508.5

To develop the statisticalestimates of the Pan American uncertainties,
the calibrationperformedin June 1978.was includedin the analysis.Since i!
no data were recorded, an estimate of the probable calibratlon_errorwas _ 1
made by calculatingthe mean of the three calibrationswhere data were
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reCoraded and employing that value,as the June 1978 error for- each
instrument,This method will not alter the.final bias error, but it will
provide an._stimateOf the possible precision_errorover fourcalibralon
intervals..

Bias error terms were calculated by summing the observed calibration
errors and _the.calibration tolerances, where necessary, over the four.
on-stand calibrationsto produce an average bias for each parameter,as
defined by Equation (1). Standard deviations were calculated using the
calibrationerrors and calibrationtolerances accordingto Equation (2),
In order-toobtain a precisionerror estimate,at the-95 percent confidence
level, the results frm Equation (2) were.multiplied by the t-statistic.
for a two-sidedestimate (t.975)based on the.degreesof freedom involved.
For -this analysis, the degrees,of .freedom equalled the number- of
calibr_Ltions(4) minus one.

n

average bias. (_) : _"_- _ (xi-)n Equation (I)

i =I. _.

n .

standar_d_de_viation(s) = _'_.- (xi - x-)2n- 1 Equation(2).

i .=I

where: n =-number-ofon-standcalibrations_and
xi_=._ca_librationerror (observederror or t_ol.eranCe)...........

The total uncertaintyfor each param=.ter--isthe arithmeticsum of the
average bias and precisionerrors, Ine uncertaintiesfor the-measured ..
parameters are_then:, x + ts, where t is the t.975,statisticfor tbe,
degrees of-freedom invoTved._(For-four.,stand calibrations, the t
statis_ticfor_n.-I = 3.degreesof freedom is _,182.)

The__Pan American uncertainties _re presented in the- following
sections. Calibrationswhere no data were recorded are so indicated.
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D.2.1 Pressures

May Feb. June*w Jan. Uncertaint_,
Parameter 197.___71978 197.._88.. Ifl7.__._9Bi_.__._sPreci_dh

P breather (0 - 40"HgG) -0.44 +0.41 -0.027 -0.05 -0.027 +I.],0

Pt710 IO0"HgA) -0.08 -0.05 -0.07 +0,11-0.07 $0.28
Pt3 ,_ " IO0,HgA) -0.II -0.i0 -0_17 -0.31 -0.17 TO.31

Ps3 IO- 70"HgA) -0.02 0.00 0.00 +0.02 0.00 +0.052
Ps5 (0 IO00"HgG) -0.55 +2.00 +0.81 +1.00 +0.81. _.34
Ps4 (0 - IO00!'HgG) -0.8(i +1.00 +0.40 +1.00 +0.40 _2.70

Barometer(26 - 31.5"HgA) -0.015 -0.01 -0.015 -0.02 -0.015 +0.01.3
m

* No.data recorded. The estimatederror-is the
mean of the three remainingcaIJ_brationswhere
data were available.

D4.2 Temperatures....

May Feb. June* Jan. Uncertainty
Parameter 1977 1978 1978 1979 Bias Precision

|

Tt3, Tt4, Tt6, Tt7 (oc) -3 +I +1.33 +6 +1.33 +11.7 I

Tt2 (oc) +I +2 +1.33 +1 +1.33 _¥1.5. _

* No data wererecorded. The June 1978 error
is the mean of the three available
calibrationerrors.

The high precision.errorof the-Tt3,_Tt4, Tt6, Tt7 temperaturesystem is
due primarily to the +6oc error exhibited during the- Januar.y 1979
calibration.The error was a zero shift, that is, a constant error from 0
to 1300oc. However, the temperature system was calibratedfor a Rolls
Royce RB211 engine correlationprogramin December 1978, and, althoughthe
data were not suppliedto Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, it was indicatedthat
the system was within +1oc at that time. The zer.oshift thus occurred
within one month and s_ould have affected relatively few engines. The
precision error of about +12oc is therefor__a pessimistice._timateof
the systems perf/ormance.LFsingonly the May 1977 error, based on the
average of the two available calibrat.ions,the error__for the Tt3, Tt4,
Tt6, and Tt7 measurementswould-b_:

Bias = -2oc
Precision= 44.3oC
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D4,3 Thrust

The thrust uncertaintieswere derivedfrom the_resultsof.the on-.stand
calibrationsof the.worklng thrust system and laboratory_calibrations
of the master thrust system, The on-stand calibrationsindicate the
deviation of the working system from the master, and the laboratory
calibrations,indicate the deviation of the master from a reference...
standard,The thrust system calibrationsare analyzed separately, and
the resulting bias.and pr_ecisionerror terms are combinedto yieldt___tLe
total,thrustuncertainty.

Thrust May Feb. June Dec. Uncertainty
System . 197.__7.7197.___88197____88197._..._8Bias. Precision

Working System (Ib) -60 -30 -50 -50. -48 _.+40

June March Jan. Uncertainty
1977 1978 1979 Bias Precision "

Master Syst_em_(Ib) +30 -7. +34 +19 ___.+99

- 1
Bias Precision Total

Uncertainty _

Total_ThrustMeasurement
Error (lb] 29 +107 +136

The total uncertaintyalso contains an additional+5 Ib precisionerror
due to the resolutionof the thrust system,i.ndtcat_.

The uncertaintieswere calculatedbased on the_-averageerrors recorded
during each,calibrationperiod,_Also,the precisionerror ofthe-master
systentwas calculated using a t.975 statis.tiCof 4.30 bacause only
three.calibrations,(degreesof freedOm= 2), were involved.

D4.4 Speeds

The-on-stand calibrationsperformed on the N1 and N2 speed counters
have consistently shown• them to be.-within +l rpm of the input !
calibration signals. Based on the specificati6_sfor the Leeds and
Northrupfrequencygeneratorused for calibrations,the.Hewlett Packard
Model.5214L counter,and the engine rpm:transmitters•,,a more r.eal_istic..
estimateof the speed uncertaintieswould be:
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. NI Speed N2 Spee.d.
Instrument Blas _reci'sion BiaS' Precision

Leeds and Northrup
Generator (rpn) +1. +i.

Hewlett PackardCounter (rpm) T4 ¥6
Speed Transmitters(rpm)_ - +,.1. - _+4 .

Total CrY) _. T* T . T* T

, Total bias and precision errors are each determined by the
root-sum-square (RSS) approach.

Pan American has changed to Digitec 8151 counters, and no accuracy
sp#cifications for these units Jnave been received.

D4.5 Fuel Flow --

The fuel.flow uncertaintyis a function of the Cox meter, the frequency
counter, and fuel specific gr_.v.itymeasurementS.On-stand calibrations...........
have checked only the responseof the.frequencycounter. The specif.ic.
gravitymeasurementswere.obtainedfrom the on,line hydrometerand were
cross-checked by Pan American on several_occasions using.,a.separate
fuel.sample and hydrometer..

The laboratorycalibrations,of the two Cox meters,did identifya 0.55_
percent of reading shift in the serial number 23276 meter at the
beginningof-the,program,However,this meter,is the_back-upmeter, and .
serial, number 23275 meter was used as the.-primary performance
measurementi.nstr.ument.Calibraticnsof meter-23275.haveshown it to be
very stable throughoutthe enginetestiFLgconductedunder.thisprogram,

Based on the available calibration data and observationsof the Pan--
American fuel flow system,._the estimated uncertainty in fuel £1ow..
measurementsis as--folIows:

Bias Precision

Working Meter (% Reading) +-0.10.. +_.0,25
Pan American.Cox
Calibrator (% Reading) 40,15

SpecificGravity (% Reading) ..... +0,15N ,.

Total (% Reading). +0_18 +_0,28..

Total Uncertainty (%Reading) : +0.46D
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The error contrAbution of the frequency counter is assumed to. be
negligible. _.

The-fuel flow uncertainty,as.comparedto the other parameters,was not
developedfrom calibrationdata. Only two calibrationsper meter were ..
per.for_nedat Pratt & Whitney Aircraft which was not consideredto be
adequatefor developmentof rigorous statisticalConclusions.However,
even considering the differences between Pan American and Pratt &

Whitney Aircraft in calibrationtechniques and fuel_typ_s,the results.
were in good agreement. Therefore,.the fuel flow uncertaintieswere
based on Pan Amer].can'sability to calibrate and utilize their fuel
flow system.

D4.61 ParameterTotal Uncertainties

Table 3.2-I.is a summary of the total uncertaintiesderived for each
performanceparameter.The total uncertaintiesfor .theTt3, Tt4, T_6,
and Tt7.measurements_of +6 to +13oc reflects the error-contribution
of. the January 1979 cal1_ratio_of 6oc. The lower uncertaintydoes
not,include that 6oc error, and the higher uncertai.qty._cto_.sinclude i
that error.

D4.7 Comments

The uncertaintiesquoted.in Section 3.2.4 are based_on the-calibration
data acquired from the Pan AmeriCan test stand o_ver-a period of
approxCmatelytwo years._As such, the uncertaint.i_sin.this document
should notbe, compared to.those in the report on the historical data
analyses, CR-135448 (Ref. 1), of the JTgD Jet Engine Diagnosti_:s
Program which utilized instrument specif.icationsas estimates for the._-
measurement uncertainties.One test stand instrument calibrationwas
availablefor those,historicalstudies, but.it was not used to.estimate
the total uncertainties.The uncertaintiespresented,in this document.._
representthe.long-termbias and precision,errors exhibited by the Pan
American instrumentation.They are i.nteKLdedto_providerealistic error
bounds for..estimatingthe most probable,er.rorof_a given parameter.at
any.point in time with 95 percent conf'.:dence.
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APPENDIXE.

QUALITY .ASSURANCE

Individualand Joint Pan American and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft quality
assurance programs-providedthe policy and methodology for achieving
validity in all the data gathering efforts in this.in-serviceengine
performance deterioration_study..These programs included_correlation
of the Pan American. test stand, calibration• of performance
instrumentation,,and.measurementof assembledgas-pathclearances.

Pan America_.standardprocedureswere used for the followingtasks:-

o Recordingof flight performancedata;

o Calibrati.onof installed.aircraftinstrumentation;.

o Measuring and recordingdata relevant_toengine repairs atthe Pan
American Jet Centerincluding: part and module histories;,part,
module, and engine repair; part rep.lacement;and pertinentengine
build-updimensionsand clearances.

These.procedures are all part of the Federal Aviation Admi_Listration
(FAA) app.rovedPan.American MaintenanceProgram.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft standard quality assura__ceprogramswere used.
for the folIowing tasks:

o Measuring and recording,engine initial,production performance
levels;

o Measuringand recordingdata relevent to.engine repa.irsat P.ratt.&
Whitney Aircraft including:part, module, and engine repair; part
replacement; and pertient engine bu.ild-up. dimensions and
clearances;

o The Plug-lnConsole (PIC) installedengine performancemeasurement
system and the periodic calibration of all components of this
system (the PIC data components were calibrated to instrument
standards_six..times-overthe period of,this.p_rogram);_ _

o Correction of Engine Condition MonitorJng (ECM) data to
standardized,values of.change in performa_Lce. _

o Reduction of/ in-flizjhtcalibration.data to a standard set of
conditions.
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Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and Pan American jointlyconductedmeasurement
and calibrationof.systems in the following areas that were.unique to
this program:

o Calibrationof the expandedtest stand instrumentation(threesets
of calibrations of the Pan American test stand were ._onducted
dur_ing.the.period,of this program);

o Back-to-back (Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Middletown/PanAmerican.
,letCenter) engine testing to establish corrections between the ..... ,
differenttest stands used in the program (.TestStand Correlation '
Testing), i

The above combination of quality assurance procedures were used.to
obtain high quality input data required.todetectthe changes_in_.[Lgine
and._engine,.moduleperformance,with usage.
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APPENDIXF

ACRONYMSAND SYMBOLS

ACRONYMS (Organizations) .

AA AmericanAirlines-
BCAC . Boeing CommercialAirplaneI?_ompany
DAC DouglasAircraftCompany
NASA NationaIAeronautics,an_Space Administration
NW. NorthwestAirlines

PA Pan AmericanWorld Airways,
P&WA Pratt & WhitneyAircraft
TBC The Boeing Company
TW Trans World Airlines
UA United Airlines

SYMBOLS

A Area (squarefeet)
ASG Axial skewed groove
ATM Assumed temperaturemethod.
BLH... BaldwinLima Hamilton Ithrustceil) .......
BPR Bypass ratio.

CDX Controldifferentialtransformer
CPG -- Cycles per-gallon
ECM Engine conditionmonitoring.
Elf Efficiency (percent)
EGT Exhaustgas temperature(oc)

EPR. Engine pressure,ratio
F- Engine thrustL_ppunds).
FC F l.owcapacity
FOD Foreignobject,damage _
FP F Iow parx_meter

HPC., High.pressure compressor
HPT High-pressureturbine___
IAS Inner air seal
ID .Inside diameter
K K.iIo (103)

LE Leadingedge
, LHV Lower heatingvalue

LPC Low-pressurecompressor
LPT Low-pressureturbine ..... :
Mn Mach number
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SYMBOLS(Cont'd.)

Mod Modification
N Rotor speed (rpm)
NASTRAN NAsa STRuctura,IANalysiscomputer-program
NCA Nozzle equivalent(flow)area
NGV Nozzle guide vane

OAS Outer air seal.
OD Outside diameter
P Pressure (Ib/in2) (psla)
PIC, Plug-lnConsole (testsystem).
PLA Power lever angle (degrees)

PR Pressureratio
QEC Quick engine dlange (built-upengine/nacelle)
SLS Sea levelstatic
SP SpecialPerformance(Boeing747SP airplane_.......
T Temperature(OF) {oc],

TE Tr.aiJingedge
TIS Test.Information.Sheets
T!O Take-off
TOBI Tangential onboardinjectionsystem
TOGW Take-off gross weig.ht(pounds)

TSFC Thrust specificfuel .consumption(Ib/hr-lb)
TSR Time since repair
W. Mass flow (Ibm/sac)
W _low rate,(f_el)_(pounds/hour)(%1
WC F Iow_capacity

Vane angIe_,.(degree.)
A Change
6 -_P ressure correction...(in._Ug/29.92)

._, Efficiency(percent)
(_, Temperature.correction(OR/519.)

Micro (10-6)

SUBSCRIPTS*

I Undisturbed_nlet (pressureand temperatures)
1 LOw-pressure.rotor (_otor.speeds)
2 Fan inlet (pressures.and temperatures).
2 High-pressurerotor (rotorspeeds)__ _
2.4 r. Fan..bladedischarge

* For simplicity,subscripts,may be written !'onthe
line"of type, especiallyin text.
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SUBSCRIPTS(Cont'd.)*

2.6,. Fan,exitguide vane discharge
3 LPC discharge.
4. HPC dischar_ge
5 HPT inIet
6 HPT discharge

7 LPT discharge
amb Ambient

, b Burner
bar Barometric
F, f. Fuel
JE Jet (primarystream)

N, n Net
s Static
T, t Stagnation(total)

•..Fo_simp.licity,subscriptsmay.be written"on the line"
of type, especiallyin text.
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